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1. My story 
 

Hi, I’m Dmitriy Volohovskiy, I live in Zelenograd, it’s a suburb of Moscow, I’m electronics 

engineer by education, and for years I felt comfortable to sit alone with oscilloscope, doing 

electronic devices, but my interests and my life changed 10 years ago when  our family doctor 

brought me and my wife Larisa to the Center Region Company office and we were told about 

Functional State Corrector. The first feeling was that I wanted to take it in hands during the 

meeting, at that time we did not really understood what it is, how it works, our FSC purchase 

was made out of belief in authority of this doctor  who brought us to the Center Region. 

Understanding came later, after tons of lectures and DVDs, after the first year appeared a  

desire  to work closely with the Company, now I find it very interesting and rewarding to bring 

this new concept to other people. When asked about FSC effect I like to answer “life changes”. 

This e-book is my effort to bring essential information in one relatively compact document, 

which would be convenient to use, which you can print out if necessary. Hope you will find it 

useful. If you will have a need to get wider view, you may search through “FSC Articles” at our 

site http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/ or contact me, the contact information is at the site. 

For a long time me and Larisa were interested in  natural methods of health support, and it was 

a long way, we tried almost all products, that appear at our market. Nowadays with the FSCs 

we neither use chemical medicines ourselves, nor give them to our children and grandchildren. 

We grow granddaughters who never tasted chemical pills.  

Though we ourselves would not give you a personal  breath-taking story of health recovery, we 

started to use these devices, being more or less in norm, and we feel good now, have  lots of 

energy, have will to exert efforts in this project, and if asked “what is  the most significant result 

of your 9 years with FSCs ?”, I would say once again:  “Is  not it wonderful to treat this new 

generation of children, that are coming to our Earth nowadays, as a treasure, preventing the 

spoilage from chemical medicines and vaccines?»  Yes, there is an especial FSC for babies - “The 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/


Healthy Generation”, and we will speak about it a bit later. «Is not it interesting and rewarding 

to bring new information to other people, helping people to switch to another paradigm of 

health support and open a way to solving life issues?” 

Now, welcome to the information, that helps to change our lives for good, in most wide  

spectrum. This e-book is based at the materials of the Center Region lecturers. 

 

2. What is a Functional State Corrector and what it does? 
 

Functional State Correctors were developed by a genius Russian scientist Sergey Valentinovich 

Koltsov, who was primarily engaged in Russian Space program, he was in charge of Russian 

Space Shuttle  “Buran” flight algorithms development. Recently we celebrated 25-th  

anniversary of a successful “Buran” flight, but the program was cancelled by government at the 

background of disintegration of the Soviet Union. Sergey Valentinovich was recognized “a 

disabled person” due to the severe hypertension he acquired during  his day-and – night work 

in the Space sector. Instead of going a standard way, being a specialist in physics and 

automotive regulation, he choose to study basic principles of health regulation, happily there 

was a basis founded by works of prominent Russian Scientists: Academitian Vernadskiy – who 

taught to consider life in unity with Earth and outer space processes; Chizevskiy – a physicist 

who discovered significance of electrons consumption with breathing; Akimov, Shipov, Krikorov 

– modern physicists who formulated the notion of the “scalar electromagnetic field”, Siberian 

physicist Nikolaev, who learned to use scalar magnetic field in technical implementations, Zenin 

Stanislav Valentinovish, who created philosophy basis of information interchange in our world 

and deciphered the secret of water structure. 

Koltsov’s merit was that he managed to unite and develop all these into absolutely new 

curative methodology and create a simple to use health-supporting devices. He received 

several patents: “The device for liquid medium treatment”, “The device for outer 

electromagnetic field correction”, “The device for biologic object functional state correction”, 

“The method of information storage”.  Putting it simply, he developed a method of copying 

information from water samples, curative plants, and other objects, and recording it in the form 

of hard copies. Secondary he developed a simple device which is able to propagate  these 

biologically significant information, in a field form, the live cells are using  in nature.  

Being a technically minded man, I composed my understanding of “how it works”, based on 

words, scattered in Sergey Valentinovich Koltsov lectures, and it was confirmed later in 

communication and recent materials. 

Generally speaking, we may regard to any FSC plate as a diffraction lattice, posing its own 

specific information on electromagnetic fields, which always exist in our world,  and these fields 

serve as a carrier for the information transfer. The nearest water volume perceives this 

information. One of the main functions of water in nature is memorizing of information and its 

transfer to the living creatures.  



Zenin Stanislav Valentinovich deciphered the mystery of water 

structure, he showed that water molecules combine into large 

associates, each consisting of 912 molecules, and the outer surfaces of 

these associates bear a map of small charges. It is the pattern of how 

these charges are distributed along the associate surface, that defines 

the phenomenon of water memory. At the associates level water is 

sensitive to outer electromagnetic influences, due to the cellular 

water structure, the information is transferred to the whole volume 

with ease, each associate copies the charges distribution pattern of its neighbors, due to this 

property water delivers information content to big living organisms. 

Functional State corrector is the matrix, from which information, that was recorded on it during 

manufacturing process, is transferred at water. It is Earth magnetic field that gives energy for 

this transfer, along with any other (technical) electromagnetic field that may present. Live 

nature operates with picturesque information.  FSC is similar to a well-known hologram, but for 

specific diapason of electromagnetic waves, and it is picturesque (analog) information that is 

recorded at the FSCs. For example, it is light, reflected from a natural curative plant. We are 

going to discuss information content later, when considering different FSC series, now we note, 

that having in hands a matrix with information, that is beneficial to a living organism, we are 

able to get unlimited volume of water, which would support ourselves – water structuring is 

one  of basic FSC properties. And it does not matter if this water is in a cup, water pipe or inside 

tissues of a live organism. Water structuring is a basic property of any FSC, and from now you 

know, that when one mentions “water structuring”, then naturally comes the second part of 

the question “with what information is it structured?”  This is very important. 

Transfer of information from FSC to water takes place due to the Earth magnetic field energy, 

we get accustomed to use the word “field”, but it is always rhythms, oscillations, there are no 

static processes in nature. When drinking water, structured at FCSs, the tuning of internal 

organism’s rhythms to the Earth rhythms is taking place along with the information transfer. In 

result all internal organism systems start to work coherently. Imagine an orchestra, musicians 

came and rehearse on their own, only when the conductor comes the result becomes of good 

quality. The synchronization of the organism rhythms between each other and with the Earth’s 

rhythms is the second basic property of any FSC. 

At the other hand, FSC is a system of resonators, which models the Chi 

energy whirl. Every FSC plate has 4 resonator elements, situated at the 

corners – the holes in the centers of the resonators are the wave guides. 

This Chi energy whirl, produced by FSC supports human organism with 

energy, and this FSC feature is used in all “Pumping” procedures, we will 

speak about “pumpings” later in the FSC implementation section. 

At the end of 2015 the construction of plates was modified, in order to 

make FSCs more powerful. The fifth magnetic element was added in the 

center, and the fifth hole (wave-guide)  appeared at the center of a 

plate. By S. V. Koltsov's words, such construction gives enlargement of a 

frequency spectrum both down and up, and FSC becomes at least 64 



times more powerful in comparison with the 4-elemrnt version. He gives such an analogy: 

«Imagine you were listening music at a portable  radio, and now you want to enjoy all orchestra 

nuances, you would need a serious acoustic». In order to make new FSC differing, one of the 

covers is made transparent, and one is able to see its inner «stuffing». 

For us (as users) it is important to specify what this devices do, or how they influence us:  

- Every FSC structures water with the specific information recorded at the given plate – every 

FSC imposes its own information on water medium, both internal liquids of the human 

organism, and any water volume or stream that is situated / flows nearby. Being a diffraction 

lattice, or in other words an information pattern, FSC allows to obtain unlimited volume of 

structured water, at that water structure will bear specific information. And we know water, 

structured with specific information, under the name “homeopathic medicine”. It is 

homeopathy in a different package; having about two hundreds of curative herbs, recorded on 

it, each single FSC replaces a shelf at the homeopathic pharmacy store. At that you are going to 

use this shelf for life!   

- FSC is a source of a background positive information. What sources of positive information, 

which could be a support  to the organism, do we have?  Wild nature, trees, or at least a good 

painting, classical music, fresh organic proceeded products…. But in modern urban environment 

negative information prevails, that poses additional stress at the organism.   The point is that 

human organism responds to the background positive information when it is needed to restore 

some specific malfunction in the organ or system. When the problem is solved, the reaction 

stops, the unnecessary information is ignored. It is similar to the feedback principle, used in 

electronics, but you need to have this feedback loop connected in order to obtain a stable 

performance. 

- Synchronizes the performance of the systems and organs. Having in mind the fact that not 

long ago – in December of 2012, we all underwent major shift of cosmic rhythms, and cosmic 

energies  with “up-tunings” are going on incessantly these days. Even healthy people may have 

uncomfortable periods of time, and in case some organ or system works not perfectly, de-

synchronization  occurs. The situation exacerbates by regime violations, the tendency to have 

night activities, the most obvious consequences of this is slip violations. FSC tunes internal 

biology clocks, and every system and organ has its own timer, all inner timers start to run in 

step and in step with  diurnal rhythms. This results in better organism performance, sleep 

normalization. FSCs help to accommodate to the time zone changes.  For example, when 

arriving into a new place, you should drink (of course gradually) 3 liters of water, structured at 

this place. 

- Protects from all negative influences. Negative thoughts of other people, especially when 

accompanied with emotions, damage the aura of a person at whom this thoughts are 

addressed. Negative information causes resonant opposing response of the FSC, which results 

in aura damage compensation. More to it, later we will consider especial FSCs in the green 

series – Amulets, as well as  some lilac and golden FSCs, which bear a set of protective 

information. 



- Bears picturesque information that helps to tune up our consciousness.  We already discussed 

that FSC structures water with specific information, along with curative herbs, some 

picturesque images designated  to influence consciousness are also included. Such as 

photographs of Masaru Emoto water crystals, information recorded from water samples 

activated by best healers. For example  FSC number one has Masaru Emoto pictures for 

calmness, love to mankind, love to oneself (is it really possible to cure a person who does not 

love himself?), and even such important tuning as prosperity! FSC no 5 bears tunings that help 

to get rid of all kinds of dependencies. And green FSCs work with the mental sphere at the first 

place. Needless to say, that such consciousness tunings could not be accomplished with the use 

of traditional chemical agents. 

 

3. About human body and Earth magnetic field 
 

Now we need to discuss human body, and how it is connected with the Earth magnetic field. 

Because subsequent information about various FSC series will be connected with the global 

changes, which are taking place on the planet, first of all it is the change of epochs and Earth 

magnetic field changes. Bozko Vladimir Grigorievitch, a  healer, Center Region lecturer covered 

this question in one of his lectures: 

«Every time I start my lection with a question: please, tell me what factor is always present 

where life is present? The motion, of course! If there is a motion – there is life. No motion – no 

life. The motion takes place un some unit of time. But imagine a cell inside our body, it does not 

jump up and down, in what way it moves, then?  It oscillates. The oscillation is a kind of motion. 

Oscillations are characterized by their frequencies. Every single cell in every organ has a 

frequency of its own. Everything is built from the protons and electrons. These particles bear 

electric charges, but invariably the electric current starts, and electromagnetic fields generates 

between charged particles. If we are dealing with the electromagnetic field we are dealing with 

oscillations at some frequency. Everything in the surrounding world has its own frequencies. 

If we start to look at the human body structure, we may see a parallel with Russian dolls. 

How many dolls  are there in a classical Russian doll? Seven! Our ancestors knew how we are 

built, they possessed the knowledge. The seven dolls represent seven levels of our body 

organization. 

And the first level is an information hologram, which we call aura, or the biological field. On 

the information level it fully determines our body and its structures constitution. My 

congratulations: last Year the Ministry of Public Health officially acknowledged the fact of the 

biological field existence. So it is an acknowledged fact. In  Novosibirsk under the closed 

“Strannik” program they created equipment capable to detect biological fields and measure 

some parameters. Many years the existence of biological fields was denied, and only now they 

are recognized by the official science. 

The second level of our body organization is human physical body. 

The third level – is systems of which our organism is composed. 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-15.html
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The fourth level – organs. 

The fifth – tissues. 

The sixth – cells. 

The seventh – cell organelles. 

It is interesting to note, that every level lives and oscillates on its own frequencies. For 

example, cell organelles oscillate at extremely high frequencies, ranging from 10 in 14-th order 

to 10 in 34-th order Hertz. Cells oscillate at a range from 10 in 8–th order to 10 in 14-th order 

Hertz, but integrated information field of a human organism oscillates at a low frequency – 14,5 

Hertz. Each level has its own band, so we are complex creatures. 

May be it is still difficult, then I want to give You a very simple example of oscillations: it is  a 

bell. If one takes a bell and knocks it with a tongue – it will start to oscillated, and we perceive 

these oscillations as a sound.  They say: “The bell lives as long as it sounds”. But what will 

happen if one will cease knocking the bell? The oscillations will fade and the sound will 

disappear. We should understand, if there are vital oscillations in our body, then something 

should support them. You may be interested if there is such a tongue inside our body? No! it is 

completely missing! All these oscillation, which are necessary for our life we get from the 

outside. It was proved by the academician Komissarov in 1974 in Novosibirsk. In his 

experiments he took an empty sphere, in wish the ideal conditions for the development of 

tadpoles were created. There was everything: a warm water, air, food, but the sphere was 

wrapped by the 40 types of different absorbing materials, so the inner cave was cut off from all 

known outer influences. What was the amusement of the scientists when after 6 hours, in an 

ideal living conditions all tadpoles were dead. After 8 hours they started to dissolve in water 

without rotting. It was the first time it was proved that we are not able to exist without outer 

influences. 

I like to ask a question: “please make a guess, why are we bio-electrical creatures?” what is 

the main pulse in our nervous system? An electric pulse. But who generates these electric 

pulses in our brain for our nerve system? is there a man with dynamo sitting in our head? No. 

But what supplies the electricity, then? It appeared to be very simple. When physiologist 

started to study the distribution of metals in the human brain, it happened that they are 

distributed in such a way, that big inductance coils are formed. When the scientist modeled the 

coils with the help of ordinary wires, and measured the output, they observed exactly the same 

200 mV, which are detected as the output signal of a human brain. So, where do we get the 

electricity? Again, from Mother Earth, from her electromagnetic field. No other source. And this 

electricity is used for the control signals in our body. 

What Sergey Valentinovitch Koltsov did? He understood that every cell, every tissue, every 

organ have their own vital frequencies. That they are created from the same micro-elements as 

the plants and animals. On the first FSC he selects 175 herbs and plants which have the same 

life frequencies as our organs, tissues and cells and systems have. An FSC introducing these 

information tunes up  all living and rhythm processes inside our organism. What happens next? 

Our organism does the rest by itself. By the laws of Nature, freely and easily. How brilliantly!» 



We see, that our life is inseparable from Earth magnetism, from electromagnetic oscillations 

which pierce through us, and oscillations of all subsystems that are in a living organism should 

be harmoniously fit into outer oscillations, to be synchronized with them. But the field itself 

undergoes serious changes nowadays, we are lucky to live in the time of changes. We all heard 

a lot about it, we normally lived through the December of 2012. The reconstruction of Earth 

magnetic field influences at all of us, Earth magnetic field literally dictates appearance of some 

specific diseases, and the set of diseases changes every year, it is simply impossible to guess 

what is waiting for us. 

Actually Sergey Valentinovich tracks these changes. It is possible to do in an Epiphany night for 

the upcoming year period. It is not really clear what magic is taking place during the Epiphany 

night, why are they showing us what states of magnetic field are awaiting us in upcoming year. 

As far as in 1950-s Russian bio-physician Simon Eleyevitch Shnol registered Earth magnetic field 

oscillations during the Epiphany night. These oscillations which are registered at the same time 

at all Earth territory were called after him, but Shnol did not understand what to do with them, 

he himself reckoned it as most useless of his discoveries. Koltsov guessed to take water samples 

during Epiphany night with the interval of 10-15 minutes. Having in hands his own technology 

of copying information at a hard carrier, Sergey Valentinovich discovered that later these 

magnetic field states are reproduced by Earth during the upcoming year – until the next 

Epiphany. Nevertheless, the connection – what state of magnetic field the Earth would have in 

specific time periods – could not be tracked. It is only possible to say how many significant 

changes will be and what organism system will be influenced by this or that Earth magnetic 

field state. 

I will give you my own metaphor of the process, thou it is relatively rough analogy, it is as if a 

informational program reboot for the upcoming year is taking place during the Epiphany night. 

From midnight till 1 a.m. (Moscow time) as if an erase of the old information is taking place – 

Shnol oscillations have such a polarization, that stops oscillation processes in all live systems. 

And after that – from 1 a.m. until approximately 6 a.m. Earth receives polarizations which 

would be later reproduced during upcoming year. We will return to Shnol oscillations once 

again, when we will talk about «The Live Water» and «The Natural Antibiotic» FSCs. 

We regard the Earth magnetism changes as unfavorable, why? Apparently the Planet and The 

Outer Space are forcing us to change this way, no one is asking us if we like it or not. Yes, 

specific influence is posed at energy centers – chakras of all people. Relatively few people are 

working at themselves, refine their own consciousness to be able to move on ahead of the 

schedule. Compulsory changes through the retuning of chakras are perceived painfully. FSCs 

help to level physical discomfort, at that not excluding the need to change own consciousness. 

We all lived through the December 2012 shift. Many different and even contradictory 

expectations were connected with this date, especially in esoteric circles, but what really 

happened? Earth magnetic field parameters changed with our Planet entering into the new Era, 

you've probably read Magnetism Expert Krayon channelings about upcoming re-tuning. It is 

exactly what happened, the consciousness re-tuning that takes place now is connected with the 

Earth magnetism changes – magnetic poles shifted significantly, Earth magnetic field intensity 



decreased. Not even mentioning  significant fluctuations of  Shuman oscillations frequency, 

which previously considered to be a constant. 

Parasites of every sort adapt easily to these changes, our organism copes with changes not so 

well, we do not possess the mutation property. We have one  excuse – our bone system 

regenerates very slowly, its renewal period is 7 years, that's why at such dramatic changes 

physical discomfort is inevitable. Soft tissues adapt quickly, the bone system with delay, 

mismatch is taking place. At the same time, the bone system is most important form  the 

informational point of view, it is our main information guiding channels system in the organism. 

Interesting situation with chemical medicines is connected with 2007 transfer. Many of them 

were created and tested at different parameters of the Earth magnetic field, and nowadays it 

changed, and all rhythms of all live systems changed too. That's why the effectiveness of 

chemical remedies could change, and it really changed. In 2012 WHO cut the bag open: «You'd 

better be careful with antibiotics, somehow they stopped working» - this is Koltsov's phrase. 

During all these years S. V. Koltsov tracked  what organs and systems were influenced by the 

current state of the  Earth magnetic field, that is we constantly were in a situation, when at 

some time periods  outer field adversely influence some chakras and consequently at organs 

and systems that are governed by these chakras, in other time intervals – the others. These 

process did not came to an end nowadays, every Koltsov's internet conference starts with a 

review on what organism systems are under influence nowadays, and what correctors help to 

cope better at a moment. As far as FSCs are working on Earth magnetic field energy, these or 

that specific correctors may work more or less accented in different periods of time. 

It is interesting to note, that in result of longstanding analysis, S. V. Koltsov says that magnetic 

field influences are becoming more and more complicated, it is becoming more difficult to cope 

with them or it takes longer time. On the other hand, new knowledge are coming to humanity, 

for example, new cosmoenergy channels are opening, and they are used for correction at more 

deeper levels, running a few steps forward we can say that the green series is working with 

primary reasons of diseases and unfavorable situations at the level of the emotional reactions, 

and the golden series already at the level of sub-consciousness. So we are in a constantly 

developing, dynamic situation. This ever changing magnetic field state influences us differently, 

the ones who are stronger do not notice anything serious, the ones with weaker energetics 

react in a more pronounced way, some are hit on the gall. 

As an illustration, I want to dwell a couple of quotes from internet conferences: 

Koltsov S. V. «March 18-th, 2015: «Well, there is such an issue – for the second year in a row, 

we are seeing that all of a sudden some organs become  blocked, first of all it is up and down. 

That is they cut us out both from the outer informational field and the Mother Earth, and leave 

only body functions. Cut out the psychic. Who is doing it? I do not know. Golden series helps to 

clean it out rather quickly. To what consequences such kind of blockage leads? At the 

physiology level – to various respiratory illnesses, and not only to them. You see, this man 

developed the goitre, something else might start to grow at some other person. Everyone has 

the classical symptomatic – a collapse and absence of a desire to do anything in the evening. It 



is «the first bell» that you are «closed» in such situations one should choose with what FSCs to 

pump in order to have «eyes opened». 

And what is answering Center Region lecturer, MD, Hotchenkova N. V. at a «simple» question 

about slow work of blue FSCs and adaptation to them, it was in October 2013: «I would not 

agree with adaptation effect, Functional State correctors do not cause adaptation. There is 

another situation, and more serious one. Many people are underestimating what is going on 

nowadays, and even do not want to perceive all these. The fact is that really serious «re-

tunings» of the outer space are taking place. And we are living in this informational field. We 

are living at this Planet and we have no escape. That's why we should react adequately at any 

changes, at any «re-tunings» of the outer space, at any chord that comes in accordance with 

the space vibrations. In case we are behind, it is the adaptation effect that is seen, more to it, 

the ones we coped at the initial stage of working with FSCs, take  for example the same 

cytomegaloviruses, chlamydia or some other pathogenic micro-organisms, they are like a 

parallel world, they react quickly at any changes in space.  Quickly dividing cells acquire new 

energetics very quickly. And we, as a hyper-complex systems, react at all these with difficulty, 

especially with age. And when, along with that, the consciousness is behind in its tunings, then 

physiology functions of internal organs become hindered, that gives an illusion of adaptation to  

the plates, especially to the blue ones. It is curative plants, and nowadays they are working 

mainly with the lower chakras. You would not cope with upper chakras without blue and lilac 

FSCs. Nowadays you would not move far at number 1, it is only an initial stage. Really, results 

may come after considerable time, because if we were ill, let us say for 20-30 years, then it 

would take at least 2-3 years to put the organism into order. First results we are starting to get 

quickly, the problem is that the field is changing constantly, they start to pull out many things, 

we did not even suspect about, from us. That means cleaning, cleaning and cleaning once again. 

First at one system, then at the second, later at the third. It applies to me and you, Koltsov and 

other leaders, looking at people and see: this day one is limp, the other – another one groans, 

the third without a voice, it is normal processes». 

You see that we have a situation when they force us to follow, to co-tune with changes, and our 

correctors help to tune organism own rhythms to ever changing outer rhythms, help to be in 

step. Everything is dual in this world, and changes, that are taking place, also have positive 

aspects. One of them is appearance of information about cosmoenergy channels – humanity 

was given a knowledge about possibility of using to own benefit the energies, that are coming 

from the outer space.  Really, cosmoenergy channels are irradiation from some stars, the co-

tuning with these energies becomes available to us. Previously this possibility was closed for us, 

or it was opened to a narrow circle of highly developed people. Nowadays we can see this 

process in dynamics - changing of earth magnetic field pose a problem to us because we are 

open systems and exist inseparably from the bio-sphere, on the other hand these changes lead 

to opening of new possibilities for healing. And we are witnessing the appearance of a new 

series of FSCs, as one of possible variants of this possibilities use. 

 



4. Different kinds of FSCs. 
 

First, about common properties, which are inherent to all FSCs. All of them protect from 

outer pathogenic influences, from electromagnetic irradiation, all synchronize human 

biorhythms with the Earth’s rhythms and outer Space rhythms, synchronize action of all inner 

systems of human organism. All FSCs structure water. But they differ with information, 

recorded at them. When we came at the Center Region Office in 2009, there were only 4 FSCs: 

numbers from 1 to 4, but now the line of the Center Region products counts about 90 

Functional State Correctors: four series, counting 8 FSCs each and more than 20 so called 

«exclusive» plates. A collection series of FSC was started in 2017  (which are distributed only via 

special promotions, they announce in restricted time periods).  

Many times they asked Koltsov a question: “Is it possible to do one big FSC” and he answers 

– no, I’ve checked, it’s impossible. First, different processes should be activated in the human 

organism in order to solve different tasks. On the basis of almost ten year experience we see, 

that it is really possible to solve serious health issues. And at the same time it became clear that 

various diseases and our solutions fit the lock and key pattern. This is exactly the reason why it 

is not possible to make one universal FSC – one will see the key-hole, but the key would not fit 

into the lock.  Second, organism becomes accustomed to the same information, it is more 

effective to alternate the influence. 

Plates are stuffed with very miscellaneous information, they were released in series, in every 

series some specific information prevailed. Before starting detailed discussion of different 

correctors, we shall see the difference between series. First, so called “Blue” series appeared, 

for a long time there were only 4 FSCs – numbers from 1 to 4. Numbers 5 and 6, 7, 8 were 

released later. It became a tradition that each series counts 8 FSCs, and for simplicity people 

name different series by cases color. Information from curative plants, minerals, ayurvedic 

natural preparations – all that Mother Earth is giving to us – was recorded at the blue FSCs. And 

in that period of time (2008-2010) it was good to cope with physiology problems. Then Druid 

Tree Horoscope pendants were released, it became possible to stimulate individually the 

energetic of the user with the energy of his own tree, and increase the effectiveness of the FSC 

use. Again we are dealing with the earth energies from the plant kingdom. After that a green 

series was released – samples of water, “charged” at well known places of power and dolmens, 

as well as water samples from the curative springs, were used for its information content. This 

series influences not so much physiology, but psycho-emotional sphere, and  the heart chakra 

at the first place. There is an ancient Vedic knowledge about psycho-emotional origins of the 

disease development, and really we encountered with the fact that correction of the psycho-

emotional sphere played a key role in solving of complex health issues. In 2011 Koltsov releases 

the lilac series with cosmoenergy channels. Work with this series implies active involvement of 

the user into the curative process. Implementation method implies working with affirmations 

or mind-images. Later we will consider each series in details, now we are going to look at the 

FSC development and note the increase in the involvement of user in new series. In April 2014 

S. V. Koltsov started to talk about another new series, the fourth in succession, it was so called 

“golden” series, through which users got access to cosmoenergy channels of a higher level – it 



is Mayan Cosmic Teurgy. This group of channels cleans sub-consciousness, removing the origins 

of problems from it. With the release of golden series we got very diverse instruments: we have 

with what to remove the primary reasons of health and emotional issues and we have with 

what  to disband emotional blocks and heal physical illnesses. Seemingly everything is easy, the 

channels are intelligent, working on their own, but it appears that if a user does not take 

responsibility and control over own thoughts, then either there is no effect, or one gets stuck in 

his problems – FSC amplifies the moods and the thoughts one has in a head. 

And so, recently, starting from December 2015 we are witnessing  a new very interesting 

phase of the FSC development. Making sure on the one hand, in FSC implementation safety, on 

the other hand in effectiveness of the Mayan Cosmoenergy channels, golden series happened 

to be most effective and powerful of all, Koltsov Sergey Valentinovich took a decision about 

FCSs modernization. On the one hand, modernization involved plates construction, it is 

introduction of the fifth  central magnetic element in order to rise plates influence power. On 

the other hand, Mayan channels with corresponding designation were added at a number of 

blue, green and lilac FSCs. Blue FSCs (numbers from first to fifth) received powerful 

cosmoenergy channels, and they combine perfectly with the Earthly content of this series. Blue 

plates became as powerful as golden, the circle became closed on a qualitatively higher level. I 

would call it a second stage of the FSC development. 

The description of the Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channels, which were added at the end of 

2015, is in another book: “Mayan channels in renewed FSCs”. In subsequent chapters we are 

going to consider the basic information, which is characteristic for this or that series, and make 

an accent at the Mayan channels. Hope that such approach will be correct, because information 

content at part of the blue, green and lilac FSCs remained intact, but the construction is five 

element. 

Now we can start to discuss the FCSs in details: 

4.1 The Blue series 

We will start with the Blue FSCs, they were released first. The main point of this series is to 

work with the human body, to restore and support the physical level. Blue FSCs  - support of 

the physiology.  Blue FSC are very close to classical homeopathy, they pose informational 

influence on human body. Polarizations of curative plants pose the main informational content 

of the Blue FSCs, which makes analogy with homeopathy even close. Well, polarization of some 

water samples, which pose influence on human mind is also present at the Blue FSCs, it is 

necessary for curative process, for example some Masary Emoto photographs were also used, 

but mainly it were plants. 

FSC no 1. Anti-parasite – Harmonization. Basic FSC, which harmonizes 

human bio field, provides “tuning” of human mind with the moods of calamity, 

love to oneself, love to other people, peace, eternity, confidence, 

acknowledgement, flourishing.  

A program for stones disbandment at urolithiasis, gall-stones is recorded at 

this FSC. Works with arthritis and osteochondrosis at different localization. And 

it has polarizations of a number of anti-parasite curative herbs, ensuring gradual oppression 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/dwnldebook_mayan_channels.html


and elimination of parasites, helminthes, viruses, bacteria. Cleaning action is expressed well. 

Aids normalization of the micro flora of the gastro-intestinal tract. Normalizes immune system 

performance, hinders the development of the tumorous processes Works well with 

inflammations of all kinds. Has general-stimulating effect. Normalizes brain rhythms.  

It Is interesting that all viruses and parasites also have a bio-field of their own, the common 

thing is that non depending on the parasite type, this bio-field is built on principles that differ 

from principles at which the human bio-field and  symbiotic micro-flora is based. In the first 

case it is chaos, at the second – orderliness. An FSC shifts equilibrium to harmony and  order, so 

all unbidden guests feel at least uncomfortable, they are not able either to eat or reproduce. 

FSC no 1 works not so much on selective suppression of this or that specific parasite, although 

such a property is also present due to polarization of multiple bitter herbs, as on creating 

discomfort conditions for all aliens and support of all “one’s own”. That’s why FSC 

implementation is effective even in cases when the exact name of the infection is not known. 

FSC no. 1 copes well with any inflammatory processes, works with arthritis. It contains basic 

“tunings” for all organism systems: cardio-vascular, lymph, skeleton, urine, endocrine systems.  

At that it contains special epiphysis  “tunings” – it is the highest endocrine gland. Restores the 

work of the immune system. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Chayan” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for curing parasitic diseases. Additional functions: restoration of the organ cells in 

primeval form, deducing of toxins and parasite’s waste products from the organism. 

 

FSC no 2. Detox. Basic FSC, if one wants to take only one FSC – it is the one 

to start with. Accents excretion process. Relieves pain. Good for liver and 

kidneys. Normalizes performance of the cardiovascular system, blood 

circulation, decreases blood pressure. Supports immunity, regulates 

metabolism. It is recommended to use both 1 and 2 in pair, see “FSC 

implementation” chapter. 

Designated for the deducing of toxins from the organism, which form as a consequence of 

medicines intake, from not completely digested food. Supports liver, defends kidneys, lungs, 

skin, urinal bladder – all organs which take part in toxins deducing. Cleans kidneys and gull- 

bladder from stones. Aids lymph  and cardio-vascular systems cleaning. Bath or shower with 

water, structured at FSC number 2, pose well relaxing, somnolent, sedative action, decreases 

arterial pressure and stress load. 

Activates and cleans intestines – indicated at colitis and constipation. In order to activate 

intestines, Luzginova Svetlana Vasilievna – Company lecturer recommends to take FSC no. 2 in 

hand and do a circular massage of a belly with it in clockwise direction, and on the contrary, do 

a belly massage with no. 2 in counter-clockwise direction at diarrhea. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Bull” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for deducing of toxic substances from the organism. Additional functions: suppresses 



inflammatory processes in tissues, cleans skin and removes pigmentation, restores sebaceous 

glands functions. 

 

FSC no 3. Harmonization of women’s endocrine system, gentle fat burner. 

Ensures normal substitution of the fat tissue with the muscular one.  More to it, 

FSCs number 3 and 4 turn bad cholesterol into a good one. FSCs no. 3 is good for 

thyroid gland problems. Information for solving such problems as mastopathy, 

myoma, fibroma is recorded on it. Normalizes hormonal background. Has anti-

cellulite effect. 

Note, that those who have expressed climacteric manifestation – dizziness, hot flushes, 

should start from number 7, it has a special program for climacteric syndrome removal. 

Number 3 could be added later. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Arri” is added at the renewed version of numbers 3 and 4 – it is 

a specialized channel for normalization of the excessive weight. Additionally it normalizes 

ferments production, speeds up metabolism processes, decomposition of fats and 

carbohydrates, aids appetite reduction, restores healthy and full value sleep, gives fit of energy. 

At that one shall understand that informational influence of FSCs in no case substitutes the 

need in physical loads, physical activity is required for the weight normalization process. More 

to it, this process is hindered with age due to metabolism slowing down. 

FSC no 4. Harmonization of men’s endocrine system, gentle fat burner. 

Absolutely the same action as no 3, but for men. It improves masculine 

hormonal background, aids rising testosterone level, has a program for curing of 

adenoma and prostatitis.  

One should understand that physically fat deposits only from things we eat in 

the evening. And it deposits at night. That's why if you purchased Functional State Correctors 

number 3 or 4 with the aim to lose excessive weight, structure your supper at these FSCs, tie it 

at the belly – fasten somehow and sleep with it. But to say the truth, the best variant is to skip 

the supper, but one should have a willpower, and a willpower is a good physiology state of the 

liver. 

FSCs number 3 and 4 restore peripheral endocrine glands: android, adrenal glands, pancreas, 

thyroid. And when endocrine system becomes harmonized, restored, then fat burning 

programs start to work at those to whom it is genetically indicated. Only in this sequence and 

only in accordance with the genome information. That is, if a person should have some definite 

size, he would not thin no more. And the second important condition is not to try to speed up 

the process with diets. Because FSCs are working with the metabolism, the person acquired 

during a course of life. It would be much more effective to add visualization, imagine the 

picture of yourself you want to be  at least for 10 minutes a day. In case it is difficult to you to 

create a phantom image – look at the photo at which you like yourself. Turn on your 

consciousness, image-like thinking for help – it is true in relation to all FSCs and all tasks. 



 

FSC no 5 “Rehabilitation”. Basic FSC (basic set is 1, 2, 5). Starts liver tissue 

regeneration, supports its anti-toxin function. Cleans blood, supports and 

restores lungs, pancreas. Has a program, working with hepatitis. Good support 

for getting out of alcoholism and other dependencies (including games \ 

computer dependence), because it has especial programs for disbandment of all 

dependencies, it erases the (seven whirl) polarization which is harmful for brain. But there is 

just one snag to it, unless one would not have a desire to quit bad habits, nothing would help to 

him. If one starts to put cigarettes and alcohol at FSC number 5, then at taking “charged” 

alcohol or smocking, an information that prevents subsequent use of harmful substances is 

“deposited” in brain. 

FSC no. 5 speeds up biliary ducts and liver regeneration processes, gives very good results in 

curing of A, B, C virus hepatitis. When patients drunk water, structured at FSC no. 5, later on 

they were not able to find hepatitis  anti-bodies in blood. Doctors, who are using only 

medicines, would say that it is impossible. Indicated at cirrhosis. Cleans liver, kidneys and 

pancreas, restores lipid balance in blood. Both liver and lungs have activity peak during night 

hours, that’s why it is recommended to drink at least small amount of water, structured at this 

FSC before going to bed. It is recommended to tie it at the liver area for a night. This FSC is 

indicated at bronchitis, pneumonia, bronchial asthma. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Bouger” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for curing liver diseases. Additional functions: stimulates bile production processes, 

cleans organism from toxins, suppresses inflammation processes. 

 

FSC no 6 “Skin whitening”. Numbers 6, 7, 8 are named “Cosmetology 

correctors”, all of them are good to structure liniments, but their action 

spectrum is much deeper. Cleans out skin (pigmentation). Calms down epidermis 

irritation. Prevents skin aging,  wrinkle formation.  Information for improving the 

state of skin under the eyes, and in the eyelids area is recorded on it. Cleans 

capillary blood vessels. Recommended for patients with blood and lymph conditions, especially 

connected with lymph congestion. Has polarization of hyaluronic acid, which is “super-

moisturizer” – regulates moisture content in tissues. Crystalline lens 100 % consists of  

hyaluronic acid, it is good to structure eye drops, for eye conditions. 

Place face and body masks, scarabs at FSC no. 6 before use, the lid should be opened. It is good 

to drink half a glass of water structured at FSC no. 6 before using masks and scarabs. Tie it  at 

the water tap when rinsing it off. 

FSC no 7 “Skin lifting”. Non invasive skin lifting. It is skin nutrition, 

regeneration and rejuvenation. Fortifies skin turgor. Holds muscles in tonus. 

Lowered Internal organs come into their place. Brilliantly works with bones, 

tendons regeneration, with spinal column problems. Aids synovial fluid 

production. Recommended in cases of broken bones. 



Restores blood vessels walls elasticity. Also poses beneficial influence at all ducts: bile ducts, 

ureter, urine bladder, intestines – they are all smooth muscles. When veins are stretched out, it 

is exactly the smooth muscles fibers that are stretched, number 7 brings them back into tone.  

Structure liniments for varicose, then apply as usual.  

You may place it at the neck area for 10 minutes every day, it will increase collagen level, 

wrinkles becomes smothered out. 

Holding it in hands for 15 minutes, plus a glass of structured water, normalizes blood 

pressure and sugar level. For that it is often called “A quick emergency help FSC” Restores large 

blood vessels. Has oncoprotective information. Has polarization of the Cordyceps mushroom 

recorded on it – powerful antioxidant. 

 

FSC no 8 “Night cosmetology”. Restores good sleep. Balances melatonin \ 

serotonin production, and consequently the performance of all other hormonal 

glands, starting from the highest level. Tunes up the entire hormonal system 

(compare it with that no. 3 and 4 are doing it “from the bottom”). FSC no 8 

works with 4 glands: thymus, epiphysis, hypophysis and thyroid – they start to 

work as in young age. Has very good regenerative, rejuvenative action. 

Melatonin is a night hormone, its production takes place only in the dark and only in the night 

time – from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m., so one should try to normalize the day regiment. Drink some 

water, structured at this FSC before going to bed, take a bath or shower with structured water 

and put FSC at legs or at the bedside table, after getting accustomed you may place it under the 

pillow (under the head). 

 Some people are putting this FSC at legs, other at the bedside table, third –– see what using 

mode will be comfortable for you, it is individual. 

It is recommended to use number 8 in order to disband chronic processes, in most chronic 

conditions, like for example pneumonia, body learns to tender weak organ and “bypass” it, 

giving reduced physiology load on it, this mental state should be dealt with on information 

level. Has especial information that “tunes up” to Beauty. Helps to set biological clock, helps 

with quick acclimatization. 

 

4.2 The Green series  

Mainly deals with the state of human mind. Generally speaking, Green FSCs help to tune up 

human soul. Plants are not able to cope with such job. In the Green series of Functional State 

Correctors we have energies of Arcaim, Dolmens, sacred springs, Lena Columns, Katun river in 

primordial unfiltered form. They placed water samples into the dolmens or at most powerful 

places in the Arkaim region, and polarizations of these water samples were copied at the FSCs.  

The green series also counts 8 FSC plates. Generally speaking, their implementation does not 

differ from implementation of  blue FCSs, for your practice you need to understand what 

energies bears each green plate, or what consciousness tunings could be expected. 

Consciousness tunings, or the ways our consciousness tends to react at different life situations, 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-27.html


our emotions are very important both for mental and physical health. The connection was 

known from the ancient times, in Vedic culture there is such a notion as «Psychology reasons of 

the disease development», this practical knowledge defines the connections between improper 

mental reactions and physiology. At that, a person may sincerely reckon that he is doing his 

best to control his emotions, but artificial, intellectual control does not count, the wrong 

reaction may seat deep inside and create bio-field distortion. Prior to December 2012 it was 

more or less possible «just to mend» physical body, nowadays getting out of disease is 

impossible without involvement of your mental sphere. In case a person tends to react wrong 

systematically, and his wrong mental reactions create negative in the Universe, then by the law 

of Equilibrium this negative should be returned to its origin to be «worked out», but producing 

negativism systematically a person is unable to work it out in a normal mode. In such a case the 

Higher I / God / Universe literally «switches of» some energy from a spectrum, which comes as 

a supply to every leaving creature. Being deprived of some energy, human bio-field gets 

deformed, some organ or system do not get enough energy, that leads to poor functioning, 

stagnation, and so on. With some time delay, which is about several weeks, the deprivation of 

some energy and consequently aura deformations became noticeable at physiology level as 

symptoms. The good news is that it also works the opposite way – when reaction is changed, 

bio-field is restored, with the same time delay physiology comes to norm. New era Earth 

electromagnetic  field polarization dictates strong connection between emotional, mental 

sphere and physiology.  

FSC “Love” – contains polarization of samples from springs, and samples from 

dolmens and special mountains in the in the Arcaim region, that give co-tuning 

with the state of love. It is exactly the state of love, not egoistic feeling. If one is 

overwhelmed with ego, that is in case the heart chakra is closed, one does not 

love neither oneself nor surrounding people, and if one's life is subjected to 

getting maximum comfort, then in such a person FSC “Love” may cause serious acute condition 

at the psycho-emotional level. That’s why it is sensible to become accustomed to it, as well as 

to the other green FSCs, through drinking structured water. 

They say about FSC “love” action  with this words: “Love will talk to the point with everything”. 

It is recommended to start any curative process form drinking 3 liters of water (of course in 

small portions), structured at this FSC. It is a kind of universal FSC, good to structure foods and 

drinks. Helps to overcome depression. 

FSCs “Love” and “Success” amplify each other. All our civilization is about achieving success, 

reaching something. But the point is, that success comes to people which are in love, it is just a 

fact of life. If you will remember your own life, you will find confirmation to this fact. What can 

you do with these plates? Carry at the body, structure food and beverages, use for water 

procedures. It is very good to structure food and drinks on “Love”- a taste changes, energetic of 

food changes. And it is nice to bath with the “Success”. As well as to wash (both clothes and 

floor), do dishwashing and so on. 

FSC “Success” also carries Arcaim energies. The most significant is 

information from the Mountain of Wisdom, water probes were taken from 3 

most important points, which correspond to the left and right hemispheres and 
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to the central brain area between hemispheres, that is why FSC “Success” provides 

harmonization of brain hemispheres. As a consequence, a psycho-emotional calamity comes, 

along with ability to overcome stressful situations. Restoration and harmonization of the user’s 

consciousness is taking place, energy levels up between its three aspects: instincts and reflexes 

– it is sub-consciousness, sensational “tunings” – it is mind, and deep internal knowledge which 

comes from one life into another – the higher “I” or super consciousness. In addition it has 

“Tor” dolmen energy, it could be translated from pre-Slavonic as “Energy that creates the 

World”. Polarization of water from the Shamanka Mountain – it is a mounting that makes 

wishes to come true. Polarization of water from Bolshaya Karaganka river, which runs across 

the entire Arcaim region collecting numerous energies. Polarization of water from a spring, 

situated close to the Sergiy Radonejskiy temple, which is in the Moscow region, helps to 

disband bad information. In addition, this FSC has polarization of Lena Columns and of the 

ancient city center. FSC “Success” works through the harmonization of the thinking process, 

through the increased level of deliberate and stable activities, one acquires sureness in 

rightfulness of own actions. 

At the physiology level harmonization of the hemispheres is provided by the improved blood 

circulation in brain, that’s why the FCS gives stroke prophylaxis and is indicated in case of 

rehabilitation after strokes. 

A set of classical cosmoenergy channels “The Success Formula” is added at the renewed 

version.  

 

FSC “The Healthy generation” – or the Children’s FCS, this name strike root 

because it is indicated from the moment of birth. It was created in order to help 

children, who are suffering from cerebral palsy, autism. The main information 

was taken in karst caves “Matka” (The Uterus) and “Chrevo” (The Womb). The 

names of the dolmens are also “speaking”: Tenderness, The dolmen of Love, 

Mother’s Heart, Zest for life and predestination, The Healer, The Cliff of Health.  “The Healthy 

generation” FSC has powerful immune-modulating  action, so it could be recommended not 

only to children, but also to adults, who are suffering from allergy, immune conditions and 

immune-deficit conditions. This FSC helps to preserve intact high vibrations of consciousness of 

modern children. Nowadays it could be that a non-ordinary child appears in a family, who 

simply does not want to talk with surrounding adults, in such cases it is recommended to all 

family members to drink water, structured at “The Healthy generation” FSC, when doing so the 

difference in vibrations becomes lower and a child starts to speak. Harmonizes masculine and 

feminine origins in every child. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Kuuiy” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for children until 12. Additional functions: cleans energy centers, meridians and thin 

bodies at children from non-sanctioned influences and different programs. 

Young people above 12 and adults may use this FSC, simply the “Kuuiy” channel would not start 

for them. 



 

“Man’s amulet” and “Woman’s amulet” are separate FSCs for men and women.  

In contrast to plants, dolmens usually have prevailing masculine or feminine 

energetic, so information set  depends on user’s gender. Women’s amulet 

protects women’s health, maternity, childhood. From feminine dolmens  the 

most interesting are “Love”, “Tenderness” and “Makos” – first two has 

“speaking” names, and Makos is a name of ancient Slavonic Goddess – that gives protection, 

spirituality and feminine energetic. They compare Makos with Greek Gekata and Egyptian Isida, 

Makos is a very ancient Slavonic Goddess, Her energies remained intact in the dolmen. It gives 

protection and corrects woman’s fate. 

Man’s amulet, correspondingly, guards men’s health, for example the name of 

one dolmen, used for this FCS, is Han, it is deciphered as HA – masculine energy 

plus N – the beginning. Along from dolmens, polarization of water form the 

spring close to the Sergiy Radonejskiy temple, Feodosiy the Caucasian spring, 

and samples from other esteemed springs are used. Correctors clean from 

negative energies, restore “tunings” for creation, give “tunings” for love and 

compassion. Slavonic guardian symbols with “speaking” names are used for these FSCs: 

“Chertogon” (devil expeller), “Charovrat” (Magic spell guardian), “Molvinets” (guards from 

things other people may say and impose a program through words), “Oberejnik” (the guardian). 

It is possible to carry “Amulets” with yourself or to put a bunch of hair at them or at least a note 

with name, surname and date of birth on it. While hair or a note or a photo are laying at the 

fCSs, other people should not use it. If necessary: remove hair – use – return hair back. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Inihi” is added at the renewed version of Women's Amulet 

(only) – it is a specialized channel for removing of the crown of celibacy, the seal of loneliness. 

Protects from influence of non-sanctioned energy-information programs, including the sexual 

sphere. Disbands psychology blocks ad programs of the celibacy (programmed loneliness). 

Harmonizes the work of chakras. Aids aura and thin bodies  protection. Normalizes and 

stabilizes the women’s psychic, aids strengthening family and kin relations. 

 

Next three Green FSCs were released two years later after the release of the previous five, 

they bear a combination of Cosmoenergy channels and polarization of water samples from the 

places of Power: 

  

FSC “Harmony” – close to the FSC “Love” but it bears renewed Arcaim 

energies, water samples for it were taken in 2013, the Places of Power are in the 

process of awakening, and energies are changing. Helps to support balance 

between spiritual and material, because there are people who go into spiritual 

development and their material side of life suffers, and also a lot of people 

engaged in business, where there is no place for heart. “Harmony” helps to find 



middle / balanced way.  Good for people suffering from computer dependence (who like to 

spend their time in virtual world). 

What information is recorded on this corrector? The Altar stone of the ancient city is for 

cleaning of the destiny. Big And Small Spirals from the Mountain of Love – is for the state of 

love, as a highest energy. And the Mountain of Happiness. It is a powerful FSC that could be 

recommended at depressions and stresses, at chronic tiredness syndrome, at stomach and 

duodenum ulcers and at other pathologies when psycho-emotional break may easily lead to 

physiology acute condition. 

Along with that polarization of water spring at the foot of the Cheka Mountain is recorded. The 

Cheka mountain is situated 70 kilometers north from the main Arcaim complex, they call it “The 

Mountain of Wealth and Power”, similar to other Arcaim mountains, it tries to prevent a person 

from climbing at the top, that is to the central most informative place, if one is coming to it out 

of  sheer curiosity or for satisfaction of the physical body demands. If one is coming to the 

Cheka mounting in search of power over own ego and for spiritual wealth, the climb may take 

only several minutes, physically it is almost 1500 meters high. If one is seeking material wealth 

and power, it takes very long to climb, thou the slope is gentle. 

Merzlyakova Elena, company lecturer says the following: “Everything becomes harmonized if a 

person start to irradiate harmony, especially if a woman does. It is very important to preserve 

this state. FSC Harmony is a miraculous thing because nowadays we have a big problem due to 

the fact that people are spending a lot of time with computers. If one disliked something, 

pressed a button, and that’s all to it – no need to think of something, to accommodate, to think 

about ways of doing things…. just dislike – and good buy. But we are living in a  social world,  

one would not delete a teacher or a classmate, or a colleague with a button – one should build 

up relations. And in case a child spent most of the childhood at the computer, he did not 

acquire a practice of building relations, it is very difficult for him. And such people may have 

non-controlled aggression, rage. FSC Harmony pacifies very well even if it is simply laying 

somewhere nearby at the table. 

Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Ishill” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for harmonization of a private space and social relations. Removes negative emotions 

at the thin level, “tunes” at positive position in life, fills up with energies of love. 

 

FSC «The Longevity” – stroke and heart attack prophylaxis, gentle regulation 

of the cardiovascular system, blood pressure normalization. Ideal for elderly 

people who cannot work with Cosmoenergy channels themselves (and 

effectively use no. 9). Those who have risk of blood pressure bursts, some heart 

pains should carry it as an emergency help – place at the ailing area, drink some 

water. Good for people who work hard and get tired, restores strength, reduces 

biological age. 

Harmonizing dolmen, which is situated close to the Pshada village in Gelendjik district 

provides smooth work of this FSC. FSC bears information from springs in Alhanay reserve, and 

dolmen «Cherep» (The Skull), which works with acute blood vessels catastrophes. The «Golden 



Pyramid» cosmoenergy channel is recorded with a function of protection of other actually 

working information. Polarization of 10 % amaranth oil ensures additional cleaning of blood 

vessels  in general, and especially the ones that supply brain and spinal cord, from 

atherosclerotic plaques. Polarization of reishi mushroom water preparation provides 

regeneratory abilities of this corrector, and also gives some anti-tumor «tunings». And what is 

most important, this corrector does not cause any acute conditions, it is possible to use it for 

people who are in stroke and infarction risk groups. One may add «The Longevity» FSC to the 

basic set of 1 and 2 from the very first days of working with correctors. One should start to 

work through water, and relatively quick, after a week or two, one may start to put it under the 

head. It allows to regulate intracranial pressure effectively. 

 

 “The Clear Vision” – For all eye conditions, especially at the early stages. The main content 

of this plate is polarization of water from a «Glaznoy» (eye) spring in the Sayan Mountains 

region, the spring is a famous balneology resort where people come to cure eye conditions. Its 

water is used  for cataract and glaucoma prophylaxis and correction. Another spring that runs 

nearby ensures the cleaning of eye blood vessels. 

«The Clear Vision» FSC works through restoration of the blood circulation in 

the eye area. We can use it for correction and restoration of degenerative 

changes in eyes. This FSC has cosmoenergy channels, which activate the 

production of the stem cells. «The Golden Pyramid» channel is added for 

protection of the information, plus one harmonizing dolmen. Eye conditions 

are often connected tightly with liver and colon problems. This FSC works not only locally with 

eyes, but can give an acute condition of a general character. One should start with drinking 

water, structured at this corrector, in small portions but often for 2-3 days, then work as with 

the FSC no. 6 – drop water into eyes. Gradually, after passing all possible acute conditions, both 

local and general, one may start to wash out eyes and later even to put the FSC on eyes, 

starting from 1 minute and gradually increasing time. Put it at both eyes for 1-2 minutes 3-4 

times during the course of a day. We do not recommend to put it on eyes at the very beginning, 

because you may provoke such an acute condition as extravasation in eyes in result of massive 

blood vessels cleaning.  

On a mental level helps to develop clairvoyance / open third eye. 

 

4.3 The Lilac FSCs  

This series gives user a connection with the outer Space energies – cosmoenergy  channels. 

The Lilac series allows even unprepared people (without consecration) to use Cosmoenergy 

channels, by using Gratitude energy instead of the password. Each of Lilac FSCs may be 

considered as a pre-prepared cosmoenergy session with the accent at some specific problem. 

They can work on their own – without any mental work on the patient’s side – passive regime; 

and in an active regime – when one specifies the desired result, attaching “gratitude” 

affirmations and visualization. The lilac series is more  powerful than all previous FSCs, in order 

to avoid acute conditions they recommend to use lilac FSCs after preliminary cleaning and 



harmonization with the help of  numbers 1, 2, 5, and start with aura cleaning and 

harmonization programs (no 16). Channels of Heavenly Love are recorded at almost all FSCs. 

They are: “Heavenly Love”, “The light of Universal Love” and many many more, they give 

everybody an opportunity to rebuild himself anew, remember who you really are, with what 

task you came into this world, heal yourself, and help other people. 

FSC no 9. “The Healthy Heart” – For all problems, connected with heart, 

cardiovascular system, capillaries, blood. «The Healthy Heart» FSC contains a set 

of channels that support cardio-vascular system. One may use it in post 

infarction conditions. Blood pressure normalization is taking place, it is not only 

work with hypertension, but also with heart, vascular, kidneys and liver 

hypertension. FSC no. 9 works at normalization of such variable blood parameters as: pressure,  

haemoglobin, coagulability, viscidity, ferments content, it brings them to a norm for a given 

period of time. The purpose is to provide a comfortable state at a given time period. It provides 

atherosclerosis and thrombosis prophylaxis, normalizes kidneys, gastro-intestinal tract and gull-

bladder  function, calms down the nervous system – that is we have a complex influence. FSC 

no. 9 softens and gradually dissolves stones at the gull-bladder. 

FSC no. 9 has programs that disband tumor nodes, both malignant and non- malignant in 

cardiovascular, endocrine and nervous systems, in gastro-intestinal tract, liver and gull-bladder. 

It also burs down informational programs that cause tumor growth. Sometimes these program 

could be so strong that number 9 does not cope, then more powerful correctors should be 

added, such as 11, 14, 15, 16, 17. 

Has  Ranu channel that works with any eyes conditions. In the first place it  is glaucoma and 

cataract. Drink structured water and work with gratitude energies (see chapter «Verbal codes, 

to use with Lilac Functional State Correctors»). 

Along with that it poses a very beneficial influence at our consciousness, removing 

everything that prevents receiving of the information, aids development of creative abilities. 

Has a program of opening of the “Spiritual Heart” for harmonious development. Has a lot of 

cosmoenergy channels connected with love, - in this sense it is “prolongation” of FSC “Love” on 

a new level.  

 

FSC no 10. “The Healthy Joints” Reinforces regeneration and restoration 

processes in bones and joints at arthritis, arthrosis. Helps to regulate the state 

and function of the intra-articular liquid, stimulates salts deducing – it is such 

conditions as osteochondrosis and podagra. Helps to cure and restore the spinal 

column, including intervertebral discs, straightening out  of the spinal column, 

restoration of the carriage. Slowly capsulate and disband hernias on the spinal 

column. Allows to work with disbandment of unnecessary bone formations: spurs, callus, 

traumatic bones excrescences; disbandment of calcification, stones in any organs. Here it is 

better to work with visualization, that is to imagine your situation with internal vision and bring 

it to normal anatomy state. 



FSC no. 10 has lots of channels that are restoring cardio-vascular system, including blood 

pressure regulation, blood formula restoration. It is necessary for normal restoration of 

periosteum, cartilages, joints. It is simply impossible without good nourishment through the 

vascular system. That's why if financial considerations make you to choose between 9 and 10, 

choose no. 10. 

Restores aura and chakra system. Helps with colds, reliving depression, toxin deducing, liver 

and gastro-intestinal tract functions restoration. Helps out of coma and faint. 

      Mayan Coamic Teurgy channel “Bagana” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for problems with bones, spinal column, intervertebral disks. In addition it could be 

used in curation of arthritis, arthrosis, osteohondrosis, osteoporosis, radiculitis, intervertebral 

hernias. 

 

FSC no 11. “The Healthy way of Life”. First of all, it is designated for 

restoration of our thin bodies, that is normalization of the informational 

structure of a human being, it also destroys all negative programs, essences, 

witchcraft, evil-eye and so on. Stimulates aversion to bad habits, such as 

alcoholism, smoking, drug addiction, game-dependence. This FSC is most 

powerful in lilac series for burning down all negative programs \ information. Use it as a 

cleaning instrument in hard cases when 1, 2, 5 do not cope. Implementation mode is as usual: 

for water structuring, for pumpings, in active mode – through gratitude energies. It is desirable 

that one worked himself. If does not want, but allows you to work with him, you may work with 

him. Permission is obligatory, at that it could be said even in a form of a joke, the point is that 

one says “yes”. On a mental level activates love to oneself through a feeling “what for am I 

doing this?” Cleans out of aggression. 

Promotes cleaning at the DNA level, restores primordial DNA. Has pronounced anti-tumor 

action: disbands tumors of any localization and burns down programs, that cause tumor 

growth. Number 11 is one of most powerful anti-tumor FSCs.  

It also works with schizophrenia and epilepsy. One should remember that in acute phase 

schizophrenia patient may have unpredictable reactions, so in dangerous cases it is sensible to 

continue to use prescribed medicines, which help to minimize acute conditions. 

FSC no. 11 disbands fears. Supports and restores central nervous system, cardiovascular 

system, gastrointestinal tract, liver. Actually, working at all levels it gives general health 

restoration. 

      Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Iscu” ia added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel for elimination of the energy tie to alcohol and to the egregor of alcoholism, 

disbandment of desire to drink. For cleaning and restoration of stomach, liver, kidneys, adrenal 

glands, pancreas, gull-bladder. 

FSC no 12. “The Healthy Sleep” Restores good sleep. Healthy sleep shortens 

to 4-6 hours, so with time you will sleep less and have a good night rest. 

Normalizes production of such important hormone as melatonin. While the 



melatonin is produced in our organism, the restoration processes are taking place. Melatonin 

insures good sleep and poses numerous healing effects at the body, the most important of 

them  are: restoration of the circadian rhythms, normalization of sleep, reduction of the 

aggression level at psychic disorders. This FSC also enhances blood circulation in the neck 

department of the spinal column, in the eyes area. 

 You may ask cosmoenergy channels, recorded at this FSC for anything connected with the 

state of sleep: learning something \ receiving some information during sleep (that is mentally 

ask a question prior to going to sleep and receive information), healing something during sleep 

(mentally give a directive prior to going to sleep). Helps to set biological clock, helps with quick 

acclimatization. Makes wishes to come true. For example, in case you have an important 

appointment scheduled for tomorrow, you may program FSC no. 12 for the  desired outcome 

the night before important meeting. 

     How to start using it? May be you should not put it under the pillow from the very beginning, 

it could cause overload like number 8. You’d better drink some water from it before going to 

bed. Even you are making a directive for a healthy sleep (I am grateful for the healthy sleep), 

drink some structured water anyway. It is good to take a fresh shower with FSC no. 12. That is 

start working with it gradually and, closing FSC to the body in steps. 

      Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel “Oyu” is added at the renewed version – it is a specialized 

channel against insomnia and nightmares. The channel aids cleaning nervous system from 

negative programs, and elimination of negative emotions in the patient’s field, such as envy, 

fury, hater, jealousy. Normalizes metabolism and hormones production, restores biochemical 

balance. Restores nervous system in a primordial form, fights depressions and stresses.  

 

FSC no 13. “The Healthy Intellect” Helps in learning, to concentrate attention 

at something. It creates such conditions for human brain, that attention and 

mastering of some material increases along with the interest to learning process. 

Restores a desire to learn, memory, concentration, develops creative, cognitive 

abilities, helps to grasp the deep essence of things and phenomenon. Aid 

spiritual growth of the individual. 

Hotchenkova Natalia Vadimovna,  company lecturer says: “At the physiology level it allows 

to pool out the spinal column, release extra tension from intervertebral discs. It does not work 

with hernias, bones and cartilages – only pulling out the spinal column. So one should work 

with intervertebral disk  hernias first with FSC no. 10. We have inspiring examples nowadays 

when people started to work with number 10, the cartilage tissue of the intervertebral disks 

started to restore, and later used FSC 13. Internal organs start to work better, because every 

spinal column segment is connected with some specific internal organs. 

Has separate program which helps women to conceive a healthy child. Women should use 

the following affirmation: “I am grateful for the pregnancy onset, for healthy pregnancy course 

and healthy delivery”. Con-joint use with bracelet “Stork” is highly recommended. At that a 

pregnant women needs numbers 1, 2, 3 and desirably “The Healthy Generation”. 



FSC no. 13 has another name – “The Birch Bark”, because polarization of the birch tree juice 

in the sup-flow period is recorded on it. Birch tree juice is the most informative and vitally 

important product, many people know it well, they go into the forest in spring and drink the 

birch tree juice. At that one should collect it gently, not over-harming the trees that are symbol 

of Russia. Betulin, which is contained in the birch tree juice, and accordingly its information  is 

present at the FSC, is a very powerful anti-fungi and anti-virus agent. It is well known that our 

ancestors fell ill very seldom, they added grinded birch bark into flower  when making bread. 

 FSC no. 13 also helps to attract effective contacts, to get needed information. Has a channel 

for consecration of things. If one has serious intellectual stress (exams, analysis of information) 

put it under the pillow for a night time. 

 

FSC no 14. “The Golden Pyramid”  named after the main cosmoenergy 

channel, which is recorded on it. This FSC is designated for harmonization of 

almost all processes in our organism. Protects human aura from outer 

influences. Ensures good, clean atmosphere around, fights informational viruses, 

such things as evil eye, witchcraft.  First of all it protects from our own negative 

thoughts. When one is angry, his left hemisphere becomes too active and a 

wrong mind-image is formed. And so if you have FSC no. 14 in the pocket, it prevents you from 

generation of wrong mind-images and producing wrong signals, you start to think correctly in 

result. By this you avoid making harm both to your organism and the surrounding space, and 

accordingly you avoid a return strike from it. Generally, when one is destroying the surrounding 

space, the return “punishment” comes quickly. This FSC harmonizes everything that could be 

around, it is very easy to work with this plate. 

Bozco Vladimir Grigorievitch says that he is using FSC no 14 in combination with FSC “Love”: 

“Number 14 helps energy channels to dose information, that comes into my organism, 

correctly. And energy of love governs all processes in this world. They say “God is Love”, and of 

course when these two FSCs – one Yin and the other Yan are working together, a very 

harmonious program appears in result. Nothing special is needed here, the program is really 

universal. You ask to restore physical and spiritual bodies of the human being, the rest goes on 

its own”. 

You can carry it with you as a defense. You can take this FSC in hands and ask to defend any 

specified territory, place, vehicle, air flight, you have to visualize the desired object or territory 

inside a big Golden Pyramid and express gratitude. When you are opening The Golden Pyramid 

channel for defense, it automatically closes 24 hours later, one may not care about it. You can 

protect the entire family, visualizing all of your folks together at your place or at some event, 

you just make a virtual mind-image when all are together.  

Rises potency. Compensates radioactivity, deduces heavy water out of the organism. Aids to 

prevent terroristic acts – disbands the threat / destructive programs at the information level. 

Aids to disband information blocks at the spinal column, and protects it from any information 

invasion. Helps to open creative talents. 



Number 14 is a universal anti-parasite corrector. You can use it in combination with no. 1 

when necessary. 

 

FSC no 15. “The Light of Life”. One of the channels that could be activated 

with this corrector has a speaking name: “The Source of Life”. Turns on the 

rejuvenation function and disbandment of negative. Use it to activate stem cells 

for regeneration of a specified tissue. That’s why we recommend to use this 

corrector when working with Parkinson, disseminated sclerosis, cirrhosis, 

steatosis, and so on – in cases when the cellular structure of some specific organ is changing 

from specialized cells to inert or connective tissue sells in result of some disease, it could be 

inflammatory, tumoral or autoimmune process. Through the activation of stem cells we may 

work at restoration of the hair and nail structure, vessels walls, epithelium in ducts – generally 

speaking it is universal regeneration. 

FSC no. 15 burns down programs that cause tumor growth. Bozko V. G. gave such an 

example: “We encountered with a problem when worked with one woman, she had a tumor at 

gynecology sphere , it was myoma, at that it was informationally induced, there was an alien 

energetic at her bio-field. She was operated in traditional way, myoma  was already removed, 

but when we did GDV diagnostics, we saw this energy. That is some negative wishes or 

something like this. We recommended her to use FSC no. 15 in order to bring this into normal 

state. 3 days later we did repeated diagnostics, and the information was gone. Why it is 

important? Because in case information about tumor process remains, it will start anew at the 

same place. It turns out that FSC no 15 “The Light of Life” blocks information about timorous 

process in the information field of a human being. It was confirmed at several people, the 

blockage of the specific negative influence is taking place”. 

This FSC has a function of telomerase tails control, DNA tails that start to contaminate with 

noise after 50 division cycles. FSC provide conditions that prevent noise penetration, really it is 

a longevity program. FSC no. 15 restores primordial DNA – one may try and work with genetic 

diseases. 

Activates cell energy centers – mitochondria, that results in energy level increase. Good for 

people who work hard and get tired, restores strength, reduces biological age, fights 

depression. Could be used for quick energy support. Reduces radiation, turns any irradiation 

into harmless energy. Longevity function is recorded on it, that is telomeres control. 

Cleans ancestral line, disbands kin damnations, relieves our thin bodies from any negative 

programs. The example of affirmation for working with kin: “I am grateful for spiritual goods for 

(name you passed relative)”.  For example, in order to improve relations with children, one 

should establish relations with passed parents. We are functioning this way at the informational 

level, grand children take spiritual basis from grandparents and emotional – from parents. 

That’s why grandchildren are often closer to grandparents than to their parents. So in case of 

problems with children we should work in indirect way, and send only love to children. 

In some cases FSC no. 15  allows to work with bad habits without permission. For example, 

individual does not want because he reckons that these habits are not harmful for him, and as a 



rule they do not care about others. So some family member may use affirmation: “I am grateful 

for physical and spiritual health (name your relative)”. This formula implies an individual 

without bad habits, and they start to disband gradually, of course if it is allowed from Above. In 

case one is obliged to work off bad habits himself, to analyze why it is happening to him, FSC 

would not help. It will be seen rather quickly, in this case you may save your efforts.  

Harmonizes physical and thin bodies of a human being, as well as psychic, reducing 

pessimism level, returns ability to love. Aids improvement of relations between men and 

women. 

 

FSC no 16. “The Clear Space”. Cleans carefully everything around us, both at 

physical and thin levels, providing good, clean atmosphere. Ensures field 

conditions for sells, when cell as if occurs in “an assembly point” and is able to 

recover out of many unpleasant situations. Protects cells, aids self-regulation 

processes. Has anti-viral and anti-parasite programs, but in lesser degree than 

FSC no, 14. 

We are using FSC no.16  to clean out  consciousness and sub-consciousness. Tunes mental 

sphere to spirituality, connects to the consciousness of the Raised Teachers. Helps to realize 

what is conceived in Space, creates harmony of light and knowledge. “The Clear Space” helps to 

solve family problems, to find common language with children. 

This FSC helps to pacify noisy neighbors, direct its short rib in their 

direction. On a photo lecturer demonstrates FSC no. 16 orientation 

when noisy neighbors are above or down. Or direct the short rib in any 

needed direction. Somehow their little children stop to run over your 

head  or they spread a carpet, they stop to drop things at the floor or 

play ball with a dog. You may sprinkle premises with water, structured 

at this FSC. Those who have to work with people may put it at the table 

(or glue under the table) with the short rib directed at the visitors or at the cabinet door. It 

helps to avoid scandalous and aggressive people coming, all situations will be solved for good, 

at that number 16 harmonizes the owner too. Good for people who do a lot of travelling. For 

example makes your car uninteresting for police, helps with parking, with clear space on the 

route. It is the best FSC to place into your car.  

 

4.4 The Golden FSCs.  

The common name of the Golden series is “The Ecology of Consciousness”.  

Nowadays we are leaving in an interesting time period, which is called “The Great Transition”. It 

will last until 2032-38, with some critical points, one of them is 2014-2015, after that things  will 

go on easier. According to the constantly changing outer field tunings, the information, that 

people receive from the outer field changes as well. Look how it was going: Reiki appeared at 

the beginning of 70-s, classical cosmoenergy school appeared at 80-s, these channels are used 

in the lilac series. Starting from 90-s appeared numeric cosmoenergy channels along with 



Cosmology. In 2000-s appeared a new trend, called Sacral Cosmology, which united all previous 

schools. Finally, in 2007, as we know outer field tunings undergo sufficient changes, and people 

started to receive absolutely new channels, which differ from previous both by power and 

manifestations, they were called Cosmic Mayan Teurgy. It should be noted that we do not get 

information before its time comes. Cosmic Mayan Teurgy is the next evolutionary stage of 

outer field development and informational fluxes in it. The power of new Mayan channels is 

approximately 10 times higher in comparison with the classical cosmoenergy. More to it, they 

are even more intelligent, they tune up to the specific human being, looking for a problem on 

their own and heal it. One only have to open them. 

Berdyaev defined Teurgy as an art, that creates a new world, a new being, another existence, 

and beauty as a real, Teurgy sends creative energy to a new life. Teurgy is an action of a human 

being jointly with God – Man-God creativity. 

Unlike classical cosmoenergy, which we perceive as separate channels, thou it resembles 

enormous twisted spiral, resembling the structure of our Galaxy, Mayan channels have a form 

of a huge light tube, at that it has pulse character. 

With FSCs all Mayan channels are started on their own as soon they contact with your body, no 

Gratitude energy is needed, so that it is a different technology. All golden FSCs could be easily 

combined with any others, you may work with them in all well-known ways: place at some area 

on the body, do pumpings, drink structured water and take water procedures. 

Nevertheless, similar to the work with lilac FSCs, it is necessary to track the cleanness of own 

thoughts, follow the Laws of the Universe, first of all, it is doing no harm to others with your 

actions. Like a boomerang the Universe returns energies, we send out. At that, this return is ten 

times stronger with Mayan cosmoenergy channels. Due to the fact that the Mayan channels 

themselves are 10 times stronger than classical cosmoenergy channels, then it is extremely 

important to remember about ecology of thinking process and mind-forms, it is depicted in the 

name, given to the golden series. 

In golden FSCs Mayan channels are combined with cosmoenergy channels, the way they 

enlarge and  amplify each other. For example, with the help of classical cosmoenergy channels, 

the dosage of FSCs influence is ensured. You see, when an experienced practitioner conducts a 

session, he can see when to turn on and off some specific channels, when to stop the session, 

in case of Functional State Correctors, which are working on their own, such function is 

necessary, in order to allow inexperienced user to work with them. That is, during one session 

any golden FSC solves only one problem, or disbands one layer of a complex problem, this 

feature ensures soft action without acute conditions, but one should conduct a number of 

sessions – work with a given golden plate for a couple of weeks.  

Below is the list of golden FSCs with short descriptions and comments. This material is based on 

the leader’s dispatch from the head “Center Region” office and on materials of internet 

conferences by Hotchenkova Natalia Vadimovna and Koltsov Sergey Valentinovitch. 

 



FSC no. 17. “Rebirth”. Mayan Channel Buurmok (Буурмок) is recorded at this FSC. Disbands the 

reasons of the disease development at the sub-consciousness level. 

Buurmok channel penetrates deep into human sub-consciousness, in order to 

eliminate the primary reasons of the disease development. Often the 

primordial reason of the disease lays at deep levels of human sub-

consciousness. For example. It could be banal fear, which shows in life like 

fear of the darkness, fear of height, fear of closed rooms, water, high 

temperature and so on. Really it is echo of come accidental event in previous 

life of this person. When we disband these fears, the problem with health disappears as well. 

FSC number 11 «The Healthy Way of Living» acts similar to this FSC «Rebirth», but number 11 

acts softer, disbanding negative information it works layer after layer. The Buurmok channel 

penetrates deep into sub-consciousness, directly to the problem information and disbands it. 

All Mayan channels are intelligent, able to find a problem on their own and disband it. 

 

FSC no. 18. “Synchronization”. Mayan channel Kuvva (Кувва) is recorded at 

this FSC, it is designated for cleaning of chakras, meridians, thin bodies from 

negative influences of all kinds, including witchcraft, and for harmonization of 

the performance of the chakras. It restores the synchronous performance of 

chakras, because normally human chakras should work synchronous with 

some specific phase shifts, and in case this synchronization is distorted, some 

chakra may work in improper regime, so this or that organ which is corresponding with this 

chakra, starts to suffer. On the computer aura diagnostic such negative programs, which affect 

some specific chakra, are seen as a sword-shaped aura distortion, this sword is directed at the 

malfunctioning chakra. For example, when the reason of aura distortion lays in the sphere of 

relations between man and woman, then the second chakra could be affected. Throat chakra 

could be affected in case negative influence taps down the speech center, preventing the 

suffering person from speaking out his attitude. Eyes or the third eye chakra  could be 

subjected to negative influence, in order to shut down vision, it could be when a man does not 

want to see or to notice the situation that develops around him, or in case when the negative 

influence is aimed to deprive the victim of the possibility to see something. Other energy 

centers could be also influenced, so there is a need in instrument able to mend all this and 

restore chakra system performance the way it was thought out by the Creator. 

 

FSC no. 19. “Anti-Tobacco”. Mayan channel Polut (Полут) is recorded on it. This FSC radically 

cuts off the connection with the egregor of smokers, disbands all negative 

programs which were connected with lungs. 

Imperceptibly, through the illusion of the increase of productivity, nicotine 

destroys blood vessels; tobacco chemical compounds, including resin, 

precipitate at the lungs tissue, and there is no way to clean them out. In 

perspective it leads to oncology, micotic and fungus affection of the lungs. 



FSC «Anti-Tobacco» cleans out the entire bronchopulmonary system from nicotine and tobacco 

resins, deduces them off. Eliminates diseased lung cells and starts the regeneration of the 

healthy cells, restores the lungs performance, cleans out blood and saturates it with oxygen. 

Restores the true blood formula, restores spleen and liver functions. It is the only FSC that 

works with lungs in full value. Of course on the background use of FSCs number 1 and 2.  

FSC no. 20. “Cleansing”. Mayan channel  Chalan (Чалан)  which is designated 

for the destroying of astral essences is recorded at this FSC. It is 

supplemented with the set of classical cosmoenergy channels, which have a 

common name «The Sunny Spectrum». 

Astral body can hitch up some parasite settlers. They could be indifferent, 

they could suck out energy, influence the state of health. Those people who are able to see at 

the thin level could see them in different forms: in the shapes of insects, blots, some snakes 

and so on, all these should be taken off. For example, so called evil-eye is an astral world 

problem, induced by astral essences. When such a settler appears, physical body may sense it 

as some heaviness, sometimes it could feel like tickling, or cause some other pleasant or 

unpleasant sensations, it could induce restless sleep, or some nervousness, morbidity, the 

decrease of overall state of health. Some unexplainable attacks may appear. Or we may 

populate our flat with our own hands, if allow the existence of  litter corners where the energy 

tends to be standstill. Remember that Feng-shui practices recommend to clean out your 

premises in order to achieve a free circulation of pure energy. That is why trash in the corners 

should be sorted out, dust and cobweb should be wiped off. One should not enter into the 

living rooms in the upper closes and shoos in which he walks outside, astral essences caught on 

shoos and closes should be left in the wardrobe. By the way, with this FSC we may clean our 

clothes and shoes, by leaving it in the wardrobe from time to time. You should carry out of the 

house old things, which are not in use any more. 

Often people attract negative essences with their negative mind-forms, so one should be 

careful about the thoughts he generates, similar attracts similar, and we will attract the 

energies we generate. As a rule, one does not understand what is going on, and continues to 

attract thin world settlers. We create our problems with our own hands. If we would not supply 

them with our energy they will gradually disappear. In order to prevent the attraction of astral 

essences we should learn to control our thinking process, control our emotions and sensations, 

they should be in equilibrium. Any inclination both in positive and negative creates energy field 

deformation which could be used by astral essences as an opportunity to catch fasten on 

human thin level. The purpose is always the same, this essences simply have to feed 

themselves, it is their way of existence. So one should observe the Universal Law of Measure. 

Everything should be within reasonable limits. 

«The Sunny spectrum» set of channels gives an ability for physical health improvement, 

restores and activates DNA layers, which nowadays are silent at a majority of people.  It 

restores life forces, including sexual energy, restores the work of first five chakras, restores bio-

field, work with inflammations, blood pressure, infections, restore cell membranes, transform 

electromagnetic irradiation from the destroying form into a positive energy. Aids spiritual 

development, aids rejuvenation. 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-101.html


Starting approximately form the end of 2016 Sergey Valentinovich started to make special 

accent on the importance of this corrector. Being in Mongolia he discovered entities at four 

people of every five, this is despite the fact that these people may carry FSC 20 at the body in a 

special belt with pockets for correctors. That’s why pay attention at the topic “Opening of the 

first and seventh chakras in chapter “FSC use” / “Pumpings” (see page no. ) 

FSC no. 21. “Mirror of the soul”. Mayan Channels Tann (Танн) and Chaal 

Tsyk (Чаал-Цик) are recorded at this Functional State corrector. It is most 

powerful FSC in the golden series, its field has most complex 144 whirl 

structure, it should be used at the consummation of your work with the 

golden series.  

Tann channel cuts off all negative energy channels. When energy bodies will 

be well cleaned, Tann channel  impregnates them with light creative energies of the universe. 

After that the second channel  -  Chaal Tsyk turns into work, it ensures most powerful defense 

of  this freshly restored energy body of the human being, from all possible dark forces. At the 

thin level the work of the Chaal Tsyk channel is seen as fireball of high vibrations. 

When using this FSC one should remember that we can recreate negative bindings with our 

own thoughts, it could be when one does not want to change anything in his life, continue to 

use old patterns, mentally speak with people with whom he has unsolved problems, think 

about his illnesses in negative key. In such situations he will have to start everything anew. The 

notion «the ecology of thoughts» comes  at the first place when one is working with the golden 

series of FSCs. One has to train himself to monitor his own thoughts and mind-images, 

remembering the law of the Universe «similar attracts similar». 

Speaking about the consequence of the implementation of these golden FSCs, I recommend to 

work with either FSC no. 20 «Cleansing» or FSC no. 23 « liberation», then with no. 18 

«Synchronization» and in the final stage switch to FSC no. 21 « Mirror of the soul». 

 

FSC no. 22. “Returning to Yourself”. Mayan channel Kukh (Кукх) is recorded 

on it. This FSC is designated for elimination of the strange problems, which 

one tends to pile upon at his own back. It is characteristic to those people, 

who has to listen to the problems of other people, and tend to take them 

close to their heart. 

Generally people are very sensitive to the problems of other people, to their grief and troubles. 

People listen to their folks, friends, colleagues at work, neighbors and some acquaintance, 

when they are telling stories about illnesses and life problems, starting to feel pity, enter into 

details, take them close to heart. It involves the danger of pulling out these problems and 

situations at yourself. If you have possibility not to listen, then do not listen, if not – for 

example your relatives or friends are talking – try to listen half-ear or pretend that you are 

listening. Never express pity, never blame anyone. Remember, it is the man himself, who is 

guilty in what happened with him, be it illnesses or life problems. Remember one of the main 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-100.html
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Laws of the Universe, the law of cause and effect. Cause gives birth to the effect, the effect – 

causes new cause, and it goes in endless circle. Every human being is bourn to be healthy, and 

in case he has problems with health, it is he or his ancestors who are to blame, then he simply 

do not care about his own health, violates simplest laws of physical life. In every case illness is a 

pay-off for things done by the person himself. If you start to pity this person, then you are 

violating the Law of Karma, the law of requital, it should not be done. It is better to explain the 

situation to the thick person, direct him to understanding of his situation, comprehending and 

correct situation, and tried not to attract it in the future, avoid mistakes he made. 

Strange problems, that were pulled up, are seen at the human astral body as some black 

burden or rucksack under his back, which lies heavily on a body. FSC “Returning to yourself” will 

help you to destroy these strange problems. 

 

FSC no. 23. “liberation”. Mayan Channel Yaklel (Йаклел) is recorded at this 

FSC. Disbands negative energy bindings, more to it, this channel returns bad 

energies to the person, who created them, that is strikes back. 

Here energy bindings that are forming between people during their 

interactions in lives are meant. Depending on the character of connections, 

that are formed between different people, their specific chakras became connected at the 

energy-information level, and every chakra governs some specific internal organs. That is this or 

that organs could be affected due to the formation of the energy bindings. Energy bindings 

could be both positive and negative. Here we are concerned about  stopping energy pumping 

out through vampirism. Self-vampirism could develop in case one takes hard the passing of his  

kindred, in such a case a specific binding is formed, it can grow up into depression and into a 

binding for going out of this life, such binding should be broken. Self-vampirism also develops if 

one does not like himself, if he is dissatisfied with himself. Intense grief could be a reason of the 

energy binding development, this binding could be very stable, resulting in energy flow towards 

the object of grief. 

We should have in mind that seriously ill friends and acquaintance, willingly or not, could be 

energy vampires, tending to form steady energy bindings with us, in order to get constant 

energy supply. No matter how close this man could be, such bindings should be cut off. 

Note that energy suckers may attach to any place at the human body, and for effective solving 

of the problem it is desirable to place FSC 23 exactly at the place. Since most users do not have 

clairvoyance or not skilled in the pendulum use, S. V. Koltsov recommends to treat all joints and 

chakras with FSC 23 in sequence, because suckers could be «organized» in most unexpected 

places. 

 

FSC no. 24. “Clarification”. Mayan channel Shoppol (Схоппол) is recorded at this FSC, it is 

supplemented with the set of classical cosmoenergy channels, which is called «Sunny 

Spectrum». FSC «Clarification» is designated for liberation from all kinds of zombification and 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-86.html


programming, including elimination of zombification for alcohol, going away from the family, 

love-potions and so on. The «Sunny Spectrum» set of channels ensures restoration of internal 

organs, stimulation of the eyes. It also transforms any electromagnetic irradiation into energies 

that aid health, rejuvenation and spiritual development. 

Zombification is a process of introduction of specific emotional reactions and 

world outlook foundations into human consciousness, which completely 

determine his outer activities and internal emotional state. In essence, 

zombification means the destruction of the old personality and intrusion into 

his consciousness of ready models of thinking and emotional processes. Or it 

could be characterized as a powerful treatment of human sub-consciousness, 

resulting in the loss of directive connection with his past, and programming at the absolute and 

unconscious obedience to his new master's orders. They often compare zombification with a 

computer hard-disk formatting and installing of a new operational system and main programs. 

Will qualities are completely suppressed at zombification. So called «brain-washing» and 

reprogramming could be used in the process of zombification. Reprogramming could be both in 

hard and soft forms, in the soft variant hypnosis techniques could be used. Such a state could 

be characterized by permanent deep trance state, complete obedience, without any 

manifestation of the personal messages. In such a state man moves mechanically, ready to 

fulfill any order from a person who brought his will under control. 

What are the foundations of the soft zombification techniques? First, it is a propping at the 

unconscious character disadvantages, not fulfilled promises and obligations, not tried 

sensations and «prohibited» pleasures – all this open channels for possible controlling 

manipulations. Zombification specialists use inclination of people to confide in lies, human 

greediness, and use flattery. Most people are no strangers to self-glorification, and then their 

behavior could be changed merely by expressing agreement.  Or in case someone was 

expecting big profits for several times and did not get it, they develop a tendency to blame 

someone else in their failures, at that new promises of ghostly fortunes abruptly change their 

behavior again. Another trick is putting a question in an unusual manner, in combination with 

repeating it several times. Any question which is formulated too emotionally or asked three 

times in a row, causes irritation at person to which it is addressed. If the question is formulated 

in the form of the paradox, and it is hard to give quick and unambiguous answer, the irritation 

grows even stronger,  this irritation is a hook for subsequent manipulation. Here are some 

examples of such manipulative questions: «Your actions are illegal, do you know about it?»;  

«Why you withhold about many things?»; «Why you acted this way?»; and even  «Did you 

already bought this fashionable blouse in our store?». Often, practicing zombification,  they do 

not leave their victim a possibility of any choice, for example, when salesman proposes to buy 

one of two items from him, consciously not leaving a simple option – go away buying nothing. 

In addition political strategists juggle with a number of new uncommon words, to which people 

are not accustomed. Most often zombification techniques are used by all kinds of magicians 

and sorcerers in order to make love –spells. In such cases we see people with suppressed will, 

going out of their families, leave their wife and children, and end up as drunkards.  



FSC «Clarification» is designated for elimination of all kinds of zombification and coding. At one 

of the Center region events Sergey Valentinovich Koltsov put it this way: «That's enough, let's 

negotiate and trade honestly. Ordinary people should have a way to defend themselves of all 

manipulators». 

 

4.5 Exclusive FSCs 
 

Apart form FSCs listed above, a number of  other correctors were released in different time 

periods, and they were not included into these or that series, mainly because they appeared 

some time after the release of the main series. So we have 4 series each including 8 FSCs and 

the rest was called «exclusive FSCs». Their exclusiveness is stressed by the fact that it is possible 

to order them only in times of special promotions. Exclusive group includes FSCs of different 

colors, as if continuing this or that series, and we are going to consider them below. 

Beauty Factor (blue case) – is a cosmetology FSC, which has only one 

information, recorded on it – a polarization of water solution of epidermal 

growth factor. Growth factors were discovered about 50 years ago, about 9 of 

them are described in special literature. The first one, which was discovered, is 

epidermal growth factor, and it got such a name when it was established that 

in maximum concentration it could be found in epidermis, that is in a skin. And 

the higher is the growth factor concentration, the better and younger the skin looks. Kohen 

received Noble prize for this discovery, it was he who discovered growth factors. He 

investigated the saliva of home animals and detected a low-molecular polypeptide, with a 

weight about 40 dalton, which activated regeneration processes in skin. It is because of that 

when cats and dogs lick their wounds, they tighten quickly, at that often with initial intension, 

that is without formation of scars. We act the same way, in case of wound, especially finger, we 

are trying to lick it. In addition saliva contains class A immunoglobulins, they give anti-infection 

action. But it is epidermal growth factor that activates regeneration. At that when you drink 

water, structured at this FSC, internal organs regenerate, especially in case of gastro-intestinal 

tract problems, tissue defects regenerate. When you take baths and showers with «The Beauty 

Factor» FSC, it poses beneficial skin action, skin rejuvenates, through skin information comes 

deeper inside and inner organs rejuvenate as well. «The Beauty Factor» combines well with FSC 

no. 7, which also belongs to the «cosmetology functional state correctors». 

«Natural Antibiotic» and «The Live Water» (green cases). Every year during Epiphany night 

Sergey Valentinovitch analyzes Epiphany water, takes a number of water samples, which 

correspond to independent dynamical shifts. All samples which work for physiology support he 

records at «The  Live Water» FSC. But during Epiphany night there is a period of time, when 

water polarization stops all oscillatory processes in all living organisms – this information is 

recorded at the «Natural Antibiotic» FSC. And it became a good tradition to release a pair of 

FSCs every year. Yes, this are the only FSCs with limited exploitation period – from one 

epiphany night till the next one. The point is not at the FSC recording technology, but in ageing 

of the information recorded on them. The point is that Earth magnetic field is changing 



constantly, and a unique physical phenomenon exists, first noticed as early as in 1955 by 

Moscow University professor of bio-physics Simon Elievitch Shnol. It was established that Earth 

magnetic field disturbances exist, that could be simultaneously detected in all laboratories on 

Earth, and which are not incidental. They manifest themselves at the same time every 24 hours, 

once every moon month, once every year. And the disturbances that take place once a year fall 

on the Epiphany night. Shnol himself called these disturbances «my most useless discovery». 

And what this disturbances are bringing to us at the information level: at the information level 

during Epiphany night our Earth is subjected to the reboot procedure – first, usually from 12 p. 

m. till 1 a. m., (also at different years this time interval could shift a little) the outer field 

polarization is erasing all previous information, and during this time period water hinders 

oscillatory processes in living organisms; and later during several next hours they are showing 

us what water polarizations will act during the next year. 

That is why we consider the «Natural Antibiotic» FSC as a reboot button for 

our biology computer, because it carries oscillations that are antiphase to the 

Live Water and to all vital rhythms of all living organisms. When we drink 

water, structured at this FSC, we actually stop cycling processes in our 

organism. Later, after 12-15 minutes they will be restarted due to our bone 

system properties. And viruses and parasites do not have bone systems to restart them. Note 

that friendly micro-flora (in our intestines) has field organization similar to human and it is also 

restarted. You help your organism to restart correct living rhythms by drinking water, 

structured at «The  Live Water» FSC 12-15 minutes later after consumption of water structured 

at the «Natural Antibiotic». For prophylaxis we do this twice a day in the mornings and in the 

evenings on an empty stomach. In curative purposes not often than once in every two hours. 

«Natural Antibiotic» prevents reproduction of modern pathogenic viruses, bacterium and 

fungus, including mutated forms, non-dependent from their origination, including strains of 

unknown origin! «The  Live Water» FSC blocks living cycles of numerous fungus and mold, so 

one should work with booth «Natural Antibiotic» and «The  Live Water» FSCs. 

In case one does not have «The  Live Water» FSC, then any other corrector could be used, all of 

them are “Alive”. Simply «The  Live Water» of a current year is most universal 

and softest FSC of all. «Natural Antibiotic» is the only one plate that “stands 

apart” from all other correctors, only on it we have inverted polarization that 

stops all oscillation process. That’s why we always use «Natural Antibiotic» 

separately, not co-tuning it with any other FSC, do not use it in the circle. One 

shall store «Natural Antibiotic» either with another (any) FSC laying on it, or 

with a glass of water standing on it, these measures make it “silent”, otherwise it may suffocate 

live objects that are close (home plants). After next Epiphany night both «Natural Antibiotic» 

and «The  Live Water» FSCs fall out of resonance with current outer field oscillations and lose 

their power. Both pose beneficial influence but the weak one, their power is already not 

enough to solve any physiology problem or to pose a protection, so their subsequent use 

becomes senseless, one may throw them away. 

FSC “Amaranth” (green case) carries polarization of 100 % cold pressed pure amaranth oil. 

Amaranth oil ingredients help to correct clinic symptoms of a number of conditions. It was 
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shown that amaranth oil, and hence FSC “Amaranth”, is able to regulate blood pressure 

effectively, due to the normalization of the blood albuminous spectrum. Amaranth is one of the 

most potent immune modulators, again due to the restoration of the immunoglobulin level in 

blood. Cleans blood vessels, brings them into norm.  It is atherosclerosis, including system 

atherosclerosis. Restores heart valvular apparatus, heart muscle tone. Other conditions include: 

Parkinson, enuresis, women gynecology issues, proliferative inflammations, oncology. 

Squalenes, which are contained in the amaranth oil, block rapid cellular 

division at the information level, regardless of the tumor localization. Works 

well with joint restoration, when the issue is connected with allergic 

component – co called allergic polyarthritis. Disbands migraine-like headaches, 

in many cases disbands hang-over syndrome. FSC “Amaranth” could be very 

helpful for going out of the curative fasting, for example in case of pancreatitis. 

It is easier to go out of fasting with the help of the FSC “Amaranth”. You may use this FSC to 

structure liquid food additives, in order to increase useful components absorption. You may use 

FSC “Amaranth”,  in all pumpings. 

FSC  «Healing 1» (green case, but they were also produced in lilac cases) has 

polarization of water from a lake S’ezjee, or the modern name of this lake is 

Kazan Mother of God lake. The lake is situated near Samara City, its curative 

properties are known long ago. This water relives tiredness, depression, stress 

– cold-like baths or shower for 15-20 minutes. Lake is also famous due to the 

fact that its positive energy prevents mosquitoes to be nearby, that is there are 

no mosquitoes over it. This positive energies help to disband diabolism state at humans. That is 

in order to drive out essences that cause diabolism, one should sink into this water, including 

head (head should be underwater), seven times or the number of times multiple to seven. You 

may do it even at the home bath. The process of driving essences out could be followed with 

such complications as aggression, inadequate behavior, one way start speaking with a 

stranger’s voice, essences often oppose the process. Nevertheless it works, and works well. 

Water from this lake is a very powerful adaptogen, working through immune system 

restoration. That is when dealing with the same festering sore throat problem, you may place 

“Healing 1” at the throat area, rinse throat with water, structured at these FSC'. It  gives 

powerful effect in case of  other inflammatory conditions like sinusitis and others, take 

structured water inside, place it to the problem place, you may combine it with no. 1 or with 

FSC no. 14 to empower anti-parasite action, and remember to deduce toxins with FSC no. 2. 

”Healing 2” (green case, but they were also produced in lilac cases) has 

polarization of water from Zam-zam lake, this Functional State Corrector is 

very powerful, being most powerful adaptogen. In case of any inflammatory 

processes in the organism you may drink water, rinse with it, use it for 

bandages, contact use, and so on. And do pumping both with “Healing 1”, and 

”Healing 2”. Speaking about system influence, FSC ”Healing 2” is able to soften 

and disband stones at kidneys, restores the performance of upper chakras, starting from the 

heart chakra, that means heart, lungs; throat chakra – thyroid and parathyroid glands; the 

seventh cervical vertebra – shoulder zone. The third eye chakra – it is sinuses, limbic system, 

vision, hearing, epiphysis, hypothalamus, hypophysis. And the crown chakra – high nervous 



system, and psycho-emotional sphere. ”Healing 2” finishes what ”Healing 1” does not cope in 

psycho-emotional sphere. It is like finishing cleaning. As well as FSC 16 creates the conditions 

for “the assemblage point” formation. That’s why pumping with co-tuned FSCs ”Healing 2” and 

no. 16 give most significant contribution into human energy-informational system cleaning, 

including cleaning from negative programs. 

 

«Danilovo Lake» is a third FSC which has a polarization of water from a single 

lake on it – this time it is the third lake in a Okunevskie Ozera cascade near 

the Omsk city. Expedition from Russian Academy of Sciences worked at the 

Danilovo lake in 1964, then it was labeled «secret» in order to prevent 

working people to bail all water out. At the same time the water was 

delivered for Kosygin and later for Brezhnev. At the point in time they did not 

wade through details – what is working in the water: salt formula, water structure or something 

else. There are several dozens of properly documented cases, when water from Danilovo Lake 

helped at the oncology issues. S. V. Koltsov highly appreciated this water, he put it the following 

way: «I was fascinated by dynamic characteristics of this water, its resonant properties are 

colossal, it combines both ultra-high frequency rhythms and ultra-low frequency rhythms, that 

is the spectrum of issues it could pose help at should be extremely wide. That is it could be 

called «Healing 3» absolutely calmly. It took two hours to make a copy of this water sample. So 

that Danilovo Lake FSC pretends to cope with serious internal fungus issues». 

«Danilovo Lake» disbands magic issues, including those which may be transferred along the 

ancestral line. Merzlyakova Elena recommends  putting  a note with Name, Surname, Father's 

name and date of birth at this FSC for 3-5 weeks. First clean yourself, then your close relatives. 

It disbands magic ties several generations back. Children duplicate parents, people might pass 

into another world, but information remains. For example grandma did a love-potion at 

granddaddy, it means that the next generation, her daughter or son will meet a partner who 

will do similar things with them, granddaughter will meet similar situation and so on. The fact is 

that ancestral ties are like common blood circulation system, it is as a river with all adjoining  

inflows, everyone is connected. In case nowadays someone in  the kin practices magic, even 

some remote relative, there is no black or white magic, there is magic, and some part of this 

energy will come to you, you will meet some situations which would be as if a penalty coming. 

Desecration takes place, poison propagates. One should not re-breed these people, no need to 

say morals or attack from behind or something else. “Danilovo Lake” is an FSC that is able to 

inactivate the power of a magician. Put a note with Name, Surname, Father’s name, birth date 

on it for 5-7 weeks, and one will lose this dark power. No harm! You see, one will do less evil on 

Earth.  May be when losing power one will go to another cohort, may be, but you are able to 

fence from this poison. After doing such a cleaning it is recommended to take shower with 

water, structured at the “Danilovo Lake” from time to time. 

 



“Anti-cataclysm” (lilac case), more than 40 classical cosmoenergy channels 

and digital code channels are recorded on it. Prevents accidents  at nuclear 

power stations and at nuclear waste repositories, in laboratories and 

industrial objects, which are working with radioactive isotopes, including 

clinical laboratories (FSC was issued shortly after Fucusima disaster), disbands 

terrorist threats. Provides  fire fighting due to the control of elements, 

prevents tornado formation, earthquakes. Anti-terrorist action is ensured by cosmoenergy 

channels of Love, and by the channels connected with the fire element – it is “Ra” and “Perun” 

channels. They ensure prevention, averting of the terrorist attacks. “The Fifth Element” channel 

which is four elements plus Heavenly love, and Midi channel – aid the disbandment of weather 

disturbances: droughts that may lead to fires, floods, freshets, earthquakes, hurricanes, 

tsunami. More to it, Midi channel allows working with very complicated conditions, not only 

with weather. Midi channel is able to cut out so called karmic tails, that pull a human being 

down to earth, being a kind of entangled legs. FSC “Anti-cataclysm” has channels which disband 

wrecking energetic of radioactive isotopes, deduce radio-active wastes out of the organism.  

Put  aerial photograph of a region you want to protect at the «Anti-cataclysm» FSC, it should be 

in the form of a photo. If you are doing nothing, it works where it lays. 

Along with using this FSC for outer field correction, Sergey Valentinovich Koltsov allowed  us to 

use it for working with different conditions: in acute period it relives pain, normalizes internal 

medium of the human organism in the chronic situations. You may carry this FSCs with you, 

drink water, structured on it, use it in pumping. If you will drink water, structured at the “Anti-

cataclysm” FSC, it will oppose energy-information intrusions into your bio-field, that is, it will 

protect you. Generally speaking, it is not obligatory to set programs with this FSC, as it is 

required with other lilac correctors, it is designed in such a way, that necessary programs are 

starting automatically. If you want, you can make your own accents, specifying the desired 

action in the form of affirmations and / or visualization. When you carry this FSC with you, try 

to orient it with its short rib directed forward in order to clear all possible problems in front of 

you, and the second short rib should be directed backwards, in order to prevent possible 

energy-information strike, and not only energy-informational. 

«Anti-cataclysm» helps woman to prevent energy system destruction in cases when they 

attract male gender attention, including situations when they have to do a lot of 

communication by the nature of their activities. Excess attention means energy holes for 

women, which could show up at the physiology level as gynecology issues. If there is no 

possibility to carry FSC with yourself on the body – place a bunch of hair or at least a note (with 

Name Surname and the birth date) at the FSC. 

«Flora and Fauna» FSC (one half of the case is blue, the other is green). The 

demand in this corrector is obvious: it is designated for increasing crop 

capacity and decreasing the amounts of chemicals required both fertilizer 

and pesticides. You can expose seeds before planting, water plants with 

structured water in vegetation and harvesting periods, place the corrector 

inside the hothouse,  If you will feed  poultry and  animals with water, 

structured at this FSC, their prolificacy increases, to put it more precisely, the endurance of 



their litter increases. It is important by itself, and more to it, the resistance to numerous 

parasites and infections increases as well. Lugra cosmoenergy channel is recorded on it.  Lugra 

channel aids plants growth. It also  relieves plants and animals from pathogenic micro-

organisms and intestinal worms. Polarization of the Sengara preparation is added, nowadays it 

is the only medicine with marked anti-fungus properties, it is able to suppress black mould. So if 

fungus are present in the organism, and you can't cope with them using FSCs no. 1, 13, 14, or in 

case you discovered black mould somewhere, then «Flora and Fauna» FSC will help you. It is 

possible to use it for people. 

On the photo, you see two sweet pepper sprouts. Left was watered with water, structured at 

the «Flora and Fauna» FSC. The right one – with plain tap water. 

 

FSC “Fortune” (exclusive FSC), it is designated for restoration and improvement of constructive 

business 

There are periods in human life when things are not going smooth. We should understand that 

life has some dark times along with light times. And they come in turns constantly. A lot of 

things depends on ourselves. When the dark stripe comes, one should not turn his face to the 

wall, lose his heart, give way to depression, but simply sit down and think where the mistake 

was made. Correct mistakes without flatten and continue working. Everyone knows that similar 

attracts similar. They used to say «one misfortune comes on the back of another». It means 

that one will attract from the outer Space exactly what he is in a given moment.  

One should also understand that with our deeds we are wakening envious 

persons and enemies, and they are not sitting  around twiddling the thumbs, 

but start to act: go to sorcerers and black magicians and ask them to put our ass 

in a sling, It is important not to panic, do not show our enemies and envious 

persons that they broke you down. They will have pains not understanding why 

they were not able to break you down. 



With the help of the FCS «Fortune» you  can: 

1. Clear all business documentation: contracts, book-keeping, leasing documents, and so on;  

2. Clean out and enlighten the pass, that leads to your office; 

3. Disband astral world obstacles, blocking your office; 

4. Clean out your products (goods) from negative programs and feel them with light energies. 

Along with that FSC «Fortune» is designated for going out of the standstill and moving forward.  

Often it happens with people that suddenly everything stops still around them both at work 

and in private life: business is at a standstill, no growth at work, goals in life seem to be beyond 

the grasp – total standstill. No matter what efforts one exerts, nothing comes out. The answer 

is simple, may be this situation was created with his own negative thoughts, deeds and actions 

– and one is having a swamp under his feet instead of solid ground. Legs are fettered with dark 

cobweb of negative thoughts instead of lighten Space, or may be one is wearing astral 

handcuffs, ordered by ill-wishers. May be spirits of his ancestors blocked him due to some 

improper  deeds. FSC “Fortune” will help you to eliminate all these obstacles in order to pull 

you out of financial  deadlock and allow to move forward. 

Along with this FSC “Fortune” is designated for solving life problems, it helps: 

-to burn down all tides to negative people, events, programs; 

-to destroy all negative programs, installed to create obstacles in your life and prevent you from 

solving your life problems; 

- to burn down all filth, evil that stands on your way and harms you and your folks; 

- to burn down all cobweb, that ties around you and your folks, preventing from moving 

forward; 

- to melt away and burn down all irons at legs, handcuffs and chains at hands, which hamper 

you in everyday life. 

-to eliminate swamps and running sands behind your feet, to turn it into solid grounds, you will 

always have clean, smooth and solid ground under your feet; 

- your roots will be always clean and clear; 

- you will always have powers and possibilities to go by the clear path. 

Along with Mayan cosmoenergy channels, the set of classical cosmoenergy channels, called 

“Blessing” is recorded at the FSC “Fortune”. The “Blessing” set of channels is designated for the 

restoration of the human mentality and connection it with the outer world, with the energies of 

Elements. The “Blessing” set brings peace to Earth and preserves our  planet, Elements and  

Archangels work for cleaning and healing, starting with consciousness. Rejuvenation program is 

activated, poses defense from the EMI, help in creative business. Grants material and spiritual 

goods, cleans mind, cleans brain blood vessels, grants calamity. 



«The Source of Life». One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  FSC contains 

a set of classical cosmoenergy channels “The Source of Life” and polarization 

of water from “The Alive Spring” from the Far Eastern region, it runs along 

very powerful places of power in a place called Vestochka, in 1990-s they 

called this spring “The Source of Life” for its very clear and tasty water. The 

set of cosmoenergy channels “The Source of Life” levels up energy field of a 

human being, relives tiredness, returns powers after endured illnesses, restores organism in 

general. Restores immune system, supports organism antioxidant protection, aids quick skin 

healing at burns, cuts, trophic ulcers, bedsores. Helps quick skin renewal at  psoriasis, 

dermatitis, eczema. 

«An Apple of Youth».  One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  Named after 

artifact, that is present in numerous Russian fairy tales. Mayan Cosmic Teurgy 

channels Yaash and Chaochak are recorded on it. Aids correction of features 

and body proportions. Aids organism rejuvenation, stimulates stem cells 

production and helps to support their balance in the organism. Aids bringing 

intervertebral disks in their normal position, strengthening of spine and 

abdominal muscles, supports the spinal column. Corrects cellulites in the hips and waist areas. 

Aids elimination of all negative programs and energy bounds at the thin level. Brings nervous 

system into norm, trains it to react only at positive emotions and blocks reactions at negative 

emotions. 

«Reboot. Cleaning».  and  «Reboot. Filling». One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  These 

FSCs are a pair, they could be purchased only together and they should be used consequently 

and interconnected with each other. Both plates reproduce energies from the same place of 

power - it is The Path of Ancestors or in another version The Path of Shamans in Khakassiya, but 

from different grottos, through which people going on this pass, have to climb. At that, it is 

believed that one should climb through grottos obligatory on his own, help is prohibited, it is as 

a kind of exam for admittance. Later at the company appearance Koltsov said that «A disabled 

person may pass through and sometimes a trained sportsmen cannot». The first grotto gives 

cleaning of the entire thin field, including programs, imposed by social medium and breeding. 

And the second grotto gives filling with clear creative energies of the Universe. The passage by 

the Path of Ancestors restores the connection of the human being with his kin and helps to 

open one's predestination in life. They make young Shamans to pass this road prior to starting 

teaching them, in order the one gained an understanding if he really has to go this way.  

FSC «Reboot. Cleaning» relieves individual from blocks and programs from the 

past, «nulling», the start of a new road  «from a clean sheet of paper». 

Cleaning from negative, unsanctioned intrusion of energy-information 

programs into human energy field. It is a symbolic transformation –  

individual's «death» and «birth»  - both physical and spiritual. FSC give 

opening of the internal source of power. 

FSC «Reboot. Filling» gives perception of the World unity and interconnection of all live systems 

in it. Understanding and acknowledgment of your ancestral roots, acceptance of the past, 

gaining the power of ancestors. Revives and develops spirituality, increases awareness, aids to 
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gain wisdom. Helps to become aware of one's predestination, to realize 

oneself as an integral personality and accept own aims and goals, gives 

harmonization and vision of new perspectives in all spheres of life: personal, 

professional, material, spiritual. Fills internal source of power, opens 

possibility to reveal one's highest personal potential – spiritual and physical. 

And so, it is recommended to use only FSC «Reboot. Cleaning» for several 

weeks in a row, and only after this to switch to the «Reboot. Filling» FSC. Company lecturer 

Lusginova Svetlana Vasilievna recommends  an interesting implementation method – to carry 

both plates consequently for 2-3 month at the following joints: hip joints, knees, ankle joints. 

That is when only have time in the course of the day you tie these FSCs first to hip joints and go 

this way for 2-3 month, then for another 2-3 month you tie them at the knees, and for another 

period to ankles. Joints are “responsible” for connection with various generations of  ancestors. 

after preliminary use of the «Reboot. Cleaning» FSC, she recommends to put both plates under 

the feet – to do a kind of pumping. 

 

«Love Formula. Yin»  and «Love Formula. Yan»   - One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  

Another pair FSC, but these plates could be used separately. Part of the information is the same 

at both plates, part is different. Common information gives: harmonization of the internal state, 

filling up with energies of love, good and creation, manifestation of qualities that are common 

to all mankind – mercy, compassion, prevention and stopping of quarrels and scandals. 

Creation of relations of friendship, love, mutual understanding, of positive emotional moods, 

restoration  of energetics, filling with vital powers, restoration and defense of chakras, sleep 

improvement, help in meditation practices.  Aids strengthening of mutual understanding, 

harmonization of relations with partner, including intimate sphere, helps to attract «the second 

half». Strengthening of  existing relations. 

 

«Love Formula. Yan»  Mayan cosmic Teurgy channel Baaldiz-Vuagre – Masculine version is 

recorded at this FSC. At a healthy man it increases sexual activity and physical endurance, 

connected with the intimate side of life. Aids removal of different reasons of the erection 

violations, restores potency after psychology traumas, acquired by a man in a young age. Aids 

correction and removal of psychology factors that are leading to impotence, including 

«businessman syndrome», which is connected with enormous stress, hard 

work, lack of sleep, chronic tiredness syndrome, and so on. Liberates the 

internal state of a man, increases his attractiveness. 

In addition to this «Love Formula Yan» strengthens the field at legs and feet, 

that gives striking roots of ancestral power. The disbandment of karmic 

problems takes place through the tailbone, forms the red ancestral flower at a 

new level of vibrations. Gives background for elaboration of the Yin energy, cleans out the thin 

body from aggressive manifestations of the Yan energy. 

When working together with the Yin FSC, the Yan plate penetrates into the feminine nature, 

making it more womanlike, deep, powerful. 
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Both correctors help to solve the tasks of masculine and feminine origins through mutual 

penetration in a new, healthy vibrations. Yin and Yan help men to solve the task of moving 

forward, when  the resoluteness is required, including the areas where there was a standstill.  

Masculine Yan energy helps men to strengthen the will and spirit in their efforts to solve the life 

issues. It is good for sportsmen (gives resoluteness, sureness, steadiness). Helps to creative 

people, craftsmen, who are doing things with own hands (both men and women). Sharpens will 

and wit (for both). Help to make a good choice, including a life-partner, preservation of the 

family. 

«Love Formula. Yin» Mayan cosmic Teurgy channel Baaldiz-Vuagre – Feminine 

version is recorded at this FSC. Aids recovering of feminine sexuality, 

increasing of the libido, removal of frigidity, development and return of the 

lost sexual interest to the opposite gender (for example after a miscarriage). 

Disbands psychology blocks, that were developed due to the strict upbringing 

or the absence of true information during the maiden's pubescence period. 

Disbands traumas, appeared in result of psychology or physical violence, committed in relation 

to the woman in any age. Disbands disharmony and aids achievement of satisfaction in the 

intimate life. Uncover the true essence and a nature of a woman, liberates the internal state 

and grants the perception of oneself as a woman, she becomes desirable for the opposite 

gender. 

In addition to this «Love Formula Yin» works with the throat center, with Lada and Lel chakras, 

thymus, the 7-th neck vertebrae, and works with the entire neck department. Works with the 

Ascension chakra, forming the united consciousness. Helps to heal urino-genital system, works 

with the onco-cells cores. Works for the  ovule cleaning – the disbandment of the kin programs, 

helps to conceive children without ancestral programs. Rises vibrations of parents at 

conception, that gives possibility to conceive more spiritual child – with a higher level of soul. 

Has a longevity program. 

In addition to all above mentioned there are very interesting  recommendations for the 

simultaneous use of both FSCs – Yin and Yan – non depending on the gender. For example, if 

one will hold them in hands, the balancing of Yin and Yann energies is taking place, Karmic 

nodes between parents (mother and father) become untangled – such a work helps brilliantly 

to disband karmic programs at children beyond one year, it is needed when dealing with 

genetic – karmic issues at children, when working with cerebral palsy and Down's syndrome. It 

is recommended to interchange FSCs in hands, the cleaning of the parents karma in many 

preceding generations (both in men's and women's bodies) is taking place. Balancing FSCs Yin 

and Yan are necessary in any family for the harmonization of the kin soul field. Work at the 

family preservation and flourishing (cuts out money outflow channels). 

Yin and Yan correctors help  women to become more feminine and wise (Vasilisa the Wise). 

And men more responsible for procreation of their kin and sperm preservation, keeping the 

family intact – healing programs of lewdness, love-potions, and so on. 

«Shambala Spring» One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  Restores and protects human 

aura, restores powers at increased loads at physical and psycho-emotional exhaustion. Cleans, 

renews and restores the work of liver, gallbladder, entire gastro-intestinal tract, increases 



organism protective powers and restores immunity. Relives the state of alcohol influence. 

Reveals the true spirituality, the «source of power» of a human being and removes obstacles at 

the road of the spiritual growth, aids wishes to come true. 

It is believed that Shambala is the center of the World, where the source that 

gives life to everything that lives on Earth is situated; and those who have a 

clean heart are able to find a road to it. Legends are saying that  Shambala is 

the state of the soul, of  the unity of the individual with god, that is to find 

Shambala means to reach enlightenment. In accordance with different 

legends, there are 3 entrances into this mythic country. Rerih looked for the 

Shambala in Tibet, it is believed that one entrance is situated close to the Kailas mountain, the 

second is in the Altai region – close to the Beluha mountain. And there is another entrance, 

which is situated in the Mongolian part of the Goby desert. In 1950-s lama D. Danzanravjaa with 

his followers founded a model of the Shambala country to the north of the Hamryn Hiid 

monastery. Nowadays this place is a popular pilgrimage place, people believe that in this sacred 

place their souls are cleaned and wishes come true. They dug a well in the sand dunes in 

accordance with lama's directives and the water in this well happened to be miraculous. The 

polarization of the water sample from this very well is recorded at the «Shambala Spring» FSC. 

«The Black Mountain».  One half of the case is blue, the other lilac.  The Black 

mountain is the most well known mountain in the Goby desert, it is situated in 

Easter Goby region of Mongolia. The true name of both the Black Mountain and 

its Master Spirit is «Abundant Heart» - it is connected with the special property 

pf the place. The Mountain fulfills the wishes of those who came to bow it. 

That's why the Mountain has another epithet – a treasure that fulfills wishes. 

Aids general energy increase at men, aids awakening of a true masculine perception: «I am a 

man!», psychology matureness and rebirth of  boy into a man, even in considerable age. Helps 

a man to find and perceive his predestination in life. Removes psychology complexes and 

barriers, connected with setting and achieving of goals, aids harmonization of different life 

spheres: business, private space, hobby, aids realization of wishes. Harmonizes sexual sphere, 

increases the level of masculine activity and sexual energy. 

«The Lurking Lake».  One half of the case is blue,  the other lilac.  In the 

Muromtsevo region of the Omsk  district there is a place known all over 

Russia, it is small village with a modest name Okunyovo. Many legends are 

connected with this village, the most famous of them is a legend about five 

lakes. Four very well known lakes are situated close to the village, they are: 

Danilovo, Linyovo, Shuchie (the ling's lake) and Urman (evil spirit's) lake, and 

according to local beliefs there is also a fifth lake, the Lurking Lake, that keeps itself from casual 

people. Lusginova Svetlana Vasilievna visited this lake and brought a water sample, it was she 

who brought a to S. V. Koltsov a sample from the Danilovo Lake, and now we have two very 

powerful remarkable FSC. «The Lurking Lake» has the slowest, the most low frequency 

vibrations among all the other FSCs, one should hold water on it for a longest time in order to 

get it completely structured.  It takes 15 minutes to structure water at «Danilovo Lake» FSC, 

and it takes an hour to do so at «The Lurking Lake». 



«The Lurking Lake» FSC gives quick restoration of the organism energetic balance and physical 

powers, restoration of the immune status due to restoration of the thymus gland functions, 

increase of longevity. Poses powerful bactericidal and systematic health recovering action. 

Poses  beneficial influence at plants and pets – increases adaptation capability towards 

aggressive environmental condition, improves vegetative properties, multiplies crop capacity of 

the plants and fertility of animals. In combination with «The Danilovo Lake» FSC it gives general 

rejuvenation of the organism. 

 

«Clear Vision 2». Green color case. A Mayan Cosmic Teurgy channel Paku 

and polarizations of water from 3 springs are recoded at this FSC. 

Bogoroditskiy (mother's of God) spring which is situated close to the Nativity 

of the Virgin church in Isborsk. They call this spring differently – The Holy 

spring, the eye spring, Fedoskin, Auntie. The second is «An eye spring» - one 

of a number of springs situated at the Holy Martyr and healer Panteleymon 

church territory in Belokuricha – Altai Region. And the third spring is one from Shumak natural 

healing complex, situated 1500 meter high in the Sayan mountains. This territory belongs to 

Okinskiy district in Buryatia, it is called «The Pearl of Russia» or «The Little Tibet». Shumak 

springs region is one of the youngest and at  the same time hardly accessible at the planet. It is 

only possible to reach the place on foot or at helicopter. The only place on the planet, where 

there are more than a hundred of curative springs in one valley. Similar to a finely tuned tuning 

forks, the water from each spring selectively influences at this or that organ of the body, 

returning it to the natural state of harmony and balance – back to health. 

«Clear Vision 2» FSC gives correction and prophylaxis of inflammatory, infectious, viral, 

bacterial vision organs diseases. Vision prophylaxis and correction at astigmatism, short-

sightedness, long-sightedness. Prophylaxis and correction of glaucoma, cataract, restoration 

and regulation of the intraocular pressure, cleaning tissues and blood vessels  in the organs of 

vision from slugs and toxins, their restoration in the primordial form. Restoration and 

regulation of the blood circulation in the organs of vision, removal of the optic nerve tissues 

clumping, restoration of the oxygen inflow, restoration and regulation of the metabolism in 

tissues; sclera, cornea, crystalline lens and retina  nourishment. Prophylaxis of the retina 

detachment including in case of diabetes, removal of the retina organs traumas consequences. 

Filling up the iris with pure and light energy, antioxidant organs of vision defense.  Restoration 

of the central nervous system, endocrine glands  functions and metabolism in the organism. 

 

Altarnaya mountain – Sirius and Orion portals. Polarization of a powerful 

energy outburst at the Altarnaya mountain at the Sakhalin island. Koltsov S. 

V.: “The outburst is phenomenal, fatigue goes away in minutes when one 

comes at the place. There is a projection exactly from this constellation, 

similar to a projection we have at Egyptian Pyramids. There are connection 

with some stars in Egypt, and here with the entire constellation. It is hard to 

say what it works with, but definitely it calms down psychic, if one is in a twitchy state the hand 
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reaches for this very FSC. One comes into senses quickly. The place has some leveled energy, 

asexual but very powerful, simply extremely powerful. I cannot remember seeing any other so 

powerful outbursts at such a small place”. 

 

Lhasa. Polarization of water from high mountainous  salty lake in Himalayas, 

one of the most worshiped lakes in Tibet. Situated close to the Lhasa city in 

the center of Tibet, surrounded by Buddhist monasteries. Elena Merzlyakova 

says that FSCs “Lhasa”, “Altarnaya mountain”, “The sacred Cave” give a 

calamity of mind, create atmosphere of quietness, one stops to produce 

uneasiness, that is why lamas chose these places for meditations. 

Koltsov gives the following characteristic for this FSC: “I made some samples and used this 

Lhasa lake FSC from time to time, it has very specific polarization, it accents the spiritual sphere 

at the first place. That is it works mostly with the heart and crown chakras, that is provides a 

connection with Space – for what theme? – one may only guess. It poses leveled influence at all 

other centers, without any other accents, only these two aspects are accented. Apparently it 

should work well and help exactly for those, who are engaged in various meditative practices. 

One will go into altered state of consciousness quicker with FSCs of such a kind and have better 

results in self-development. From the physiology point of view it should help with some issues, 

what exactly – only time will tell. I do not have enough time to check everything”. 

 

Golden Sand. Water sample for this FSC was also delivered from Mongolia, from a very unusual 

place – an area in the outskirts of the Altay mountains at the Mongolian territory. The area 300 

by 400 kilometers wide is covered by dunes with the unique sand. The sand has a golden color, 

it does not solves in water, but solve in saliva. Recently the sand as if boils – incessantly 

intermixing, by Koltsov’s opinion there is a powerful energy outburst that goes from the earth 

at this place. 

Along with beneficial physiology action, it relieves various informational 

problems, including blocks at the first and seventh chakras, but not in every 

case. According to Koltsov, the spring exhibits properties adherent to the 

golden series. For disbandment of blocks Sergey Valentinovitch recommends 

to drink some water, structured at the Golden Sand plate and sit on it for half 

an hour. It poses leveled influences at all chakras. 

13 very advanced lamas were born in this place. Sergey Valentinovitch reckons that the unique 

energetic of the place gives them  inborn ability to oppose various outer  informational 

influences. 

 

The Sacred Cave. Geographically this place of power is situated at the same monastery in 

Mongolia, from which they took water sample for “Shambala Spring” FSC. The same Lama, who 

founded the monastery, and pointed the place in the sand dunes, where a spring was 
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discovered, we know this spring as “Shambala Spring”, spent prior to this 108 days in 

meditation in a cave, he lived only on water without taking any food. Koltsov 

says about the cave the following: “I can understand when one spends 30 or 40 

days on water, but 108 days is something! It was clear that a place should have 

some abnormal energetic. It turned out exactly so, when we found a place and 

women climbed into the cave barefoot, they jumped out in a minute. I asked: 

why did you jump out? There is electricity, there are discharges at the legs, it 

burns!  Really, energy is very unusual, apparently along with consciousness clearing, everything 

becomes well with physiology, it is not a coincidence that he spent 108 days on water there. He 

did nothing but just prayed and drank water they delivered to him.  When became ready he 

went out and pointed out a place for the monastery. 

“The Sacred Cave” FSC was released in August 2016 for the 8-th Center Region Anniversary, a 

bit later, in winter Koltsov said: “By the way, I underestimated this FSC for a long time, when we 

replicated it this year, a very interesting feedback started to come. Some people who started to 

use it regularly noticed changes in food preferences, many people started to refuse meet and 

switch to vegetarian type of nutrition. Apparently it is not a coincidence that lama spent 108 

days there, energetic is very interesting. FSC also disbands informational problems, not all, one 

shall test”. 

 

4.6 Collection FSCs 
 

Staring from April 2017 Koltsov and Center Region started so called Collection series. They are releasing 

a pair of collection FSCs every two months and in addition there are releases dedicated to the Center 

Region anniversary (in August) and to the New Year, so it is better to give a link at a page with the 

description of all Collection FSCs. Until now all Collection FSCs could be regarded either as Green or 

Golden series. At some we have polarizations of water from curative springs, at others – Mayan Teurgy 

Cosmoenergy channels – as we have at Golden. 

It is interesting, that according to Sergey Valentinovitch, water samples, used in the Collection series are 

taking much longer time for replication, that means more complicated, more lasting information 

programs. In the context of examples we used before, these FSCs are reproducing as if longer musical 

melodies or are keys to more complicated locks. This means that we, users, shell let water stand at 

these correctors for a longer periods of time – some 20-60 minutes and more. For example “Light of 

Koltsov” structures water some 8 hours, “Gold of Gobi” 7 hours – so lasting information programs!  

“Forget about 5 minutes water structuring!” says Sergey Valentinovich, he calls these correctors “long 

play”. We may note that one would not be able to use Collection FSCs for taking shower the program 

recorded at FSC would not have enough time to work until its end, one will get only part of the 

information. And in order to take a bath it is recommended to structure some volume of water 

beforehand and pour structured water into the bath and stir the water. But then the stability of water 

structure after the treatment at long play FSCs is much higher in comparison with regular ones. That’s 

why it is possible to structure water once, use it not all, leaving some at the bottom and refill the vessel 

with fresh water, and in a moment the water becomes structured. 
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When it comes to Collection FSCs, it is interesting that Koltsov chose for them both very targeted Mayan 

curative channels, and very special long play water springs, that is each Collection FSC is designated for 

solving some specific problem. In some FSCs we have combination of water spring and a channel. 

Information at the Collection FSCs is so serious, that it would be possible to talk about switching from 

prophylaxis to curation. Why we are still using the subjunctive mood? Positon of Koltsov and Center 

Region lecturers is the following: «In any case it is a doctor, a specialist who shall see every patient. 

Diagnostics is obligatory, it is the diagnostic data which are used for development of the FSCs use tactic 

in every specific case, because there are no two similar patients, two similar disease cases». Note, what 

Koltsov says about banal FSC no 1: «One should not forget, that generally speaking, there are 22 

dynamic stereotypes of people,  that is there are 22 various kinds of people. When one says a standard 

phrase «Bringing human organism into a state of harmony», each individual will have his own harmony, 

one should not forget about this. So it is not possible to make everyone to fit into the same pattern». By 

the way, in next chapter we will discuss exactly 22 individual pendants! 

This means that without diagnostics and professional help one may not achieve the desired result, FSCs 

action effects could be partial. 

It is possible to use long play collection FSCs for pumpings. According to Koltsov at the body they are 

working quicker in comparison with water structuring time. Relatively long (some 30 minutes) the 

corrector will work only during first pumping sessions, then with organism adaptation several minutes 

will be enough, as it is with regular FSCs. 

4.7 FSC Pendant  

And we have to mention an FSC-pendant – a tiny FSC – only one resonator element in a 

decorative case. The virtue of the FSC – pendant is a small size, it is convenient to carry a 

pendant at the ring. The main function of pendant is immune system support and additional 

energy pumping. This tiny thing gives strong energy boost. Nowadays there are two kinds  of 

pendants: 

4.7.1 The Druid tree calendar pendant.  While 

FSC embodies principle of leveled influence at 

different people, FSC – pendants are thought to 

work in resonance with individual energies of a 

given person. Powerful influence  is ensured by 

resonant matching of thin energies , so no phased 

lattice is needed and single information element is 

enough. More to it, it is recommended to carry FSC 

– pendants at the thymus area – a place where 

energy enters human organism. Ancient system of 

Druid calendar, which states the connection 

between different people (who’s energy 

characteristics depend on the date of birth) and 

trees were used.  Polarization of samples, made of trees were easy to copy and use for 

pendants. So there are 22 FSC-pendants – for each tree in the Druid calendar. And one should 

look at the table and check what pendent number corresponds to his date of birth. These 

pendants are individual. The Druid pendants are individual harmonizers of human thin bodies.  



Here is a Druid Calendar table with pendent numbers: 

No1.  Apple tree. 23.12-01.01;  25.06-04.07 

No2. Fir tree  02.01-11.01;  05.07-14.07 

No3. Elm tree  12.01-24.01;  15.07-25.07 

No4. Cypress  25.01-03.02;  26.07-04.08 

No5. Poplar   O4.02-08.02;  05.08-13.08 

No6. Cedar  09.02-18.02;  14.08-23.08 

No7. Pine (Siberian pine)  19.02 – 28-29.02;  24.08-02.09 

No8.  Willow  1.03 – 10.03;  03.09 – 12.09 

No9. Linden  11.03 – 20.03;  13.09 – 22.09 

No10. Hazel  22.03 – 31.03;  24.09 – 03.10 

No11.  Mountain ash 01.04-10.04;  04.10 – 13.10 

No12.  Maple   11.04-20.04;  14.10 – 23.10 

No13. Nutwood   21.04 -30.04;  24.10 - 02.11 

No14.  Jasmine  01.05 – 14.05;  03.11 – 11.11 

No15. Chestnut  15.05 – 24.05;  12.11 – 21.11 

No16. Ash tree  25.05 - 03.06;  22.11 – 01.12 

No17. Hornbeam  4.06 – 13.06;  02.12 – 11.12 

No18. Fig tree  14.06 – 23.06;  12.12 – 21.12 

No19.  Oak  21.03  - spring equinox. 

№20 Birch 24.06 – summer  solstice. 

№21 Olive tree  23.9 – autumn equinox. 

№22 Beech  21-22.12 – winter solstice. 

Note that first 18 numbers correspond to two time intervals (if you would imagine a year 

period as a circle, they are situated on diameter), and the last four for 1 day only, very unusual 

people are born at these special days! 

When are they used? When the response at the FSC implementation is slow. One carries FSC 

on and on, but nothing changes in the state of health, neither improvement nor acute 

condition, as if one do not use them at all. It may be due to the hole in the energy field. In such 

cases it is enough to add pendent, it patches the hole in the energy field, and changes start to 

appear. It is what the pendent is needed for, it is not an amulet, not a healing remedy, it is such 

tiny FSC, which support bio-field. Individual harmonizer of human thin body. By the words of S. 

V. Koltsov, polarizations of trees, recorded at pendants, reproduce music chords. It was 



formally shown by Uriy Mikchailovitch Ermolaev,  who learned to construct transducers and 

detectors  of longitude waves. And when he checked the trees in spring, in the period of sap 

flow, it appeared that in the millimeter band they reproduce the spectrums of frequencies that 

correspond to music chords. So the phrase “Harmony of Spheres” is not a joke. 

 

4.7.2 “The Energy of Life” Pendant. Unlike the Druid tree calendar pendants, this pendant is 

a universal one, suitable for everybody. Here is what  S. V. Koltsov says about this pendant: “9 

water samples from the Altai region rivers were chosen for the “Energy of Life” pendant. 3 of 

them are in the outskirts of the Teletskoe Lake. By the words of local shamans they are 

connected with washing out of the ancestral problems. Others – from the outskirts of the 

Beluha mountain (White colored  mountain), including two rivers I visited myself. I always 

remember with piety that wonderful rafting through Bashkaus, Katun  and sacred rivers around 

the main mounting of the region - Beluha mountain. By some legends it is the center of so 

called “Land of White Water” – ancient nature land of our ancestors. What is wonderful about 

this place? Comparing polarization of water samples, taken from local rivers in different years, I 

was extremely astonished by their complete identity, which is not possible by the common 

sense considerations, but here is the fact. The whole Altai region is a large place of power, 

where one can seriously pump up his thin energy. The energy is very enlighten and powerful by 

many orders, one should not expect any dynamic incompatibility. To put it roughly, it is a 

universal Functional State Corrector for thin energy pumping up for everybody”.  

“The Energy of Life” Pendant: 

- Gives powerful energy boost if you drink some water structured on it; 

- Restores right-hand energy rotation around the spinal column; 

- Restores and correctly distributes energy among organs; 

- Restores bio-field; 

- Helps with kin problems (problems “inherited” from ancestors). 

I would compare its action with the commercial cartoon about “Energizer” batteries, when 

pink hares are running on and on… I like this pendant very much, just carry it in the pocket (it is 

not necessary to keep it at the specific energy center, like the Druids tree pendant). It is a very  

good support when you have to be in crowded places, in transport. 

Again I’m going to appeal to the words of S. V. Koltsov: “I should point out that not everyone 

is able to adapt quickly to the “Energy of Life” pendants. Water samples which bear energy 

which is higher than average by 3 orders are recorded on them. Not everybody is able to 

endure it. So if you have some bursting sensation, take it off for several days, give time for 

energies to calm down. I said that one man can wear this pendent for an hour, another for two 

hours, the third – eight – it is individual. I can use it round the clock, it is my native 



polarization”.  And they also recommend to use this pendant for water structuring, drinking 

water structured on it makes adaptation easier. 

 

4.8 FSC Bracelet  

In the end of 2018 they started release of FSCs in a 

different form – factor, elastic wrist Bracelets appeared. 

Generally active information-influencing elements 

remained the same as we have in FSCs, pendants, 

protectors for mobiles, but they are co-tuned not only in a 

flat construction but in a ring. Bracelet contains 8 active 

elements. In terms of information content there are 4 

various kinds of active elements in each bracelet, that is two same elements with each 

information theme. That is in relation to FSC a bracelet is a complex device. Information themes 

for bracelets are taken both from already existing FSCs and new ones, that were never used for 

FSCs. 

What are bracelets advantages? Most important is that covering the wrist it influences all 

energy meridians (but front middle and rear middle ones), because all of them are coming 

through our hands and legs, and also influence blood vessels in hands. Due to this Bracelets 

effectively “reach” all chakras, pumping organism with energy in 15 minutes. In case it does not 

overload with energy, then one may carry it without limitations. The second major advantage 

of Bracelets is ability to create complex synergetic themes due to presence of information 

elements of four kinds. For example at the Bracelet “Fitness” there are elements form FSC “The 

Mighty Water” which pumps up energy starting from the first chakra (from bottom to top) and 

from “The Winner” FSC (From Tiredness spring) which pumps up energy starting from the 

upper chakras (from top to bottom). Bracelets are posing  soft and systemic beneficial influence 

at majority of our energy centers and meridians, they are convenient and safe in use. 

 
Implementation recommendations: 
One may carry FSC bracelet at the wrist continuously or in case of need to solve this or that 
problem; 
It is possible to structure water and other liquids with FSC bracelets by placing a glass into a 
closed bracelet; 
According  to Koltsov men shall carry Bracelets at the right hand, women at the left, it is not 
strict, thou in passport  it is recommended to carry bracelets at both wrists in sequence; 
It is possible to carry two bracelets in any combination at both wrists simultaneously. In this 
case it is recommended to pay attention at organism reaction at various combinations of 
bracelets; 
It is recommended to take away bracelets for a night time; 
It is necessary to take off  bracelets prior to taking water  procedures. 
It is strictly prohibited to dis-assemble Bracelets, active elements in them should be oriented in 
a special way, in case one turns any element along any axis, it becomes silent. 
 



FSC bracelet “Fitness” is targeted at the increase of organism  endurance, restoration of 
physical activity, strengthening of the spinal column and joints. 
 
“A sound mind in a sound  body”  - this popular expression accents how it is important to seek 
harmonious combination of all components of human health. In case you are leading active way 
of life, practice some sports or exercises, take care about your figure, want to be always in tone 
and good spirits, then FSC bracelet “Fitness” will became your good helper  and companion. 
 
Themes from the following FSCs are recorded at the FSC bracelet “Fitness”: “Mighty Water”, 
“Apple of Youth”, “Winner”, FSC no 10 “Healthy Joints”. 
 
FSC bracelet “Fitness” action: 
Helps to preserve physical activity, increase of organism endurance to prolonged loads, quick 
restoration of physical powers; 
Helps spinal column straightening, bringing inter-vertebral disks into normal physiological 
positions, disbandment of intervertebral hernias; 
Poses effective influence at spine and prelum muscles strengthening; 
Stimulates processes of joints regeneration and restoration, restores circulation, opposes 
appearance of inflammatory processes; 
Increases bone tissue strength, opposes development of changes in cartilaginous tissue; 
Helps restoration and harmonization of nervous tissue, increases resistance to stresses; 
Helps stimulation of  brain work, normalization of cardio-vascular, respiratory, immune and 
endocrine systems work; 
Helps rejuvenation of the organism. 
 
FSC bracelet “Fitness” will turn a road to your goals into a pleasant journey. 
 
 
FSC bracelet “Magnate”  helps achievement of success in various spheres of life, increases your 
level of physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual energies. 
 
In translation from Latin “magnate” means “big man”, that is outstanding, noble, leader. In case 
you aspire for high rank in business and life, to become a realized and influencing person, 
increase your welfare, and at that you prefer to act and be in control of your fate, then you 
need a faithful and clever companion. Personal and professional growth, learning and 
development are indispensable factors for formation of oneself as a leader of a powerful 
command. Search and attraction of new partners, negotiations, signing of contracts are steps in 
the process of building of successful business. And you acquire a faithful helper for all these 
processes, this is FSC bracelet “Magnate” 
Themes from the following FSCs are recorded at the FSC bracelet “Magnate”: “Success”, 

“Fortune”, “Golden Sand”, “Zdrava” (only Mongolian water spring “Wit” without curative 

channels that are at the FSC). 

FSC bracelet “Magnate” action: 

Helps improvement of state of affairs in your business, provides energy-information protection 

of business processes; 

Increases the level of financial wellbeing, attracts energies of  material and spiritual wealth; 



Activates internal potential for achievements of  goals that were set, aids realization of wishes 

and intentions; 

Enhances ability to learning and mastering of information; 

Helps development of intuition, realization of the creative potential; 

Aids harmonization of brain hemispheres performance; 

Increases  strength of mind, aids harmonization of the emotional state, removal of psycho-

emotional tension; 

Helps correction of headaches of various etiology, restoration of brain circulation, 

normalization of intracranial pressure, reduction of vertigo attacks; 

Poses general health restoration and rejuvenating influence at the organism. 

FSC bracelet “Magnate” will help you to turn fickle wheel of Fortune into a firm stirring wheel 
of a ship that you are controlling! Both seas and business heights resign themselves only to 
powerful persons. 
 
 
FSC bracelet “Charovnitsa” (woman’s beauty) – Targeted at restoration and defense of 
woman's health, increase of internal sureness and outer attractiveness. 
Charovnitsa is a charming, irresistibly attractive woman. Every woman in any age is seeking this 
sensation even if not always ready to confess in it openly to others and even to herself. Health, 
internal fullness, state of harmony, love and acceptance of herself, outer attractiveness, a cozy 
smile are components that build up woman's beauty. All these creates an air of charming, 
femininity and attractiveness. FSC bracelet “Charovnitsa” will help every woman to preserve 
and improve health, youth, beauty, will enhance charisma, will fill up the internal reservoir with 
energy, protect from negative, accent individuality. Your eyes will sparkle with internal joy and 
sensation of own attractiveness. 

 
Polarization of four springs from Mongolia is recorded at the FSC bracelet “Charovnitsa”. These 
are 4 new feminine themes, previously not released in the Company. 
 
FSC bracelet “Charovnitsa” action: 
Discloses true essence and nature of the woman, creates a state of internal harmony and 
feeling of own attractiveness; 
Harmonizes sexual sphere, aids improvement of relations with partner, strengthening of mutual 
understanding in social sphere; 
Helps starting of biochemical reactions and production of feminine sexual hormones which are 
helping a woman to be sexual and attractive for the opposite gender; 
Helps restoration and support of hormonal balance and physiological functioning of the 
reproductive system; 
Helps harmonization of the nervous system, stabilizes emotional state in various periods of life; 
Helps prophylaxis and correction of inflammatory processes in small pelvis organs, more quick 
restoration of physiology functions after endured diseases of various etiology; 
Helps prophylaxis and correction of various gynecology diseases, including the diseases that are 
resulting in sterility; 
Activates, harmonizes and protects energy centers. 



 
With FSC bracelet “Charovnitsa” you will feel yourself a Goddess, Enchantress, Fairy, that is a 
real Charovnitsa! 
 
 
FSC bracelet Blagodat’  «БЛАГОДАТЬ» For physical and spiritual healing, rise of the vibrational 
level 
 
Blagodat’  in translation means a gift from God and  Heavenly deed that changes human heart, 
it is personification of joy, mercy, goodness, and love. FSC bracelet Blagodat’ will grant its user 
the feeling of being taken care of, will help to enter into a state of harmony, acquire bodily and 
spiritual health, be filled up with faith and spiritual powers. 
 
Polarizations of sacred spring of reverend Sergiy Radonejskiy (Gremyatchiy Spring) in village 
Malinniki in Sergiev Posad district of Moscow district, of the sacred spring in honor of Kazan 
Mother of God Icon which is close to the place Radonej in Sergiev Posad district, of the Savva 
Storojevskiy spring in Sergiev Posad city, of the sacred spring in honor of reverend Varnava 
Gefsimanskiy in a place Gefsimanskiy skit close to the Sergiev Posad city are used for this 
bracelet. 
 
Action of the Blagodat’ bracelet: 

Helps powerful health restoration, both bodily and spiritual, removal of non sanctioned energy 

influences and informational programs: 

Helps removal of nervous tension, irritation, tiredness and more quicker liberation from 

stressful situations, depressions; 

Helps user to be in a state of harmony, love, calamity, pacification; 

Helps harmonization of hemispheres performance, opening of creative and spiritual potentials, 

rise of the vibration level, development of the intuitive thinking and perception of the world; 

Helps to remove conflict situation in socium, family, reach a new level of communication on 

positions of acceptance, gratitude and love; 

Helps finding internal source of power. 

FSC bracelet Blagodat’ is your new source of internal power, joy and love! 
 

 
 
 
 

FSC – Bracelet «The Stork» helps to restore and support hormonal balance and physiological 
functioning of women's and men's reproductive system. 

The Stork is a sacral bird in various mythological, religious and secular traditions. It 
symbolizes a new life, coming of spring, good luck, harmony, longevity, abundance, fertility. 

FSC Bracelet «The Stork» will help every user to fulfill own wishes: to young people – to 
become loving parents of beloved children, to all users – reach success in business, put into 



realization own creative ideas, create and preserve harmonious relations in the family, acquire 
unity with the kin. To be happy in every moment of life. 

The following water samples polarizations are recorded at FSC Bracelet «The Stork»: The 
spring of reverebd Sergiy Radonezskiy in the place Radonez in Sergiev-Posad region of the 
Moscow District; sacred spring in honor of Kazan Mother of God icon in place Chimeevo in 
Kurgan city district; Place of power Ulug-Hurtyak-Tas (Улуг-Хуртуях-Тас) or in Russian «Mother 
of Mothers» in Khakassia; Ancient sanctum in Boguraev (Богураев) khutor in Belolalitvinskiy 
area of Rostov district. 

 

FSC Bracelet «The Stork» action: 

- Helps every user to feel internal power and connection with ancestors of own kin, to 
acquire their support and protection; 

- Poses prophylaxis and correcting influence in case of presence of wide spectrum of 
gynecology and urology diseases of various origin (infection, inflammatory, bacterial); 

- Helps restoration and support of hormonal balance and physiological functioning of men's and 
women's reproductive systems, prolongation of the fertile period; 

- Helps immune system strengthening and support;  

- Helps harmonious gestation course, childbearing and giving birth to a healthy child, 
physiologically correct delivery; 

- Helps quick restoration of psychoemotional balance in stressful situations, helps women to 
overcome pre- and after- delivery depression; 

Helps restoration of energy, filling with vital powers; 
Works with ancestral programs; 

- Helps to relieve psychology traumas, prohibitions, blocks, restricting ability to become 
parents – mother and father both of their own child or adopted one in case if a man or a 
woman are unable to have children on medical authority; 

- Helps formation and strengthening of emotional connection between parents and children in 
various periods of child increase; 

- Helps formation of balance between father's / mother's instinct, the favor of a child, 
personal interests and life of own family; 

- Helps all user to acquire their goals in various spheres of life – business, family, arts. 

 
FSC Bracelet «The Stork» - is a symbol of good luck of every individual for acquiring joy and 
happiness, fulfillment of wishes! 

 

5. Basic FSC set. 
 

I’m almost sensing your perplexed mood after studying the previous chapter: “What to choose, 

what  shall  I start with? There are too many different FSCs!” As the number of different FSCs 



increased, the medics formulated such a notion as “basic FSC set”. In 90 percent of cases the 

standard implementation of a set, consisting of FSCs 1, 2, 5 (and may be a pendant in addition), 

ensures sound results. The point is that when human organism does not have to spend its 

energy resources at water structuring, at compensation of pathogenic influences, all systems 

start to work like an orchestra under a good conductor, the organism is cleaned from the 

toxins, the economized energy is directed at the restoration processes. 

A combination of numbers 1, 2, 3 for women or 1, 2, 4 for men are also could be considered as 

a “Basic set”. In case one is going to choose only a pair FSCs for the beginning – the best choice 

will be numbers 1 and 2. And in case of the only FSC – it is number 2. Why it is so? No. 2 accents 

alkalization processes, and no. 1 accents acidulation processes in the human organism. So it is 

recommended to use no. 1 in the first half of the day (structured water drinking and shower) 

and no. 2 at the second half of the day – after 4 p.m. Doing so you act in phase with the diurnal 

PH changes rhythm, it is important. Since many people nowadays are acidized, then the choice 

of no. 2 as a single FSCs, allows to get better results due to the restoration of the PH level of the 

organism, and, secondary, in holistic healing it is an axiom – to start curative process from 

detoxification.  It is desirable, after first positive changes to supplement single no. 2 FSC with 

numbers 1 and 5. FSCs should be regarded as a complex, which is divided at several parts, 

organism responds to different influences better, than to a constant one. 

If you look into different materials at my site, you will notice, that in most cases Center Region 

lectures recommend to use numbers 1, 2, 5, and then add some specific FSCs in order to solve 

this or that problem. If you are using a basic set (at least numbers 1 and 2),  then you may 

choose other numbers in accordance with the problems, you are going to solve. 

 

6. FSC Implementation. 

 

6.1. Structured water drinking. 

The main recommendation is to drink plenty of structured water. It’s a key point to 

emphasize the FSC influence. Our cells are accustomed to obtain information through water. It 

is crucially important what is memorized by the water which human being drinks. And FSCs 

directly affect the memory of water. Each FSC number with its own information set. So, do not 

neglect drinking water! This recommendation is known long ago. One should drink 30 ml. of 

water per each kilogram of his body weight. It is not all that easy. The good thing is that FSCs 

help You to switch on water drinking. Because human organism instinctively knows, that the 

water structured with the help of the FSC is a kind of water it needs. Use the Correctors to 

structure Your water and every drink You have. Put any vessel with any drink on the corrector. 

It structures almost instantly, especially if the liquid is moving. It is effective to put a glass on 

the FSC and pour a liquid in it, or stir it with a teaspoon. The vessel material is not important. 

You may detain your water at an FSC plate for several minutes, by doing so you give time for 

water to catch the lower rhythms. FSC reproduces a spectrum of rhythms, when you pour 

water into a glass and not give it time to stand, the water becomes structured, it acquires only 
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higher part of the spectrum. By letting it stand at an FSC you give it time to catch lower rhythms 

as well. Generally 5-10 minutes is enough for water structuring at any 5 –element FSC.  If you 

want to structure   a big volume of liquid (about 3 liters and more), give it some shake or stir 

the water – mechanical motion helps. 

Drink structured water with the whole family, give it to your pets, pour your 

plants, structure the water You put the cut flowers into. Structure everything You 

put in Your mouth – even hard meals contain some water which apprehends the 

information from the FSC. If You are out and do not want to make fuss about it, feel 

free to skip the procedure. You see, there is no strict rules about the FSC use, it is 

recommendations how to obtain top effectiveness from it, and if You skip some practice from 

time to time – there is absolutely no harm. Well, if You carry it in the pocket it affects the 

structure of the inner liquids in the organism, but locally at the place where it lays. 

Some observations on the water structuring: The water structuring takes place only in the 

vessel which is put on the FSC. If some other vessels with water are situated nearby they are 

not affected. The FCS action localizes to the nearest water volume. Suppose, You want to 

structure several vessels simultaneously, then  it is necessary to put the corrector between the 

vessels and give it some more time to work, because the action of the  corrector splits between 

the vessels. S. V. Koltsov recommends to open the lids on the water vessels. 

Here is the recommendation for  water structuring from Sibatov Nariman Alimovitch – a 

physician who after graduation from the state medicine institute learned healing from Tibet 

Lamas for two years: “Pour about 3 liters of water into the teapot, and heat it to 80 degrees to 

erase the information it has. Cool it. Put any vessel on the FSC and pour the water from the 

teapot into the vessel. Before drinking pour some water into a cup and then return it down into 

the vessel for several times to saturate water with air. I recommend to drink water which 

temperature is equal to the body temperature. Hold the water in Your mouth before 

swallowing for several seconds, it will give time for the saliva to interact with water”. 

These is the ideal recommendation, but anyway simply  putting  Your cup at the corrector in 

the office will do a great help. If You’ve bought some bottled drinking water, open the lid and 

put it on the corrector for several minutes or hold it in hand with the FSC  near the bottle. With 

time You’ll start to notice, that You choose water a bit more often, that you prefer it to some 

other drinks. The structured water itself is able to solve a lot of health problems. 

I have a special article about water structuring, you may take a look for more detailed 

understanding. 

You may also structure your tea, coffee, even alcohol beverages (and it is recommended to 

do so). 

 

6.2. Baths , showers, and water wrappings by Sebastian Kneipp. 
 

It is appropriate to use structured water for washing, shower or a bath – for 

everything You are doing with water – cleaning Your home, watering Your 
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garden. The structuring method is rather simple. Tie the FSC to the water pipe, to the hose, to 

the water tap. Moving water immediately becomes structured. A structured water shower or a 

bath levels and stimulates the organism energy. It is also a great way to fight the flu. Take the 

structured water warm shower or bath with two hours interval for a day time despite the fever. 

It is as simple as that. 

Tie the corrector on the water tap but never put it into the water. If it gets soaked and 

become unstuck – then it is a fatal damage. The physical destruction is the only way to spoil the 

FSC. It stands magnets and does not lose power with time. If You suspect that some water 

could penetrate into the corrector, open the plastic case and dry the inner plate. The structured 

water shower or bath poses the effect that nears the effect of the “pumping”. 

There is another ancient technique which got “a new life” with Functional State Correctors”, 

water wrappings were introduced by Sebastian Kneipp in 19-th century. At the second medical 

conference on FSC implementation there was a report on combining Sebastian Kneipp water 

wrappings with FSCs for water structuring in the sanatorium for the disabled people, where 

standard curative procedures were not allowed. 

For water wrapping take a bowl of water, place it at the FSC, (use a cold water structured at the 

FSC no 1 or 2), soak a natural (cotton or flax) fabric in the structured water. It is important to 

use natural fabric, not allowing the static electricity to interfere with the water structure. The 

synthetic or half-synthetic fabric would not do. Only natural fabric. The fabric is soaked in a 

structured water, wring out, and you wrap the problem joint or the entire extremity, put the 

shawl or plaid above the fabric and hold it for 20 minutes. The wrapping gives very good 

results. But do not mix it with a compress, there is no polyethylene. One day you may do a 

wrapping using FSC no 1, another – using FSC no 2, the next day – any specific number, or again 

number  1.  Treat yourself with different information. For example, no. 7 is great for problems 

with joints, ligaments, tendons.  

 

6.3. liniments structuring. 
 

Structuring of liniments, both cosmetology and curative, enhances their effectiveness. Open 

the tube lid (desirable), put the tube at the FSC for half an hour and apply as usual. Structured 

liniment “works” several hours. Chose FSC number in accordance with its destination, just use 

your common-sense. Similar to water wrappings, structured liniment should be used when you 

have to treat vast areas of the body, for example in case of problems with skin, joints, lungs (for 

lungs use numbers 1, 2, and 5). Structured liniment in a tube holds its properties for a long 

time, but nevertheless it is recommended to repeat tube structuring several times a week, 

otherwise information gets noisy. For treatment purposes you may use cheap “Childish 

Liniment”.  Specific liniments are also good, because FSC does not substitute skin nourishment 

or biochemically active substances, but enchances their action with information treatment. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sebastian_Kneipp


6.4. Pumpings. 
 

“Pumpings”  - are procedures with FSCs which are aimed to harmonization of human bio-field. 

The term hints that doing “pumpings” you literally pump yourself with Chi energy.  S. V. Koltsov 

recommends doing first three “pumping” at least twice a day –mornings and evenings. If you 

have possibility to do pumping more often, especially if you want to cope with some condition 

(seasonal flu or something more serious),  it is better to do several (short) pumping, than one 

but long.  We know that when our bio-field or Aura is restored, the physiology comes in step in 

a couple of weeks. When doing pumping, you may use any FSC numbers you have at hand, you 

may combine FSCs of different colors / series. During pumping information, recorded at the 

FSCs is not so important as their energy activation ability.  

6.4.1. Cross pumping. 

Our body meridians come out at hands and feet. With FSCs we 

activate them in crossed manner. Put one FSC under the feet, take 

another FSC at the opposite hand. For example: left feet, right hand. 

Hold FSCs for several minutes (from 1 to 10), then change feet and 

hand, in our example – right feet, left hand. When performing Your 

pumping gently compress and ease Your hand in which You hold the 

Corrector, increase the foot pressure and release periodically. These 

rhythmic movements will stimulate the blood circulation around the Correctors, the 

effectiveness of the pumping will be increased.  It is recommended that each stage lasted equal 

time. 

If you have 4 FSCs, then place two FSCs under your feet, another two in hands. The pumping 

will take shorter time.  In order to get maximum effectiveness, it is preferable to do it in 

standing positions, hand and legs straight. Laying position is also suitable, if possible make sure 

that the contact between FSC and feet is good (put them into socks). Pumping in sitting position 

is less effective, because bent knees oppose energy propagation. 

 

6.4.2. Spinal column pumping.  

This pumping is performed with two FSCs in laying position, one is placed under the tailbone, 

and another under the neck vertebrae. The FSCs should be oriented with their long rib along 

the spinal column. Duration is 5-10 minutes. For better effectiveness, you may co-tune your 

FSCs, in specific mutual orientation the cooperative effect could be achieved, look at the 

bottom section of these article – where Koltsov explains how to do FSC co-tuning. 

6.4.3. Pumping of Chakras.  

This pumping is performed with at least two FSCs in laying position. Place 

one FSC under the tailbone, and place the second one at first 5 chakras in 

sequence, holding it for 1-2 minutes at  each chakra. It is desirable that the time would be 

equal. If you have more than two FSCs, you may combine pumping of chakras with the spinal 
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column pumping.  Place two FSCs under the tailbone – one under the coccyx, another under the 

neck, and place the third one at first two chakras. If you have more than 3 FSCs, you may also 

place FSCs at several chakras simultaneously. The sixth and seventh chakras will come into 

harmonious state when the first 5 chakras are balanced. 

6.4.4. Central meridians pumping by Bozko V. G. 

6.4.5. Joints pumping. 

Large joints “pumping” effectively stabilizes  organism  and releases tiredness. It is 

recommended when aura has strong deformations. Use different FSCs the numbers do not 

matter here. You lay them down: women first the left side of the body, men – first right then 

left. Humeral joint, hip joint, under the knee and feet, if you have enough FSCs also place them 

at the ulna joint and hand. 10 minutes is enough. Any large joint is a chakra. We have 49 

chakras,  but only 7 of them are considered to be the main. 

A lot of people have immunity problems and enlarged lymph nodes. In this case, when doing 

the large joints “pumping”, try and place the FSCs  at the armpit. If the hip joint – at the groin 

area. Under the knee. First one side, then the other, women start with the left side, men with 

the right. It works well with immune-deficit conditions. You may also use this system to work 

with any extremity which is ill. Hand – work with humeral joint, ulna joint, hand. Leg – work 

with hip joint, knee – feet. 

It is better when the FSC numbers, which you put at some definite place, were not the same 

from session to session, but change. If today no 1 is at the shoulder, tomorrow let it be under 

the feet, the day after tomorrow – at the hip joint.  

If you have enough correctors – work with both sides of the body simultaneously, 10 minutes is 

enough. It works well when one gets psychological strikes, has low moods, immunity decreases 

after that. Do this “pumping” in order to avoid bronchitis, antritis. You may do it in a laying 

position. Do “pumping” in a times of crisis, when the load is high. 

 

6.4.6. FSC path. 

This procedure restores emotional state, releases tension, uneasiness fears. Use a number (as 

many you have), place them at the floor at the step distance. We make a large circle on the 

carpet. The sequence of FSCs at the pass is arbitrary, it is recommended to use FSCs of similar 

color in a group – that is for some segment of the pass. For example one segment of a  pass 

consists of blue FSCs, another – of green, and so on.  We perceive electromagnetic influences 

with our bone system, large tube-like bones are in our legs, stepping over correctors we get 

various energies. 10 minutes walk is enough, legs start to feel light and easy, mood improves, it 

is hard to stop doing this procedure. A state of sureness and calamity comes, you start to 

perceive outer world easily and more adequate.  An interesting “side effect” could be observed:  

if you planning something, walking at the same time over FSC pass, the plans fulfill easily. It is 

good to repeat prayers, mantras, affirmations while walking on the pass.  

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/articles/list-42.html


 

6.4.7 Lymph-flow pumping 

FSC number 2 should be used for this pumping, effect will be better if you will do exercises prior 

to the pumping and add some movements during the pumping procedure. One shall start doing 

this pumping in direction from the bottom to top. You shall place FSC with its short rib 

subsequently to the following points, holding it for 1-3 minute in each point. 

Under the feet, you perform body bents sideways and left and right body turns; 

Under the knees, you squat several times; 

At the groin areas, you squat several times; 

At left and right subcostal areas, you breathe deep with your belly; 

At subclavian lymph nodes, you breathe deep with your thorax; 

At the neck lymph nodes, at that you move your jaw forward; 

At the submaxillary lymph nodes, at that you do chewing movements; 

At the postaural  lymph nodes, at that you do chewing movements. 

One may either do it first on the right side 

then at the left, or subsequently placing an 

FSC – right and left feet, right and left knee 

and so on. 

6.4.8 Opening of the first and the seventh 

chakras 

In 2017 Koltsov started to recommend to do 

periodically the following pumping with the 

FSC no. 20, because he noticed the presence of 

astral entities at many users, at that on the 

head.  Entities were present despite the fact 

that people used FSCs for considerable time 

and more to it, many were wearing on the 

body belts with FSCs. 

Put FSC no. 20 at the top of the head for 10 

minutes (in the initial period the process may 

take longer, one may check with a pendulum if 

« is it enough?»). Then put  FSC no. 20 under 

the coccyx for the same time. According to Koltsov, in case one simply puts FSC under the coccyx, that is 

sits on it, FSC may not «reach» the head. In case one will only hold it at the top of the head, the entity 

may migrate and would not be disbanded. Here is what he said at one of internet conferences: «By 

holding FSC in hands, without putting it at the top of the head, you would not drive entities out. I was in 

Mongolia this year, and with astonishment realized that there is no other way to drive entities out from 



the head, but placing FSC exactly at the top of the head.  In case you spend 10 minutes, you will drive 

them out in two steps, thou there were situations when it took longer, but as a rule, 10 minutes is 

enough». That is when one puts FSC 20 at the top of the head, the Mayan channel Chalan is working, 

and even in case entity migrates, during the second phase the Perun channel burns it down, but Perun 

“does not reach” the upper chakras. 

Take seriously the following recommendation by Koltsov: «Some indisposition, or some muddiness in 

the head are the first signs that one is «closed» at the top and at the bottom. So you start using FSC not 

by putting it at the specific place, for which it is designated,  but exactly by putting it at the top of the 

head and under the coccyx. The presence of entities will hinder your work with body problems, work 

with FSC no. 20 first.» 

More to it, in the end of 2018 Sergey Valentinovich noted that non-physiology rhythm of  14-28-

56  seconds appeared in the outer field, that affects all people. The program, connected with 

this rhythm “is closing down” more than half of our chakras, including the first one and the 

seventh. The program is complex, it is not disbanded with one FSC, one shall use in sequence 

FSCs 20, 23, “Gold of Gobi” or “Code of Gobi”, “Chudotvorets” .  That is every of listed FSCs 

erases this program only partly. Suppose you put no 20 at the top of the head, it worked for 

some time and stopped because it did all that it could and has nothing more to do, but in case 

you put no 23 on the top of the head, then it has some peart of the complex program to work 

with, it works out all it could and switches off, the next one would still have some work to do. 

 

6.5. What to do in case of the acute condition? 
 

Like with traditional homeopathy, the healing process may go through acute phase. One may 

experience it individually, it could be in form of some skin externalization, or pseudo cold. Such 

effects may accompany toxins deducing.  It is normal. In case of externalization you should 

switch to FSC no. 2 for a couple of weeks – drink water, structured on it, take water procedures 

(it is very important to wash your body out), it is possible to continue with pumpings  in 

accordance with your state. After two weeks gradually return to regular FSC use. 

Our own story was that me and Larisa had several acute phases. We started FSC use when 

there were only 4 blue FSCs, for a long period of time I had some local pimples, some seasonal 

colds continued for considerable period of time, nothing really serious, but it was noticeable. 

After a year they introduced the green FSCs, several days after bringing first green FSCs home, 

we both had a pseudo-cold symptoms, simultaneously, without any obvious reason. Our 

homeopathic doctor told us, that it is not a cold, but coming out of well hidden infections, 

which could stay on its place for life, if there were no FSC influence. The third wave of 

externalization came after another two years when lilac FSCs were released.  

I know many examples when people, who started directly from lilac FSCs, encountered with 

acute phase with high temperature.  All Company lecturers recommend to start with numbers 1 

and 2, and add other numbers, especially green and lilac FSCs, later. Starting period of initial 

cleaning and harmonization may last form  1-2 month to 6-12 month, it is all individual and 
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depends on the state of your organism. No way to tell beforehand what initial cleaning period 

will be needed. Watch yourself and do not hesitate to switch at no.2 for a couple of weeks. 

Acute conditions could be stipulated both by toxins deducing and by «blocks» in the human 

energy system. Most often serious blocks are at the places of the spinal column bents of 

defects. S. V. Koltsov always recommends to see osteopathic practitioner  in addition to the use 

of FCSs. 

 

6.6. Gentle start sequence. 
 

At the second medical conference, devoted to the FSC implementation, Terentyev Dmitriy 

Henrihovitch, a head of the oncology department  in a hospital, came out with a gentle starts 

scheme, designated for weak people and people in the state of illness. He proposed four stages: 

1. Use only water, structured at  FSC no.2, treating it as a medicine. At first day one should drink 

half a glass of structured water 3 times a day. Starting from the second day, the amount of 

water should be increased gradually, one should do a sip of structured water every 10-15 

minutes. Gradually increasing the daily amount of structured water till 10-15 milliliters per 

every kilo of body weight. If the patient’s age is about 40 – this phase takes 3-5 days, if more – 

about 70 – then it takes a week. 

2. Starting contact use of FSC no. 2 at the 3-rd chakra, combined with structured water 

drinking. At this phase we recommend to increase structured water intake till recommended 

amount of 30 milliliters per every kilo of body weight, at the same time increasing 

fragmentation of water drinking. We recommend drinking water with small portions, but often, 

always carrying a bottle of water. 

 3. Standard use of FSCs 1 and 2. That means: pumpings, water procedures, drinking water, 

structured at FSC no. 1 at the first half of the day, and drinking water, structured at FSC no. 2 

after 4 p.m. To those people who have marked intoxication, we propose to restrict it with 

shower, for the first time. For weak and intoxicated patients we propose standard use of two 

FSCs every other day, and return to the step 2 in between. 

4. Systematic use of all other FSCs. 

You may use this gentle start sequence in order to be on the safe side. 

 

 

6.7. Contact use when necessary. 
 

When placed at the body, FSC influences the local place  it lays upon. Generally speaking, body 

reacts at the FSC for 10-15 minutes, then gets accustomed to the influence, after that it is 



almost no use in holding it longer. Well, some lymph and blood does flow under the laying FSC, 

in these sense it continues to work, but the effectiveness is minimal.  

Nevertheless, there could be situations when we use FSCs in contact with the body. FSC no. 2 

reduces pain (any number does, no 2 is better). In case of tooth pain, FSC would not substitute 

the necessity to visit a stomatologist – in order to fix the problem, but it will help you to live 

through the night. After stomatological manipulation, after surgery, it is recommended to place 

an FSC at the wound, the sooner the better. No.1 is good to cope with inflammation and ensure 

good healing, later on no. 7 is good for scar dissipation.  

The contact use is indicated when you want to work with specific organs, for example, for 

working with liver it is recommended to tie FSC no. 5 (at least no. 2 if you do not have 5) for a 

night. Another recommendation is to place (to tie down) FSCs on the projection of kidneys – 

FSC no. 1 at one kidney, and FSC no. 2 – at another, change them every other day. Contact use 

may be indicated in case of diabetes – place FSCs at the pancreas projection. You may put FSCs 

no 3 and 5 (or any you have) at the socks for a night in order to treat veins at legs, you may tie 

up FSC to an ailing joints. When working with lungs place FSCs (numbers1, 2, 5) under the 

shoulder-blades, lay down at the FSCs. You should look at the “FSC articles” section for specific 

recommendations. There is a pair of comments on contact FSC use. When working with organs 

– have in mind the periods of organs activity. Every organ or system has a two hour activity 

period. Working with it in the active time will be most effective, second best option is to 

support desired system in opposite time period (12 hours shift) when the activity is minimal. If 

possible it is better to change FSCs round with 10-15 minutes interval, for example 1-2-5-1-2-5-

… 

6.8. Distant FSC use. 
 

With the FSC technology we have to let new paradigms into our consciousness. In case of 

informational influences their power depends not on the distance between the objects, but on 

the co-resonance degree. So FSCs work distantly. Of course, these would not substitute 

structured water drinking, which is required in order to cope with a number of conditions, you 

have to wash out the body anyway!  But in some cases you may pose help to a person who is 

far away, or you do not have possibility to visit (a patient at the intensive treatment 

department).    

Thou you may have best intentions of posing help to other people, you should obligatory get 

the permission of a person you are going to work with. It is a law of our Universe. You may get 

the permission even in a form of a joke, that also counts. The only exception is that you may 

work without permission with your wife / husband / children / parents. There is also such a 

notion as “implicit request for help”, or when a person is physically unable to speak out a 

request, but you should be really careful with such cases. 

The point is that it is your attitude, your own point of view that a person needs help, but at the 

same time he may have his own Life Lessons, and you are not able to know all his obstacles, by 

posing unwanted help you may interfere with his Lessons and Life Tasks, such action will 

activate the Law of Equilibrium. 



There are 3 major options of distant FSC use: 

- Take a white sheet of paper, a pen, and with your own hand write down the situation and the 

desired outcome, use present perfect, as if a desired situation is already received, use only 

positive constructions, “no” is absolutely prohibited, use the world “Gratitude” and “For 

everyone’s good”, you may also address Lord, the form is free. Bad example “I do not want to 

be ill”. Good example: “I, name, surname, birth date, am grateful my buds were healed, stones 

were gently deduced / dissolved”. See the section devoted to the lilac FSCs for more examples.  

It is good to specify the person exactly by name and date of birth. Place this note at the FCS, at 

the open place, at the windowsill, make sure there is no other FSCs, printed or written 

materials, pictures, CDs around.  You should put aside all other items which carry information 

content in any form. The note works as long as it lays at the FSC. No 1 is good for that, or you 

may choose some specific FSC in accordance with the task you formulated. For example, if you 

want to help someone to get rid of unpleasant dependencies  – use no. 5, or no. 11 (11 is 

stronger), in case you want to help in restoring good relations between people – “Love” or 

“Harmony” are good. In order to protect some place use no. 14. And so on – look at the FSC 

description and use your common sense and intuition, it is as easy as that. These considerations 

are true for all three implementation options. 

- You may place a photograph at the FSC instead of a note. Use black and white picture (print it 

at black and white). There should be only one person at the picture, cut out all the others, 

otherwise FSC will influence all people pictured. Remember that in December of 2012 Earth 

underwent  major shift in its rhythms, photographs taken before that date are not suitable. 

Another important comment: any photo carries some specific emotion, the person experienced 

the moment it was taken. Using it with FSC, you will accent these emotion over and over again.  

Be careful about that. Taking  into account all these considerations, the photograph is not the 

best option of distant influence. Notes are better option. 

- One of the best ways of distant FSCs use is to place  hair, or nails, cut from the person you are 

going to work with. Hair and nails contain DNA samples which unambiguously specifies the 

person. For example, in case it is inconvenient to carry an FSC with you, you may place your hair 

at the FSC “Amulet” and leave it at home, and it will pose constant protective action. When you 

need the FSC engaged in distant use, for some other purposes, for example, to structure some 

water for another person, then you should remove hair, nails (biological material) from the FSC, 

use it as desired, then you may lay biological material on it again. 

In this article you will find more information on distant FSC use.  

 

6.9.  FSC use with physiotherapy equipment. 
 

Generally speaking, any physiotherapy is bringing energy (in some form or the other) into the 

human organism. And this energy influence has no direction specified: is it for better or for 

worth – it has no direction vector in terms of physiology. Sorry to tell you these but it is exactly 

so. With physiotherapy we give organism a shock, in hope it mobilizes inner resources and will 
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go out of the shock in desired direction. Did you read articles in 90-s that laser radiation is not 

physiological?  It is really not, exactly due to the presence of the information component.  And 

IR laser are widely used in medicine installations. 

The situation with physiotherapy equipment resembles the use of old style bulb television sets, 

when it started to work noisy we used  to kick it with a hand, and it usually helped! Joint use of 

any type of physiotherapy equipment with any FSC radically changes the situation. Due to its 

physiology compatible information content, FSC poses its polarization at any physiotherapy 

equipment irradiation, making it working for good, that gives noticeable synergetic effect. 

So you may simply place any FSC at any physiotherapy equipment you are using.  Tie it to the 

output wires, or place directly at the output stage of the equipment, tie it to the laser head, and 

so on. If you want to get rid of inflammation – no 1 is a good choice, but any FSC will do. 

 

6.10.  FSC use with electrical appliances. 
 

Similar to the use with physiotherapy equipment. Place any FSC between yourself and 

computer monitor. You may also place it at the system unit. Generally speaking it is good to 

place an FSC at every device which irradiates electromagnetic waves, such as Wi-Fi routers, 

cordless phones, video senders, and so on. FSC will pose physiology friendly polarization at any 

electromagnetic irradiation. Possible economic and effective solution is to place one FSC at the 

electric distribution box, or at the input power cable. It will polarize any flux, moving towards it, 

being it water or electric current. 

 

6.11. Cleaning of premises. 
 

In previous chapter it was recommended to place FSC at the electric distribution box, if it is no 

16 – “The clear Space”, or at least no 1 or 2, the cleaning of premises is taking place through 

light polarization. Open all doors, all cupboards, pull out all cases, and turn on all lights for half 

an hour.  

Use FSC no 1. or others for structuring water you are using for wet cleaning. Such FSCs as 

“Love” and “Harmony” are very good for that.  

If you know that some negative energy is gathered at some specific place – put an FSC there for 

a day. For prophylaxis you may periodically put FSCs at the room corners to lay for a while. 

If you want more details,  you can read the middle section of these article about premises  

cleaning. 

6.12. “Emergency help”. 

God Bless you from using these information, but you should know that it is good to place any 

FSC you have at hand at the place of wound, trauma, bone break, burn place. It eases pain and 
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makes healing quick and without usual side effects as scars and so on. In case of bone break 

place and hold FSC over the bandage, the healing goes quicker, without formation of bone 

callus, no.7 is best for that. Or change FSCs in round sequence, for example 1-2-7-1… with 10-15 

minutes interval. Treat bone break with laser irradiation with FSC tied to the laser head. 

In order to stabilize blood pressure (no matter high or low) or when you need to reduce sugar 

level, let a person to drink a glass of water, structured at FSC no 7 in two portions with 15 

minutes interval. Let him hold FSC no. 7 in hands for that time. Such simple procedure 

normalizes both blood pressure and sugar level.  That’s why FSC no. 7 is called “Emergency 

help”.  

If you do not have FSC no 7 at hands, and want to help a person, for example to someone in the 

street, let him drink some structured water, to hold at hands any FSC you have (numbers 1 and 

2 are also very good for that). You may sprinkle a person with structured water, it harmonizes 

bio-field. 

Another option is to put four FSCs at the person – one for each feet and one for each palm of 

the hand. Hold for 10-20 minutes. After that, place 1 FSC at the back of the head. FSC no. 10 

works well in case of fainting, loss of consciousness (it has special channel for the case). In case 

one is in coma, some relative who is taking care about the person, holds with his hands one FSC 

between the patient’s palms for 3-10 minutes, the other FSC lays under the patient’s coccyx. 

 

7. Lilac FSCs. 
 

7.1 Classical Cosmoenergy. 
 

Classical Cosmoenergy is an ancient practical knowledge, which was preserved from ancient 

times in Russia. To the modern world it was introduced by Emil Bagirov – a Physicist form 

Tashkent city, who exerted efforts into popularization of this knowledge. In 2009 Bagirov’s 

Classical Cosmoenergy school was accepted by The World Health Organization for its 

contribution into people’s health and sound results. 

It happened so that for last two centuries, what we called science, developed strictly on 

materialistic basis, and everything connected with spirituality was the religious sphere, and 

these spheres did not met with each other. Cosmoenergy combines science with spiritual 

practices, gives a human being an opportunity to develop his talents.  Gradually people get 

access to  cosmoenergy channels, which are based on the information, generated by previous 

civilizations. Cosmoenergy regards every disease as a kind of warning to a person, that 

something in his multi-dimensional complex (physical body, energy-information thin bodies, 

soul) went wrong, and the harmony should be restored. Without that true healing is not 

possible.  

Cosmoenergy practitioners work with cosmoenergy channels. Each cosmoenergy channel 

represent some part of Heavenly spectrum and deals with some specific problem.  



Cosmoenergy channels have no material basis, they are intelligent energies, which are able to 

work on their own, when properly addressed. In Classical cosmoenergy a practitioner should 

receive consecration from the teacher in order to be able to operate channels, during 

consecration a cleaning and co-tuning with the channel energies takes place. Cosmoenergy 

practitioner work with patients  in sessions. A session lasts approx. 45 minutes, during the 

session the practitioner opens cosmoenergy channels that are required in accordance with 

specific problems of his patients, and the session consists of several phases: cleaning out of the 

dirty energies, pumping  of chakras, work with specific problems, aura enlargement. When 

conducting a session cosmoenergy practitioner uses verbal codes, visualization techniques, if 

necessary does manipulations with hands, energy torrents coming out of his palms. Note that 

practitioner uses outer Cosmic energies for healing process, his job is to activate them, direct 

properly and watch the condition of his patients. Every person with clear intentions may 

became cosmoenergy practitioner, I mean that it does not implies any inherited specific 

abilities. The level of consciousness awareness is more important. 

Lilac FSCs pose every person, who is ready to take responsibility  for his own curative process, 

an opportunity to work with cosmoenergy channels. Each lilac FSC bears a recording, that co-

resonates with some specific set of cosmoenergy channels, so one has an opportunity to use 

these healing energies with simplified protocol. Every lilac FSC allows to activate dozens of 

channels, you should choose proper FSC in accordance with their description, see chapter 3.3. 

7.2  Passive and active modes. 

 

You may simply take any lilac FSC at hands, or place it the body, or use for water structuring – 

in any case the channels will work with you, in accordance with their specialization.  But they 

start to heal you in most general meaning of this word. That may take long time. This is called a 

“passive mode” of lilac FSCs implementation. In passive mode you may use lilac FSCs for 

pumping. 

You may use them more intensively by communicating with cosmoenergy channels – by 

opening them. With lilac FSCs you do not need consecration and verbal codes to open 

cosmoenergy channels, in these case you have them ready to use. Nevertheless, some 

activation is needed, in this case you activate a specific FSC you are working with, and 

consequently all channels “recorded” on it. When you activate your lilac FSC – it is called “active 

mode”. You activate with a simple word “I’m grateful”. Cosmoenergy channels, and everything 

in our Universe,  responds to sincere gratitude. You compose some positive affirmation with 

key world “I’m grateful”, and channels start to work with specified problem. Note, that 

cosmoenergy channels take your words “literally”, what you might “imply by that” would not 

be noticed. “No” particles would be ignored -  omitted. So by using “no” particles you will get 

opposite outcome, take double care to avoid them! You can make additional accent by holding 

in your mind a visualization – a picture of what you want to get as a result: for example, a 

healthy, restored organ,  you can take a look into medical atlas. Try to calm down your 

consciousness and hold the required mind image for 10 minutes, mentally or verbally repeat 

several times your gratitude affirmation.  In active mode you specify the desired task for 



cosmoenergy channels, and being intelligent they work with you, adapting their action to the 

specific person. 

 

7.3. General considerations. 

It is very simple to conduct your own 

cosmoenergy session with lilac FSC. It is better 

to find a quiet place. You may work in 

standing, sitting or  lying position. Generally 

speaking, standing position is preferable (but 

it is not strictly obligatory), because classical 

cosmoenergy regards cosmoenergy channels 

are downward energy torrents – you can even 

visualize a waterfall of transparent golden, 

white (any color) energy, 0.7 meters in diameter, that starts to fall on you, washing over the 

entire body. The torrent starts some 0.5 meters above the head and lasts 0.5 meters down the 

feet. You open Cosmoenergy channels by taking lilac FSC at hands, or placing it between the 4-

th and 5-th chakras (thymus projection is called Cosmic center) and starting saying or thinking 

the first affirmation. You may also say “I’m grateful all cosmoenergy channels at this FSC have 

being opened”, and visualize downfall torrent. The energies that come through your body heal 

you, the energies that wash you outside, are protective. 

For some time (10-25 minutes) you say desired 

affirmations, hold visualization in your mind, trying to hold 

the feeling, that associates with the desired result (for 

example: How it feels to run and jump and be joyful in 

childhood. Be creative in this part). Hold the feeling of 

gratitude to the Lord, cosmoenergy channels, that pose 

their healing energies. At the end of the session express 

gratitude to the channels.  

You may use some soft relaxation music in the 

background. Some people may have specific sensations at 

the channels opening, some may not. When standing in 

relaxed pose one may feel like rocking and twisting a little 

with the entire body, it is normal.  

There is no need to close the channels, they continue to work on their own even after the end 

of the session, their action may last from 1 hour to several hours, it depends. Then channels will 

close on their own. It is possible to repeat sessions as often as desired, no restrictions. But at 

the beginning period it is better to devote all sessions to the same set of problems. 

The number of sessions, that would be needed to achieve the desired result could not be 

defined beforehand, it depends on the problem, at the patient’s  state, at the quality of his 



visualization, and at the clearness of his thoughts. A patient has to do his own part of the job, 

and it may take from 10 daily sessions to several months. 

We will see a number of gratitude affirmations downwards.  During each session you specify 

not more than 3-4 problems, otherwise the channels action will be “scattered”. 

It is strongly recommended to devote first 10-20 sessions to cleaning yourself and 

harmonization of Chakras and thin bodies. Doing so will help to avoid acute phase. After that 

gradually add affirmations, connected with your problem. It is safer not to work with all 

problems simultaneously, but do that in some sequence.  

Some people may have intention to conduct several cosmoenergy sessions a day, especially 

with different lilac FSCs, activating a number of different programs. It is possible, but later. At 

the beginning it would be better to do cleaning sessions, as it was mentioned before, then 

gradually add work with problems. I should say that every Lilac FSC has a set of basic 

cosmoenergy channels, so it is possible to do cleaning and harmonization sessions with any lilac 

plate. FSC no. 16 “The Clear Space” has wider set of cleaning channels, if possible, do initial 

cleaning and harmonization with it. 

The use of blue FSCs may interfere with curative programs of cosmoenergy channels, but not 

with cleaning and harmonization programs. If you want to use blue FSC earlier than 2-3 hours 

after conducting cosmoenergy session, you should say or think “I’m closing all curative 

programs”. When you are finished with the use of blue FSCs, you may take a lilac FSC at hands 

again and do a brief session, repeating main affirmation, in order to restart curative programs. 

Green FSCs do not interfere with the work of cosmoenergy channels. See also chapter 9 “Joint 

implementation of FSCs of various colors”. 

 7.4. Verbal codes, to use with Lilac Functional State Correctors. 

Consider the following affirmations as examples, or “ideas”,  feel free to construct your own. 

You should not obligatory use all of them, choose the ones that  resonate with you, and allow 

yourself  to be creative! There are only few basic principles, you should follow: 

- Use positive constructions in present perfect; 

- Add “Gratitude” as an activation, key energy, and it should be sincere!; 

- Exactly specify the object of influence, for example say “Me, name, surname, (birth date)”, or 

“name, surname, (birth date)” of a person you are working with. Do it several times during each 

session, when in the following examples you will see words “I”, “Me”, “My”; Remember about 

the necessity of getting permission from the person you are going to work. 

- Add sincere emotion, add visualization of the desired outcome (as if you already have the 

desired result).  You are interested in result, not in the process (which is endless)!; 

- Never try to specify how (in what way) the desired result should be achieved, just specify 

desired result with maximum details. Channels / Lord / Universe know better how to organize 



the chain of events, by telling them “how to do” you simply restrict their freedom of action. 

Better add such construction as “for the common good” at the end. 

 

7.4.1. General affirmations. 

This section is good for initial cleaning and harmonization period.  

The almighty, prepare me, my thin bodies, my physical body, every chakra to the perception of 

Your information; 

I’m grateful for my thin bodies, chakras, physical body, all vessels, capillary have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful for the information on what FSC to choose for my curing process have being 

received; 

I’m grateful for the information on what FSC to take have being received; 

I’m grateful for the information on where and how to place this FSC have being received; 

I’m grateful for the liberation from all fears have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for the tuning (on a given FSC) have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for the information during the healing session have being received; 

I’m grateful for cleaning and restoration of all my thin bodies have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for the restoration of chakras, their energy supply, their turning and proper 

coloring  have being done; 

I’m grateful for the (name organ) restoration have being done; 

I’m grateful for the (name organ) healing have being done; 

I’m grateful for the health improvement have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for my aura have being restored; 

I’m grateful the information about (some definite disease) have being erased. 

I’m grateful the spleen and pancreas have being restored; 

I’m grateful the energy level have being restored; 

I’m grateful my energy-information structure have being restored; 



I’m grateful for the negative imposed on my clan have being cleaned for our harmonious 

evolution and good deeds; 

I’m grateful for absolute health for me and my relatives have being granted; 

I’m grateful for my chakras have being cleaned, renewed, winded up, properly colored; 

The 1 chakra- pure red color; 

The 2 chakra  -orange; 

The 3 chakra  - yellow; 

The 4 chakra  - green; 

The 5 chakra  - blue; 

The 6 chakra  - dark blue; 

I’m grateful  all my thin bodies, energy chakras, have being cleaned, the chakras have being 

restored; 

I’m grateful  the willpower and spirit have being activated, I’m grateful the defense have being 

activated; 

I’m grateful  my parents (children, grandchildren) have being cleaned and healed; 

 

 

 

 7.4.2.  Affirmations to use with FSC No9. “The Healthy Heart”. 

 

I’m grateful  my  arterial blood pressure have being normalized; (if you need it quick, set the 

time ”in 20 minutes”) 

I’m grateful  my  cardio-vascular system performance have being normalized;  

I’m grateful  my veins, capillary (in brain, hands, legs) have being restored; 

I’m grateful  for the stroke prophylaxis for me (or name the person whom you are working 

with); 

I’m grateful  my  past-stroke state have being restored; 



I’m grateful  my glaucoma have being dissipated; 

I’m grateful  my (or name the person whom you are working with) glaucoma have being healed; 

I’m grateful  my cataract have being dissipated; 

I’m grateful  my  cataract have being healed; 

I’m grateful  my  vision have being restored; 

I’m grateful my thin bodies, physical body, all vessels, capillary, cardiovascular system have 

being cleaned; 

I’m grateful my  vein have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  uterus have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  ovary glands have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  gallstones have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful my blood PH balance have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  gastrointestinal tract have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  negative programs in the organism have being disbanded and burned out; 

I’m grateful for harmonious relations with my (or name the person whom you are working 

with) relatives (their names), surrounding people (name them if you have someone in mind), 

children (their names) have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  heart, all muscles, all vessels, all valves have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  intracranial pressure have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  my  gallbladder stone have being dissolved and the remains have being softly 

deduced; 

I’m grateful  my  brain vessels  have being healed; 

I’m grateful  my  hearing have being improved; 

I’m grateful  my  bud cyst have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful  my  hemoglobin level have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  my headache have being removed; 



I’m grateful  my tumors have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful  my blood formula have being restored; 

I’m grateful all  my brain functions have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my blood sugar level have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  my  myocardial scarring have being dissolved. 

 

 

7.4.3. Affirmations to use with FSC No10. “The Healthy Joints”. 

 

I’m grateful  my (or name the person whom you are working with) joints have being healed; 

I’m grateful  my  bone tissue have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  spinal column have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  liquor, spinal liquid have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  my  spinal marrow have being restored; 

I’m grateful  that bones at  my (or name the person whom you are working with) great toes 

have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful  my  metabolism have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my jaw muscles have being strengthened; 

I’m grateful  my  spinal column have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful  my  unnecessary salts have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful  my blood formula have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my spinal column have being restored and straightened out; 

I’m grateful  my  unnecessary salt deposits in fingers (hands and toes) have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful  my  hernia have being healed; 



I’m grateful  for (name the person whom you are working with) quick recovery from faint or 

coma have being achieved; 

I’m grateful  my stones have being dissolved and the remains have being softly deduced. 

  

7.4.4. Affirmations to use with FSC No11. “The Healthy way of Life”. 

 

I’m grateful  I (or name the person whom you are working with) have being freed from 

smoking;  

I’m grateful  I have being freed from alcohol dependence to my own good; 

I’m grateful  I  have being freed from another  (or better name them) dependences to my own 

good; 

I’m grateful  I (or name the person whom you are working with) have being freed from 

narcomany; 

I’m grateful  my  gastro-intestinal tract, cardio-vascular system, brain functions have being 

restored; 

I’m grateful  I  was freed from withdrawal pains, the removal of stress and depression; 

I’m grateful  for my  forgiveness; 

I’m grateful  that my  negative essences have being disbanded / burned out; 

I’m grateful  I   was freed from evil eye and hex; 

I’m grateful  I   was freed from tiredness and depression; 

I’m grateful all my  negative programs and negative codes / manipulations have being 

disbanded; 

I’m grateful  I  was freed from depression and stress; 

I’m grateful  my gastro-intestinal tract have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  cardio-vascular system have being restored, and spiritual heart have being 

activated; 

I’m grateful  for my Heavenly Consciousness have being activated; 

I’m grateful  for the Divine Grace, received from Heavenly Source for me; 



I’m grateful  for the creativeness, which arises in me; 

I’m grateful  my  astral body have being freed from aggression and depression; 

I’m grateful my essences have being dissolved; 

I’m grateful I  have being freed from information on oncology; 

I’m grateful the man (Name) who asked me about it have being healed; (take a photo, or put 

his hairs at the FSC, visualize the light flux going to the man and healing him); 

I’m grateful  my  moods have being lightened; 

I’m grateful  for peace in my home; 

I’m grateful my forgiveness energy have being activated; 

I’m grateful my  central nervous system have being restored; 

I’m grateful my DNA programs  have being cleared and replaced with harmonious development 

programs; 

I’m grateful I  have being cleaned from aggression; 

I’m grateful my  Heavenly Information have being restored. 

It is impossible to force a man to get rid of narcomany and alcoholism, it could be done only 

by the patient’s agreement. Even better if he works himself consciously.  

  

7.4.5. Affirmations to use with FSC No12. “The Healthy Sleep”. 

 

I’m grateful the deep, relaxing, healing sleep have being granted for my (or name the person 

whom you are working with); 

I’m grateful for the deep sleep for me; 

I’m grateful  I  (or name the person whom you are working with) have being healed during 

sleep, my (or name the person whom you are working with)  aura, chakras, all thin bodies, all 

organs, all cells, DNA have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful my organism have being relaxed during sleep, and my program of life have being 

restored; 

I’m grateful my health have being effectively restored during sleep; 



I’m grateful my  nervous system have being restored from stressful situations; (for quick rest) 

I’m grateful the blood circulation at my cervical spine have being restored; 

I’m grateful for my  melatonin production have being restored; 

I’m grateful for receiving information from the thin world during sleep; 

I’m grateful for my sleep time biorhythms structure have being restored; 

I’m grateful for my blood circulation in the eyes area have being restored; 

I’m grateful for learning during the sleep time; 

I’m grateful for my mind have being cleared during sleep time; 

I’m grateful for my  sub-consciousness have being cleared during sleep time; 

I’m grateful for my  consciousness have being cleared during sleep time; 

I’m grateful for my  rejuvenation during the sleep time have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for learning at the highest level during the sleep time; 

I’m grateful for receiving Heavenly information from the thin world during sleep; 

I’m grateful my  endocrine system have being restored; 

I’m grateful  my  aura, chakras, all thin bodies, have being cleaned and restored during sleep 

time; 

  

7.4.6. Affirmations to use with FSC No13. “The Healthy Intellect”. 

 

I’m grateful my spinal column have being straightened; 

I’m grateful my thinking process and consciousness  have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful for my spiritual and physical health have being restored; 

I’m grateful for harmonious child conception, successful carrying off a pregnancy, and child 

birth have being granted for me; 

I’m grateful for the quickest (name foreign language) learning  have being granted for me; 



I’m grateful  my  soul and spirit have being activated; 

I’m grateful  all my brain functions have being restored for understanding the processes which 

are taking place in the Universe; 

I’m grateful  my intellectual abilities have being developed; 

I’m grateful  my  attention concentration and interest to the learning process have being 

developed; 

I’m grateful  my thoughts  having become clear, the attention having being concentrated, the 

ability to remember material during exams have being granted; 

I’m grateful  my relations  with children (names) have being normalized;  the relations between 

(name these people) have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  for my  defense from parasites; 

I’m grateful  the money torrent  have being opened for me; 

  

7.4.7. Affirmations to use with FSC No14. “The  Golden Pyramid”. 

 

I’m grateful for my  defense and harmonization of events. Visualize the territory or object which 

you wish to protect inside a big golden pyramid;  

I’m grateful for my  health have being defended, and the radiation influence have being 

neutralized; 

I’m grateful my information viruses have being disbanded and destroyed; 

I’m grateful my  spinal column  have being cleaned and protected; 

I’m grateful the heavy water inside my organism  have being neutralized; 

I’m grateful the powerful structure of my thin bodies  have being restored; 

I’m grateful the epidemic have being disbanded. Visualize the territory which requires 

harmonization of processes and defense covered by a huge golden pyramid;  

I’m grateful my aggression have being neutralized; 

I’m grateful my bacterium and viruses have being disbanded; 

I’m grateful my blood formula have being restored after chemo-therapy; 



I’m grateful my lymph formula have being restored; 

I’m grateful my liver and blood-making organs have being restored; 

I’m grateful for my and family protection have being granted during a journey from (name 

where from are you going to start traveling) to (name the destination point) today (name date) 

from (name departure time) till (name the arrival time). Visualize the vehicle, airplane which 

requires defense inside a golden pyramid, in your visualization it should be in destination point 

in perfect order; 

I’m grateful all my  thin processes have being harmonized and absolutely defended from any 

outer influences; * 

I’m grateful all my negative programs  aimed to destruction have being disbanded; 

I’m grateful the Golden Pyramid channel  have being opened upon the 

city/building/flat/children’s garden/ agricultural field space. Specify what functions you want 

from the coverage. Visualize the territory which requires harmonization of processes and 

defense covered by a huge golden pyramid; 

I’m grateful my chain  of negative events (specify the problem) have being disbanded. 

  

*specifying arrival time will help you to arrive without delays.  

  

7.4.8. Affirmations to use with FSC No15. “The  light of Life”. 

I’m grateful  my aura, chakras, all thin bodies, have being protected; 

I’m grateful  my chakras, have being spanned, they have being filled with Heavenly Energy and 

Light; 

I’m grateful  my firstborn DNA have being activated, and its transfer at every sell and atom of 

my organism have being granted; 

I’m grateful my entire organism have being cleaned at the cellular level; 

I’m grateful all my  viruses, fungus, polyps and parasites in the liver, gastro-intestinal tract  have 

being disbanded; 

I’m grateful the tissues in my  (specify organ) have being restored / regenerated / rejuvenated; 

I’m grateful the toxins have being deduced, the pathogenic processes have being disbanded in 

my (specify organ); 



I’m grateful my telomerase and stem cells production have being activated; 

I’m grateful my  mitochondrion  have being activated; 

I’m grateful my firstborn hair color, nail structure,  vitreous body, crystalline lens have being 

restored; 

I’m grateful my self-regulative processes in the organism have being activated; 

I’m grateful my gene of youth have being activated and the gene of aging have being 

deactivated; 

I’m grateful my rejuvenation program have being activated; 

I’m grateful my active longevity program have being executed; 

I’m grateful my DNA have being cleaned, the rejuvenation program have being activated, the 

program of aging have being deactivated; 

I’m grateful my  hormonal background have being normalized; 

I’m grateful my ovary functions have being restored; 

I’m grateful my brain functions have being restored; 

I’m grateful my  blood pressure have being normalized; 

I’m grateful my  firstborn correct DNA, as it was designed by the Creator have being activated; 

I’m grateful to my stem cells for the regeneration of organs and tissues have being done where 

it was necessary, for example: joints, teeth, tooth enamel, hair, nails (specify); 

I’m grateful to the Prana Channel for nourishing me  with prana; 

I’m grateful my  organs and tissues have being restored; 

I’m grateful  The Source of Life Channel have being activated for turning on my rejuvenation 

program; 

I’m grateful  my  astral body have being activated; 

I’m grateful  to my physical body (organs and systems, cells, DNA, atoms, atomic nucleus, and 

what they are composed from); 

I’m grateful  all my thin bodies have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful  my self-regulation and self-healing processes have being activated; 



I’m grateful  for the complete restoration of my health as it was thought by the Creator 

 I’m grateful  for the complete restoration of physical and spiritual health of my relatives (name 

them). For people who are alive; 

I’m grateful  for the spiritual gifts for the deceased (name them); 

I’m grateful  my   family have being cleaned out of negatives imposed on it, for good deeds, for 

endless unlimited evolution; 

I’m grateful  the gene of aging have being deactivated and the gene of youth have being 

activated in all cells and organs of my organism, the brain functions responsible for the 

rejuvenation have being activated, the programs of the spirit and soul activation and 

harmonious development  have being activated; 

Working for 20 minutes, then: 

I’m grateful  for the defense of the information have being granted for me (or name the person 

whom you are working with); 

I’m grateful to the thin energies and all programs, recorded at the FSC, for the activation of the 

rejuvenation processes, the tissues regeneration (if required, for example, the growth of hair); 

I’m grateful the hair in the undesirable places disappear; 

I’m grateful my endocrine system and hormonal system have being restored. 

Note: at the beginning choose only 2-3 points. It is enough, note that the restoration and 

healing of the whole organism is taking place. You simply may make an accent at a definite 

organ or system. 

FSC no 15 has very interesting additional functions: 

I’m grateful  for the transformation of any radiation (irradiation) to the benefit of my organism, 

the disbandment of all my negative programs; 

I’m grateful   the epidemic (specify) have being stopped and disbanded (specify the territory) 

I’m grateful all kinds of tumors have being blocked at  my  organism. 

  

7.4.9. Affirmations to use with FSC No16. “The Clear Space”. 

 

I’m grateful all my thin bodies and cells have being cleared from negative smog. 



I’m grateful for activation of the self-regulation systems and their mutual interaction in my  

organism have being achieved; 

I’m grateful for my liberation from stress and depression have being achieved; 

I’m grateful this (or any specified – name and visualize) premises  have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful the diseased cells in my  organism have being disbanded, and the healthy cells have 

being activated; 

I’m grateful that  my  DNA code (specify any organ if required) have being activated; 

I’m grateful, I have being healed from sinusitis; 

I’m grateful for my  healthy nasal septum; 

I’m grateful my  bacterium and viruses have being disbanded and deduced from the organism. 

The same  formula could be used  with the Golden Pyramid FSC; 

I’m grateful my family curses have being disbanded and cleared; 

I’m grateful  my aura, chakras, all thin bodies, organs and systems have being cleaned; 

I’m grateful  the essences in my organism have being burned, the organism have being filled 

with pure, light, Heavenly energies; 

I’m grateful  the space/ the premises have being cleaned. Name the premises and visualize 

them filled with pure white light; 

I’m grateful  for my  defense during this ritual have being granted.  

I’m grateful  the space / the premises have being consecrated for good, love, wellbeing, health 

– choose 3 commands, not more. Name the premises and visualize them filled with pure white 

light. Work for 20 minutes; 

I’m grateful  my  thin bodies and meridians  have being cleaned;  

I’m grateful  my disease (name diagnosis) have being disbanded, the energy level have being 

recouped; 

I’m grateful  for my complete recovery have being granted; 

I’m grateful  the energetic of premises have being recouped. Name the premises and visualize 

them filled with pure white light. Work for 20 minutes; 

I’m grateful  the dead essence which lived in me  have being returned into her own space and 

time; 



I’m grateful  the suckers to the dead essences which lived in me  have being burned; 

I’m grateful  my car (name it, visualize it filled with white or golden light) have being cleaned 

and protected from incidents and damage; 

I’m grateful,  I have being cleaned from hex / deadly hex; 

I’m grateful  my weight have being normalized; 

I’m grateful  the candle have being “charged” / structured for my most effective session; 

I’m grateful  my  material situation have being improved. This formula is usable with FSCs no 

13, 14, 16; 

I’m grateful  my papilloma virus have  being disbanded; 

I’m grateful  all tumors in my organism have being blocked / cleaned out / disbanded. 

 

 7.5.  Water structuring with lilac FSCs. 

You may use lilac FSCs for water structuring both in passive 

and active modes. In passive mode the implementation does 

not differ from that of blue and green FSCs. You may place 

water volume at the FSC surface or place the water near the 

short rib. Interesting moment, is that you can place several 

lilac FSCs around water volume, their short ribs should be 

directed towards water, see the picture. This water 

structuring technique is called “the Sun”.  

For using the Lilac Functional State Correctors for water structuring in an active mode, place the 

FSC near the water, direct the short rib of the FSC towards water, say (aloud or mentally) 

desired affirmations, let it stand at least for 5 minutes. 

 

8. Implementation of Golden FSCs in details 
 

It is enough to hold any golden FCS in hands for 15-20 minutes in order to start Mayan channel 

recorded on it. Or simply sit on it – put under the coccyx. It is possible to sit for ten minutes and 

then place an FSC at the top of the head for another 10 minutes. You may do it several times a 

day if you wish. There is no need to hold a golden FSC at the body all the time. In case it is 

situated at the body, then the recurrent activation of the channel could take place if necessary. 



Gratitude energy is not required here. Visualization is not required as well. At the same time, 

Sergey Valentinovitch Koltsov warns us that we should use golden plates in the calm state of 

the spirit. The plates mirror back the emotional mood of the user, it is like positive feedback 

loop, well known in automation. Mayan channels, started with the help of golden FSCs amplify 

your own thoughts. 

Drinking structured water is not the main implementation mode with the golden FSCs. But you 

may structure water at golden FSCs if you want. Drinking a glass of water structured at the 

golden FSC prior to taking it in hands will work as preliminary channel tuning. 

Golden FSCs are designed in such a way that channels start on their own as soon the user takes 

it in hands. Channels may start in time interval from several minutes until three hours. At that, 

they adapt to the specific problems of a given user. Channels close on their own when the job is 

done. As a rule user does not sense the channels work. Golden FSCs work tenderly without 

acute conditions due to the adaptive tunings of the Mayan channels. 

After holding golden FSC for 15-20 minutes you may pass it to another person. At another user 

the channels will be opened in accordance with his own specific problems, and will work 

independently. 

It is possible to work with golden FSC through a photograph, but it is better to put a bunch of 

hair (DNA sample) on the FCS. When working distantly remember about the necessity to get a 

permission from a person you are going to work with. 

You should remember that golden series is created for the disbandment of primary reasons of 

the diseases development at the thin level, at that golden plates do not possess curative 

properties. You should work with blue and lilac series with the issue itself. One does not 

substitute the other. 

Golden FSCs are strictly specialized and generally do not combine with each other. That is we 

are using them in sequence. They combine with any other FSCs without any restrictions. It is 

better to address a specialist, who practice some diagnostics (bio-location) in order to define 

what golden plate will help to solve your problem in a best way. S. V. Koltsov says that it is 

possible to use them all one after another  - approximately two weeks for each plate, at that 

number 21 will close the cycle. After that, use them periodically in order to clean yourself from 

what we catch in a course of a daily life.  

Exclusion in terms of compatibility could be made for numbers 18-20-24, these three FSCs have  

cognate action. After working with them separately, it is possible to use them all-together for 

quick pumpings. Plates should be co-tuned for that.   1. Make sure that internal plates in all 

FSCs are oriented the same way in relation to outer cases – for example hologram under a 

hologram (left photo below); 2. Put plates in row on a chair (middle photo below);  3. Turn the 

middle plate face down (right photo) – now these three plates are co-tuned ; 4. Sit down on this 

construction for 5-10 minutes. This procedure ensures powerful disbandment of most negative 

programs and «fast charge» for the upcoming day. There is no necessity to repeat the 

procedure during the day  time. 



            

 

9. Joint implementation of FSCs of different colors 
 

You should have noted that in a chapter devoted to affirmations for lilac series, it was said that 

one should stop using blue FSCs while working with the lilac series. This moment usually evokes 

a lot of questions. Well, while using lilac series, we have to continue structured water drinking, 

we have to wash down slugs, we need number 2. And we have to do pumpings! A question 

about joint implementation arises naturally. Let's try to sort it out. 

Really it was noticed that information from the other plates: blue, golden, some exclusive and 

collection can put out the work of cosmoenergy channels, lead to premature closing of the 

channels. Cosmoenergy channels, being opened, work from several hours to three days, really 

they can work longer, but information starts to pollute with noise, and it should be renewed or 

confirmed. That is a repeated session is needed, the channel should be opened anew. That is 

why there are recommendations to stay out of the blue plates for three days after you worked 

with lilac ones. Here is Koltsov's comment on this situation: «Started program comes into initial 

state, nothing bad could happen in principle». By the way, exclusion is made for number 5, you 

can use it. FSC no. 5 has polarizations of several water samples treated by powerful healers, 

and probably this plate is closer to cosmoenergy, than the rest of the blue series. 

Restrictions on con-joint use of lilac plates with other ones are applied only at the active mode. 

In case you are going to use lilac FSCs together with some others, then either use lilac ones in a 

passive mode, they are working well in a passive mode, or close every time curative channels 

that you opened. Koltsov gives the following recommendation: «if you set on lilac plates the 

programs for defense, harmonization or cleaning yourself or the surrounding space, then you 

may use blue plates without any limitations. If you set some curative programs, then in order to 

use the blue series you should close the channels being opened, the formula is very simple: I 

am grateful for my healing being done, I am grateful to all channels being activated with the 

plate number ….. , or list the channels if you know their names. I am closing all channels».  Use 

blue plates and then open the necessary channels again. The point is that in case a curative 

program was started at the lilac FSC, then in case of blue or golden FSC use it could be 

interrupted, then next session it would be started anew from the very beginning. In case on 

closes the channel that was opened at the lilac FSC, then during next session program would be 

started from a point at which it was closed.  

Green plates combine with all the others without restrictions.  

The second common question is: «Is it possible to use lilac or golden plates without blue ones? 

Yes, it is, but without the preliminary cleaning and harmonization stage the effectiveness will be 



about 10-15 percent, and the probability of acute phase will be high. Lilac and golden plates are 

powerful, acute condition could be followed with high temperature. Therefore, the general 

recommendation is: use the basic set first, them introduce all other plates. More to it, golden 

FSCs deal with information origins of the problem and do not cure their consequences at the 

physiology level. Another question is that in some cases work at the physiology level could be 

resultless, until the primary reason is disbanded. 

Golden FSCs, being “high frequency” ones may interrupt programs, started at the lilac FSCs. with the 

lilac FSCs used in a passive mode, the golden ones combine without restrictions (simply close programs 

that you opened at the lilac FSCs prior to using golden ones). With any other plates golden combine 

without any restrictions. Due to mirroring effect it is good to use golden FSCs together with FSCs “Love”, 

“Harmony”, “Indi” which help to support good emotional background. 

10. Contra-indications. 
 

The main contra –indication is transplanted organs. In these case people have to take 

medicines which reduce their immune system response, and every FSC boosts immune system.  

The second contra – indication is connected with implanted cardio-stimulators. FSC discharge 

batteries when placed at the cardio-stimulator area. In such case simply do not put FSC at the 

heart area, other implementation modes are allowed. People who do not have cardio-

stimulator may place FSC at the heart area – that was said by Koltsov at February 2014. 

Anyway, to deal with heart and cardio-vascular system problems, we have cosmoenergy FSCs: 

number 9 and “The Active Longevity”, which work without the necessity of placing them at the 

body.  

The third  contra –indication is narcosis. One should cease all FSC use several days prior to 

operation with narcosis. When going to stomatology clinic – better leave correctors in the 

wardrobe. FSC may oppose narcosis action. Use FSC after surgery as soon as possible – place it 

the wound area. 

 

11. Checklist:  “The principals of the competent FSC use”  
 

By Akselrod Alexander Efimovitch – Center Region lecturer. 

1. Use the full set of the correctors 1,2,3 for women,   1,2,4 – for men; 

2. Drink the recommended amount of structured water, You would not get results without 

water; 

3. Switch between different correctors numbers, organism reacts better at various 

information; 



4. Carry the correctors where it hurts, excluding the heart area. If nothing disturbs You or 

the problem could not be localized carry the FSC no 1 or 2 at the celiac plexus area. The FSC no. 

3 & 4 should be carried under the navel. The FSC no 5 at the right subcostal area; 

5. If You had cirrhosis, hepatitis, or any other liver problems, You should use the FSC no. 5; 

6.  Focus on what You eat. It is important to choose high quality foods. Use good quality 

natural nutrition supplements. The information level FSC action should be supported with high 

quality “building materials”; physical activity is also important. 

7.  90 % of poor FSC results are from the insufficient water consumption, another 9,9 % 

related with the spinal column problems. If after 4 month of the FSC use the results are still 

poor, seek an advice from an osteopathic physician; 

8.  Another common reason of poor results is connected with presence of entities, 

extremely strong  psycho pathogenic  influences, outer field influences, so check what golden 

FSCs are needed.  

9.  Remember  to do the  “pumpings”. “Open” first and seventh chakras (see chapter 6.4.8 

Opening of the first and the seventh chakras). 

 

Appendix 1. Time periods of organ activities. 

By Chinese traditional medicine system there 12 meridians at a human body, they receive 

energy supply in turn: each meridian at its specific time period, which naturally depends on the 

Sun position, so working with this list be sure to use your local time. It is most effective to do 

any healing procedures at times of specific organ or system activity. It is also good to support 

with additional energy the necessary system at the period of its minimum activity.  Use this list 

to define when it is most effective to carry an FSC at the organ projection or do additional 

pumping. 

Lungs – maximum activity from 3 a.m. until 5 a.m., minimum activity period from 3p.m. to 5 

p. m.; 

Large intestines – maximum activity period from 5 a.m. until 7 a.m.; 

Stomach– maximum activity period from 7 a.m. until 9 a.m.; 

Spleen – pancreas meridian – maximum activity period from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m.; 

Heart meridian – maximum activity period from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m.; 

Small intestines meridian – maximum activity period from 1 p.m. until 3 p.m.; 

Urine bladder meridian – maximum activity period from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m.; 

Kidneys – maximum activity period from 5 p.m. until 7 p.m.; 

Pericardium meridian – maximum activity period from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.; 

The three heaters meridian – maximum activity period from 9 p.m. until 11 p.m.; 



Gallbladder meridian – maximum activity period from 11 p.m. until 1 a.m.; 

Liver maximum activity period from 1 a.m. until 3 a.m.; minimum activity period from 1 p.m. 

to 3 p.m.; 

 

Appendix 2.  How to co-tune two FSCs 

Co-tuning procedure is simple, you can made it the following way: 

Open plastic cases of the FSCs you are going to co-tune, and make sure that internal plates 

are oriented the same way, for example holograms at the internal plates are under holograms 

at the outer covers; 

Close covers and put FSCs side by side, that is in the same orientation; 

Turn one FSC along its long rib; 

Now FSCs are co-tuned. If you are working with pendulum or some other bio-resonant 

technique, you may check energy. You may move FSCs apart, preserving their relative 

orientation, they became co-tuned. For example, it is needed for spinal column pumping with 

the help of two FSCs. 

 

 

Contacts 
 

With best wishes of Happiness and sound FSC results, Dmitiry Volohovskiy 

+7 903 746 01 34 

dmitriyvolohovskiy@gmail.com 

skype:    dmitriyvolohovskiy 

For more information see my site: 

http://en.kfs-korrektor.ru/ 
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